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ABSTRACT 

Simulating Low Temperature Combustion: Thermochemistry, Computational Kinetics 

and Detailed Reaction Mechanisms 

Samah Mohamed 

Detailed chemical kinetic models are important to the understanding and prediction of combustion 

properties. Better estimations require an accurate description of thermochemistry and kinetic rate 

parameters. This study identifies important reaction pathways at the low temperature chemistry of 

branched conventional and alternative fuels. Rate constants and branching ratios for important 

reactions are provided and important phenomena are investigated.  

The thermochemistry and kinetics of the 2-methylhexane model, an important component in 

gasoline surrogate, is updated using recent group values and rate rules from the literature. New 

reactions, such as hydroperoxyalkylperoxy (OOQOOH) alternative isomerization, are also added 

to the model. The results show that both conventional and alternative isomerization of OOQOOH 

radicals significantly affect the model reactivity.  

The kinetics of a biofuel; iso-butanol, is also investigated in this study to understand alcohol 

combustion chemistry and identify sensitive reactions that require more attention. The results 

indicate that iso-butanol is sensitive to the chain propagation reaction of α-RO2 radical and the 

water elimination of γ-QOOH. Because both reactions decrease model reactivity, accurate rate 

constants are needed to correctly determine fuel reactivity. 
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In light of the above mentioned kinetic modeling studies, high levels computational chemistry 

calculations were performed to provide site-specific rates rules for OOQOOH conventional 

isomerization considering all possible reaction sites. This is also one of the first studies to 

investigate the effect of chirality on calculated rate constants. Results indicate that chirality is 

important when two chiral centers exist in the reactant.  

OOQOOH alternative isomerization rate constants are usually assigned in analogy to the 

isomerization of an alkylperoxy (RO2) radical which may introduce some uncertainty. To test the 

validity of using analogous rates, this study calculates the rate constants for selected alternative 

isomerization reactions. The effect of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the calculated energies 

and rate constants for different reaction pathways is investigated. The result shows that alternative 

isomerization is a competing pathway only when it proceeds via a less strained transition state 

relative to the conventional isomerization transition state. A detailed analysis of the hydrogen 

bonding effect helped to identify cases where assigning rates in analogy may not be valid.  
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction and Objectives 

1.1 Introduction 

Combustion involves a series of elementary chemical reactions which convert gaseous, liquid, or 

solid fuels to various intermediates, and eventually to CO2, H2O and heat. The large amount of 

heat released is then used to drive energy systems such as gas turbines and car engines. The 

combustion process also produces pollutants such as CO2, NOx, SOx and soot, which contribute to 

global warming, making alternative sources such as renewable energies - solar, wind…etc. - are 

increasingly attractive. However, due to the rapidly growing population and the corresponding 

increase in energy demand, renewables cannot meet the need for all the energy required. For this 

reason, fossil fuels will continue to be the main source of energy, providing over 80% of the total 

energy supply by 2040 [1], and studies on how to run combustion systems more efficiently, and 

with fewer emissions, have become necessary.  

Chemical kinetic models are essential tools, used by combustion engineers to understand the 

combustion process of fuels in engines. Over the last decades, the understanding of kinetic models 

has been improved dramatically for simple components like hydrogen [2] and methane [3]. For 

larger alkanes, a general high and low temperature reaction scheme was developed for combustion 

kinetics, based on experimental observations [4]. This facilitated the development of kinetic 

models with larger molecules and encouraged further modeling of real fuels. Developing kinetic 

models for real complex fuels like gasoline, diesel and jet fuels is challenging; they consist of 

hundreds of components including paraffin, iso-paraffin, olefin, naphthene, and aromatic 

(PIONA), where the large numbers of components and different functional groups complicate the 
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modeling process. To facilitate the development of real fuel mechanisms, recently, surrogate fuels 

are widely formulated to replicate the physical, chemical and combustion properties of real fuels, 

including H/C ratio, distillation curve and ignition quality, among others [5, 6]. The primary 

reference fuel (PRF), a two component mixture of iso-octane and heptane, is the simplest gasoline 

surrogate. Other studies by [7-9] suggest multicomponent surrogate mixtures that target more 

properties of real fuels such as PIONA composition, H/C ratio, and distillation curves. Chemical 

kinetic models are then developed for these representative species.  

The development of detailed kinetic models came hand in hand with the improvements in high-

performance computing - memory, processor speeds and parallel computing - making possible 

expensive computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations of large mechanisms and promoting 

the automatic generation of chemical kinetic models. It also advanced the computational chemistry 

by developing more accurate theories and methods for thermodynamic and rate rule calculations, 

and thus, more accurate kinetic models. Computational chemistry became a key contributor in 

developing combustion kinetics, especially when calculations of relatively large molecules with 

less uncertainty became accessible.  

1.2 Research motivation and objectives 

The need for efficient and clean combustion processes, motivated huge research efforts in 

developing new, cleaner fuels or developing new types of high efficiency, advanced combustion 

engines. Both approaches require a comprehensive understanding of the combustion processes as 

well as the fluid dynamics inside the engine. Chemical kinetic models are widely utilized to 

understand and predict combustion properties of new fuels or real fuels surrogates.  
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Branched alkane (iso-paraffin) is an important chemical class in real fuels where it can represent 

up to 30, 20, and 20% in gasoline [10], diesel [11], and jet fuel [12] surrogates, respectively. 

However, different studies [13, 14] showed the lack of accurate knowledge in the branched 

alkanes’ chemistry, which warranted further investigation in this area. On the other hand, biofuel 

kinetic models, such as alcohols and esters, are developed based on hydrocarbon reaction scheme 

with analogous rate rules to alkanes. The additional functional group in biofuels adds more 

complexity to the kinetic models and thus mechanisms should be assessed carefully as attempted 

in this research. 

Computational chemistry is intensely used to calculate accurate thermochemistry and kinetics for 

precise predictions of the kinetic models nevertheless, rate rules and branching ratios of various 

sensitive pathways, especially at the low temperatures of branched alkanes mechanisms, are still 

missing in the literature. This research fills the gap by identifying these reactions and provide rate 

rules calculated at high level of theories.    

In this dissertation the combustion kinetic models of branched alkanes and alcohols are 

investigated and rate rules of different key reactions are calculated. A branched alkane of 2-

methylhexane, an important component in the gasoline surrogate, and iso-butanol, a promising 

biofuel, were chosen to investigate the accuracy of current kinetic models. 2-methylhexane model 

is updated with recent thermodynamic group values and rate rules from literature, where important 

and sensitive low temperatures reactions are identified and calculated using a more accurate level 

of theories or computational methods. Iso-butanol kinetic model is also investigated to determine 

the sources of discrepancy in the available kinetic models in the literature and identify reactions 

that require more attention computationally. These objectives will be investigated in the following 

format: 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and objectives. 

Chapter 2: Background of chemical kinetic modeling and computational chemistry and methods 

used for rate rules calculations. 

Chapter 3: Updating 2-methylhexane kinetic model by investigating the effect of updating the 

thermochemistry, and rate rules on simulated new shock tube and rapid compression machine 

ignition delay data. New reaction pathways are added to the mechanism to account for new species 

recently detected experimentally. Author would like to acknowledge Fethi Khaled and Colin 

Banyon for conducting the ignition delay time measurement, and Dr Liming Cai for helping in 

generating optimized mechanism. 

Chapter 4: Understanding and improving alcohol combustion kinetic models by comparing two 

existing iso-butanol models to give insight into the most sensitive reactions requiring attention in 

alcohol combustion chemistry. One model is a rate-rule based model developed hierarchically and 

the other is automatically generated model using using the Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG) 

software. Thanks to Dr Shamel Merchant and Dr Nathan Yee for running RMG and providing the 

automatically generated model. 

Chapter 5: Calculating rate coefficients of conventional isomerization pathway of 

hydroperoxyalkylperoxy radical (OOQOOH), the most important chain branching at low 

temperature oxidation chemistry of hydrocarbon fuels and to study the effect of chirality on 

calculated rate rules. Great appreciation to Professor Alexander Davis for writing Python scripts 

for more effective data analysis.  
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Chapter 6: Investigating the importance and branching ratios in different OOQOOH radical 

reaction pathways by calculating rate parameters and examining the effect of intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding on calculated rates at both combustion and atmospheric conditions. 

Chapter 7: Conclusion and future work 
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Chapter 2  

2 Background and Methods 

2.1 Introduction 

With the current rate of population growth, global energy demand is expected to rise by 35% 

between 2016 and 2040 [1]. Making fossil fuels (oil and gas) the source for over 80% of the 

world’s energy supply by 2040. Renewable energy supplies will also increase from 4 to 14% by 

2040 propelling developing and improvement of these alternatives energies [1]. Power generation 

and transportation are the major energy consumers. Power is primarily generated using gas and 

coal, while transportation is driven by liquid fuels (oil or biofuels) due to their high energy density 

and easy handling and transport.  

Liquid fuels for transportation purposes are used mainly in internal combustion engines (IC), 

classified as either spark ignition (SI) engines in which a spark initiates ignition of a premixed 

fuel/air mixture, or compression ignition (CI) engines, where the fuel is ignited by the high heat 

of the compressed air. SI engines (suitable for gasoline fuels) operate at relatively lower thermal 

efficiency due to limited operating compression ratio, to avoid knocking and pre-ignition 

phenomena (abnormal combustion). CI engines (suitable for diesel fuels) are very efficient due to 

the high operation compression ratios; however, they relatively release higher amounts of NOx and 

soot emissions [15, 16]. 

High efficiency and less environmental impact, encouraged the development of advanced 

combustion technologies such as gasoline compression ignition (GCI), which can be classified to 

partially premixed compression ignition (PPCI) and homogeneous charged compression ignition 

(HCCI) based on the degree of fuel/air mixing before ignition. HCCI engines combine SI and CI 
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engines as fuel and air are fully mixed before ignition is initiated by compression [16]. HCCI 

engines operation is controlled by the kinetics of the fuel [17]; therefore, developing these engines 

requires a greater understanding of fuel chemistry, which can be achieved through chemical kinetic 

modeling. Chemical kinetic models are essential for accurate engine modeling and simulation [10, 

15, 16].  

Engines are not ideal to study combustion process because of cost limitations and other physical 

complexity, such as piston movement, turbulence and fluctuation of temperature, pressure and 

mixture fractions inside the engines. This necessitates the development of chemical kinetic models, 

along with fundamental combustion experiments, that covers a wide range of operating conditions 

and can be well captured and described by mathematical models. Fundamental experiments are 

also used to validate chemical kinetic models before they are used to predict combustion 

properties. These properties include but are not limited to, autoignition characteristics studied in 

shock tube (ST) and rapid compression machine (RCM), flame speed and high temperature 

kinetics studied in premixed and non-premixed flames beside speciation and reactions in flameless 

environment studied in jet stirred reactors (JSR).  

Chemical kinetic models, including the mechanism, thermodynamic and transport files are used in 

numerical solvers to simulate a specific combustion application with particular geometry and 

operating conditions. These solvers are solving the governing equations for conservation of mass, 

momentum, energy, and concentration of chemical species. Examples of simulation programs are 

CHEMKIN PRO [18], CANTERA [19, 20], and OPENSMOKE [21, 22], in which combustion 

instruments such as shock tubes, premixed flames and perfectly stirred reactors are simulated to 

obtain ignition delay time, speciation and flame speeds. 
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2.2 Chemical kinetic modeling 

The chemical kinetic model consists of three files: 

Mechanism file: 

The kinetic data or the mechanism file is a list of all the elements, species and their elementary 

reactions describing the conversion of reactants into intermediates and final products. The 

reactions’ expressions can be written as in Equation 2.1. The rate at which these reactions occur is 

the rate of the reactant consumption or the product’s formation, which is proportional to the 

concentration of the reactant powered by its stoichiometric coefficients. This is referred to as the 

law of mass action as in Equation 2.2. The constant of this proportionality, k, is the rate constant 

written in the temperature dependent modified Arrhenius form, in Equation 2.3, where A is the 

pre-exponential factor, n is the temperature exponent, Ea is the activation energy (cal/mol) and R 

is the ideal gas constant (cal/(mol.K)) provided for each elementary reaction in the mechanism.  

𝑎𝐴 + 𝑏𝐵 ↔ 𝑐𝐶 + 𝑑𝐷      (2.1) 

𝑟𝑎 = −
𝑑[𝐴]

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑑[𝐵]

𝑑𝑡
=
𝑑[𝐶]

𝑑𝑡
=
𝑑[𝐷]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘[A]𝑎[B]𝑏  (2.2) 

𝑘 = 𝐴𝑇𝑛𝑒(
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇⁄ )      (2.3) 

Reversible reactions proceed in both forward and reverse directions, where the progress of the ith 

reaction, in Equation 2.4, is the difference between the forward and reverse rates, as written in 

Equation 2.5, where kfi and kri are the forward and reverse rate constants evaluated from Equation 

2.3. χk is the chemical symbol of the kth species and ʋki is the stoichiometric coefficients (it can be 

an integer or non-integer number for elementary and non-elementary reactions, respectively). The 

result of a reaction is the production of the species k, following the production rate ωk, in Equation 

2.6. 
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∑ 𝑣𝑘𝑖
′ 𝜒𝑘

𝐾

𝑘=1
=∑ 𝑣𝑘𝑖

′′𝜒𝑘
𝐾

𝑘=1
    (𝑖 = 1,… . . 𝑖)   (2.4) 

𝑞𝑖 = 𝑘𝑓𝑖∏ [𝜒𝑘]
𝑣𝑘𝑖
′𝐾

𝑘=1 − 𝑘𝑟𝑖∏ [𝜒𝑘]
𝑣𝑘𝑖
′′𝐾

𝑘=1     (2.5) 

𝜔𝑘 =∑ (𝑣𝑘𝑖
′′ − 𝑣𝑘𝑖

′ )𝑞𝑖
𝐼

𝑖=1
             (𝑘 = 1, . . . 𝐾)  (2.6) 

The process equilibrium constant is given by the ratio of the forward and reverse rate constants, as 

in Equation 2.7 below, for the reaction in Equation 2.1. 

𝐾 =
𝑘𝑓

𝑘𝑟
=
[𝐶]𝑐[𝐷]𝑑

[𝐴]𝑎[𝐵]𝑏
       (2.7) 

Physical information about the reaction is stored in the species’ thermodynamic data and the rate 

parameters (A, n and Ea) of elementary reactions, which can be found in experimental 

measurements, theoretical calculations, or by analogy to other pathways.  

The number of elementary reactions in the mechanism files is proportional to the number of heavy 

atoms (such as C and O atoms) in the fuel. Fuel mechanisms with seven to eight heavy atoms 

consist of thousands of reactions and hundreds of species [23], as shown in Figure 2-1. 

Mechanisms can be classified into detailed, skeletal and reduced based on the reactions included. 

Detailed (or comprehensive) mechanisms include all possible elementary reactions (to the best of 

the developer’s knowledge); they are used mainly in computationally reasonable 0D and 1D 

simulations that can effectively handle many reactions and species. In skeletal mechanisms, 

insensitive reactions and the species involved are eliminated from the mechanism, being more 

suitable to relatively expensive computational simulations (2D and 3D), where in reduced 

mechanisms species are lumped, assuming they behave alike or they are relatively less important 

under certain conditions for which these models are utilized. Reduced models are used for the 
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extremely expensive 3D, CFD simulations in which the entire detailed mechanism is reduced to 

few key reactions.   

 

Figure 2-1: Relationship between number of species and number of reactions. (Reprinted from 

Lu and Law [24], copyright Elsevier) 

Thermodynamic data: 

Thermodynamic data should be provided for each species defined in the mechanism, where model 

predictions are highly dependent on the reliability of these data. Thermodynamic data include the 

heat of formation ΔHf, entropy S, and specific heat Cp in a range of temperatures. These data are 

used by numerical solvers to estimate the heat of reactions, equilibrium constants, and rates of 

reverse reactions.  

Thermodynamic data are usually written in NASA polynomials [25] format, which consists of the 

species name, elemental composition, phase, high and low temperature range and seven high 

temperature constants, followed by seven low temperature constants formulated as:  

𝐶𝑝

𝑅
= 𝑎1 + 𝑎2𝑇 + 𝑎3𝑇

2 + 𝑎4𝑇
3 + 𝑎5𝑇

4    (2.8) 
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𝐻

𝑅𝑇
= 𝑎1 + 𝑎2

𝑇

2
+ 𝑎3

𝑇2

3
+ 𝑎4

𝑇3

4
+ 𝑎5

𝑇4

5
+
𝑎6

𝑇
    (2.9) 

𝑆

𝑅
= 𝑎1𝑙𝑛𝑇 + 𝑎2𝑇 + 𝑎3

𝑇2

2
+ 𝑎4

𝑇3

34
+ 𝑎5

𝑇4

4
+ 𝑎7   (2.10) 

Thermodynamic data can be obtained experimentally, computationally or estimated based on 

group additivity (GA) methods [26-28]. Large databases like Burcat et al.[29], NIST WebBook 

[30], NIST-JANAF [31] are usually available for stable and small molecules when experiments 

are valid and applicable. Quantum calculations can also be used, however they should be calculated 

for each atom, molecule and radical individually, which can be computationally expensive for 

large species and impractical for large mechanisms. These limitations can be overcome by 

empirical methods, especially for larger molecules and radicals, such as the group additivity (GA) 

method suggested by Benson [27], as implemented in different codes such as THERM [32].  The 

GA method assumes that the functional groups in a molecule not only retain their chemical 

properties but also their physical properties and their values [27]. The GA method breaks the 

molecule into groups of polyvalent atoms or central atom (eg. carbon, C; oxygen, O; carbons 

bonded by double bond, CD; carbons bonded by triple bond, CT; carbonyl functional group, CO) 

and their neighbors; each group has its contribution to the Hf, S, and Cp. Corrections are added to 

account for cyclic compounds, optical isomers, 1,4 interactions (gauche), 1,5 H interactions, cis 

and trans, etc. The symmetry number (σ) of the molecule, which adds -R.ln(σ) to the entropy and 

the number of rotors (used to calculate the Cp,inf), should also be provided. The group values can 

be calculated from an experimental database, such as ATcT [33] tables or quantum calculations 

where the accuracy of the thermodynamic data depends on the consistency of the group values and 

the additivity principle. Examples of the THERM input and output files are provided in Appendix 

A1. 
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Transport data: 

In some combustion models such as the JSR, temperature and concentration profiles are controlled 

by kinetics, while in other models such as laminar and diffusion flames, diffusion processes 

become the rate limiting step and transport data should be provided. Describing the transport of 

species requires properties such as diffusion coefficient, thermal conductivity and viscosity. These 

properties are estimated by solvers (like CHEMKIN PRO) using user-defined constants, including 

geometrical constants, Lennard-Jones potential well depth and collision diameter, dipole moment 

and polarizability. These data can be obtained from various sources in the literature; analogy to 

similar molecules can also be used, especially for new fuels. 

2.2.1 Developing chemical kinetic models 

The process of developing kinetic models as described in [34] begins by listing all elementary 

reactions of the considered fuel, and determining rate parameters of each reaction and 

thermodynamics in all species. The developed model is then validated using data obtained from 

controlled experiments and performing kinetic analyses (sensitivity and rate of production 

analysis) for model assessment. Next model predictions are compared to experimental data, where 

sensitive parameters are modified when necessary for a better agreement with the experimental 

data. Validation against different experimental data operating under various conditions 

(temperature, pressure and reactant mole fractions) increases the reliability of the developed 

model. 

One way to develop kinetic models is via automated mechanism generators that use rate-based 

algorithms [35]. Alternatively, these models can be developed manually based on rate rule and 

group additivity methods for kinetic and thermodynamic data, respectively. The mechanism for a 
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certain molecule with a specific chain length (n) is developed hierarchically, where smaller chain 

molecules (n-1 to 0) are considered as sub-mechanisms. 

The mechanism’s elementary reactions consist of stable molecules, radicals and atoms. They are 

classified into (1) initiation reactions, forming radicals from stable molecules; (2) termination 

reactions, consuming radicals into stable molecules; (3) propagation reactions, forming radicals 

from other radicals; and (4) branching, forming more radicals from a radical or energetic product. 

These reactions are usually written in the high-pressure limit where the constants for k∞ are 

provided, but pressure dependent reactions can also be included, such as unimolecular 

decomposition reactions, which can be written in Troe fall-off curve [36] or plog format in recent 

mechanisms where for one reaction, different Arrhenius parameters are provided for high pressure 

limit and for several lower pressures. 

The detailed chemical kinetic mechanism is developed to describe low- and high-temperature 

reactions that occur during fuel oxidation. As shown in Figure 2-2, and detailed in [4, 37], fuel 

radicals (R.) are mainly formed by hydrogen abstraction from the fuel, initially by O2 (initiation) 

and then by OH and other radicals. At low temperatures, the alkyl radicals react with O2 to form 

chemically-activated alkylperoxy adducts (RO2*). These adducts are stabilized by collision at 

high-pressures, leading to thermally equilibrated (RO2) radicals. Both chemically activated 

(dashed arrows) and thermally equilibrated adducts undergo intramolecular isomerization and 

concerted elimination reactions to form hydroperoxyalkyl radicals (QOOH) and olefins + HO2, 

respectively. The competition between these two pathways depends on isomerization ring size and 

temperature. The concerted elimination pathway is a chain termination pathway that inhibits 

reactivity and produces a less reactive hydroperoxide radical that self-reacts to form H2O2. 

Meanwhile, the addition of molecular oxygen cause QOOH radicals to undergo chain branching 
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reactions, ultimately leading to the formation of two reactive OH radicals, which promotes 

reactivity. Alternative isomerization of the OOQOOH radicals may also influence low temperature 

reactivity and ignition, depending on molecular structure and combustion conditions (i.e., 

temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio). QOOH radicals also undergo chain propagation and 

chain termination reactions, leading to cyclic ethers + OH and olefins + HO2, respectively. 

Competition between the chain branching and chain propagation reaction introduce the negative 

temperature coefficient (NTC), where reactivity decreases with temperature. As the temperature 

continues to increase (around 900K), H2O2 decomposes in a chain branching reaction to produce 

two OH radicals, and the R.+O2=RO2 equilibrium shifts back towards the radical formation, 

competing with RO2 formation. At high temperatures, the fuel radicals mainly undergo β-scission 

reactions, leading to the formation of olefins and smaller species and radicals including H radicals. 

H radicals react with O2 to form OH radical and O atom, the main high temperature chain 

branching reaction.  

 

Figure 2-2: Low temperature oxidation scheme 
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Different components with different functional groups follow the previous hydrocarbon reaction 

scheme, with additional or less reaction pathways invoked by the functional group site. Moreover, 

the presence of the tertiary site in branched alkanes prohibits the occurrence of some important 

pathways. For example, OOQOOH radical where the OOH group in the tertiary site cannot 

undergo the chain branching reaction to form KHP and OH radical, which increases the flux of 

OOQOOH radical to the alternative isomerization pathways resulting in di-hydroperoxyalkyl 

P(OOH)2 radicals that undergo subsequent pathways analogous to QOOH reaction pathways (more 

details are in section 3.3.1 (Figure 3-11)). Experimental observations in JSR and kinetic modeling 

studies [14, 38-40] proved the importance of the alternative isomerization pathways. However, 

assigning rate rules for these pathways in analogy to similar reactions results in inaccuracy in the 

model predictions and therefore, accurate calculations of the rate rules and branching ratios for 

OOQOOH radicals are required. 

The high and low temperature chemistry shown above, along with thermodynamic data, are 

essential in determining fuel reactivity and accurate combustion properties. However, assigning 

accurate thermodynamic data, rate rules and branching ratios is challenging especially with 

different fuel structures. Lack of accurately measured, or calculated, rate parameters necessitates 

estimation and analogy, ultimately increasing the level of uncertainty in the model. Existing 

computational power and advanced experimental techniques accelerates the development of 

kinetic models that can effectively predict combustion properties under a wide range of conditions, 

and accurately simulate engines, and improve their efficiency. 

2.3 Computational chemistry  

Computational chemistry is very useful in supporting experimental predictions and replacing 

experiments when they are not applicable. It is widely used in combustion science to estimate the 
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thermochemistry and kinetics of reactions that are hard to predict experimentally. Both branches 

of computational chemistry - molecular mechanics and electronic structure theory - use a particular 

3D molecular structure to compute energy, perform energy optimization and quantify the 

vibrational frequency of a molecule.  

Based on the laws of classical physics, molecular mechanics depends mainly on the force field of 

the considered molecule, where the calculations are founded on the nuclei interactions and do not 

specifically treat the electrons in a molecular system [41]. These approximations make molecular 

mechanics computationally economical, and thus suitable for very large systems with thousands 

of atoms. Although molecular mechanics can predict force fields and energies for small systems 

very accurately, neglecting electron interactions renders this method incapable of describing 

intermediate and large systems where an electronic effect is essential, (i.e. bond formation and 

bond breaking) [41]. These limitations support the utilization of electronic structure theory to 

determine general rate rules. 

Electronic structure theory uses the laws of quantum mechanics, which postulate that energy and 

other related properties of a microscopic systems can be obtained from the system’s wave-

function. This is because quantum mechanics assumes that the systems (eg. electrons) have the 

characteristics of particles as well as a wave [41]. By applying certain operators to the wave 

function it is possible to predict particular values of specific properties related to the operator. For 

example, the energy E can be obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation HΨ = EΨ, where H 

is the Hamiltonian and Ѱ is the wave function, depending on system coordinates and the spin [42]. 

The exact solution of this equation is computationally impractical for large species, and therefore 

different mathematical approximations are applied. Three methods of the electronic structure 

theory can be defined as follows [41]: 
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1- Semi-empirical method: Simplify and approximate the Schrodinger equation solution 

using experimental parameters. The chosen experimental data should be applicable to the 

system under consideration. 

2- Ab initio methods: Based only on the law of quantum mechanics and the value of some 

physical constants such as, masses and charges of electrons and nuclei, Planck’s constant 

and the speed of light. It provides accurate predictions for different systems by solving the 

Schrodinger equation using various rigorous mathematical approximations related to 

electron interactions.  

3- Density functional theory (DFT): It includes the effect of electron correlation, which 

accounts for the interactions of electron pairs. The DFT method provides the advantage of 

the expensive Ab initio method for the cost of Hartree Fock, the least expensive Ab initio 

method.  

These methods can be applied in different calculation software packages such as Gaussian09 [43], 

ORCA [44] and MOLPRO [45], in which theoretical models are applied to a molecular system of 

different sizes and types, where maximum size is determined by the availability of computer 

resources. The theoretical model (sometimes called the level of theory) from any of the above 

methods should possess certain features such as: (1) Size consistency; the error associated with a 

method should scale proportionally to the size of the molecule. (2) Efficiency; calculations are 

practical relative to available computer power. (3) Accuracy and (4) Reproducibility [41]. The 

level of theory is a uniformly applicable theoretical model which predicts the properties of a 

chemical system; it is characterized by a combination of theoretical procedure (or method) and 

basis set. Each level of theory presents a different approximation to the Schrodinger equation. 
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2.3.1 Theoretical models 

Theoretical models use different approximations to solve the Schrodinger equation: 

HΨ(r) = EΨ(r)  (2.11) 

where H is the Hamiltonian operator, Ѱ is the time-independent wave function, a function of the 

system position only (particle will be used in further reference to the system) and E is the energy 

of the particle. The Hamiltonian operator includes kinetic and potential energy terms, H = T + V, 

where T is the kinetic energy of all particles k (electrons and nucleus), expressed as: 

𝑇 = −
h2

8𝜋2
∑

1

𝑚𝑘
∇2= −

h2

8𝜋2
∑ (

∂2

𝜕𝑥𝑘
2 +

∂2

𝜕𝑦𝑘
2 +

∂2

𝜕𝑧𝑘
2)𝑘𝑘   (2.12) 

Where, h is the Planck’s constant (6.63×10-34 J.s), m is the mass of the particle and 𝛻2 is the 

Laplacian in three coordinates, accounting for the wave characteristic of the system.  

The potential energy V, is expressed by the Coulomb repulsion between charged entities, where 

for k=i+j number of particles, the potential energy is written as: 

𝑉 =
1

4𝜋𝜀𝑜
(−∑ ∑ (

𝑍𝐼e
2

∆𝑟𝑖𝐼
) +𝐼𝑖 ∑ ∑ (

e2

∆𝑟𝑖𝑗
) + ∑ ∑ (

𝑍𝐼𝑍𝐽e
2

∆𝑅𝐼𝐽
)𝐽<𝐼𝐼𝑗<𝑖𝑖 )  (2.13) 

Where –e is the electron charge, Ze is the nucleus charge, ∆r or ∆R is the distance between the two 

particles and ɛo is the vacuum permittivity (8.854×10-12 F/m). The first term defines the electron-

nuclear attraction, the second term is the inter-electronic repulsion and the third is inter-nuclear 

repulsion. The Hamiltonian term can then be expressed by the notation: 

𝐻 = −
h2

8𝜋2
∑

1

𝑚𝑘
∇2𝑘 +

1

4𝜋𝜀𝑜
(−∑ ∑ (

𝑍𝐼e
2

∆𝑟𝑖𝐼
) +𝐼𝑖 ∑ ∑ (

e2

∆𝑟𝑖𝑗
) + ∑ ∑ (

𝑍𝐼𝑍𝐽e
2

∆𝑅𝐼𝐽
)𝐽<𝐼𝐼𝑗<𝑖𝑖 ) (2.14) 
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The attraction and repulsion terms in this formula imply that the motion of the particles is 

correlated, and that all particles move interdependently of each other. This complexity is simplified 

by invoking a different approximation, such as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which 

suggests that, as the mass of the nucleus is much larger than the electron, the latter motion can be 

assumed to be instantaneous relative to the nucleus making it possible to calculate the electron 

energy for a fixed nuclear position. This approximation simplifies the Hamiltonian term by 

assuming the nuclear kinetics is independent of the electrons and the inter-nuclear repulsion term 

is constant for certain particle geometry. The electronic Schrodinger equation and electronic 

Hamiltonian terms are then written as:  

(𝐻𝑒𝑙 + 𝑉𝑁)Ψ𝑒𝑙(𝑞𝑖; 𝑞𝐼) = 𝐸𝑒𝑙Ψ𝑒𝑙(𝑞𝑖; 𝑞𝐼)     (2.15) 

𝐻𝑒𝑙 = −
h2

8𝜋2
∑

1

𝑚𝑖
∇2𝑖 +

1

4𝜋𝜀𝑜
(−∑ ∑ (

𝑍𝐼e
2

∆𝑟𝑖𝐼
) +𝐼𝑖 ∑ ∑ (

e2

∆𝑟𝑖𝑗
)𝑗<𝑖𝑖 )  (2.16) 

Where Hel is the approximated Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian, Vn is the inter-nuclear repulsion 

term and Eel is the electronic energy. The wave function Ѱel is a function of the electronic 

coordinates qi and the nuclear coordinates qk where the former is a variable and the latter is the 

parameter. Generally, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is a very useful and mild assumption 

for evaluating the electronic energy Eel [46].  

Several other suggested assumptions are summarized and categorized below. For more 

information the reader is referred to [41, 46]. 

1- Hartree Fock theory: Assumes a non-interacting system of electrons in which electrons do 

not interact explicitly, but rather as an average field or potential. In Hartree Hamiltonian, 

the inter-electron interaction term is eliminated. To simplify the solution, an iterative self-
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consistent field (SCF) is proposed, in which the wave function is assumed in the first step 

and used to solve a one-electron Schrodinger equation for a one-electron Hamiltonian, 

which is then used to find a new wave function. The process is repeated until a converged 

wave function is found where the electronic change between the wave functions is below 

a certain threshold [46].  

2- Electron correlation method or post SCF method: The HF theory fails to account for 

opposite spin electron correlation (the exchange-correlation). Electron correlation 

methods, or post SCF methods, attempt to account for the exchange-correlation. Different 

adopted methods are: configuration interaction (CI), Moller-Plesset perturbation theory 

(MPn), and coupled cluster methods [41]. Examples are MP2 and CCSD(T) methods. 

3- Density functional theory (DFT) methods: Based on modeling electron correlation by a 

function of electron density where the electronic energy E is written as E=ET+EV+EJ+EXC, 

where ET is the electron kinetic energy, EV is the nuclear-electron attraction and inter-

nuclear repulsion potential energy, EJ is the inter-electron repulsion, and EXC is the 

exchange-correlation term. All terms except the inter-nuclear interaction are functions of 

the electron density. Examples of DFT theoretical models are the BLYP and B3LYP 

methods. 

2.3.2 Basis set 

The basis set is a mathematical representation of the molecular orbitals used to build a wave 

function in which electrons are restricted to a certain location in the space. Large basis sets 

approximate molecular orbitals more accurately by enforcing fewer electron constraints; however, 

they are computationally expensive. A basis set must be sufficiently large in regions with high 

electron density (probability), but at the same time they must be computationally feasible. Slater-
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type orbitals (STO) and Gaussian-type orbital (GTO) are two methods for building the basis set: 

the former has the advantage of resembling the hydrogen atomic orbital, however it is very difficult 

to solve numerically; the GTO is suggested to overcome this limitation [46]. Molecular orbitals in 

GTO are represented by a linear combination of Gaussian functions. Different types and numbers 

of basic functions are assigned for each atom to approximate its orbitals. Each contracted basic 

function is a compromise of a group of Gaussian functions known as primitive functions, while an 

uncontracted basic function has one Gaussian function [41]. Different complexities of the basis set 

can be described in the following order:  

 Minimal basis set: Uses fixed-size atomic-type orbitals which is the minimum number of 

basic functions needed by each atom, for example H:1s and C:1s, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz. STO-

3G is a minimal basis set that approximates the slater type orbital with three Gaussian 

functions per basis function.   

 Split valence basis set: Changes the size of the valence orbitals by increasing the number 

of basis function per atom to increase flexibility, for example H:1s, 1s’ and C:1s, 2s, 2s’, 

2px, 2py, 2pz, 2px’, 2py’, 2pz’. Examples are 3-21G and 6-311G, the first number represents 

the number of Gaussians used to represent the core orbital; and the two following numbers 

(after hyphen) refer to the number of primitives used for the valence orbitals, where it is 

split into two and three functions, respectively. 

 Polarized basis set: Changes the shape of the orbitals by adding angular momentum to the 

orbitals, beyond that required for each atom ground state. It improves the mathematical 

representation of bonds and interactions. p and d functions are added to hydrogen and 

carbon atoms, respectively. Example is 6-31G(d,p) or 6-31G**, which adds d function to 
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heavy atoms and p function to hydrogen atom. A high angular momentum basis set adds 

multiple polarization functions per atom such as 6-31G(2d). 

 Diffuse function: In which orbitals occupy a wider region of space. This is important for 

systems where electrons are relatively far from the nucleus, such as in excited state 

systems. Examples are 6-31+G(d) which add diffusion to heavy atoms and 6-31++G(d), 

which add diffusion to hydrogen atoms, making a significant difference in accuracy. 

For example 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set contains three sets of valence region functions, a 

diffusive function on both heavy atoms and hydrogen, and a multiple polarization function, 3d and 

1f functions for heavy atoms and 3p and 1d for hydrogen.  

2.3.3 Potential energy surfaces (PES) 

Solving Schrodinger’s equation results in single point energy, an estimation of the energy and 

other related properties of a certain structure of a molecule. The potential energy refers to the sum 

of the electron energy and the nuclear repulsion energy. Different structures produce different 

calculated energies; mapping these structures and energies creates the potential energy surface 

(PES) [41]. 

PES is the relation between the electronic energy of a molecular system and its internal 

coordinates. Internal coordinates are those which do not change with the overall translation and 

rotation of the molecule; thus the number of coordinates is 3N-5 and 3N-6 for linear and non-linear 

molecule with N atom [42]. In PES, different stationary points can be defined, as shown in Figure 

2-3. Local minimum is the lowest energy point in a limited region in the PES and global minimum 

is the lowest energy point anywhere in the PES. Peak (global maximum), which is the maxima in 

all directions, and saddle points, which are maxima in one direction (the direction of the imaginary 
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frequency) and minima in others. Saddle point is also defined as the transition structure between 

two structures in equilibrium [41]. It is important to define the minimum energy path (MEP) in a 

potential energy surface which corresponds to coordinates tracking through the saddle point and 

connecting two minima (reactant and product) on both sides of the saddle point [42]. MEP is 

basically the reaction coordinates which are the lowest potential energy a chemical reaction can 

follow; therefore it is important to locate the reaction species in the MEP when evaluating a 

chemical reaction. MEP gives various information about the reaction such as; thermodynamic 

barrier, the nature of the reaction (endothermic or exothermic), the reaction and product 

complexes…etc. 

 

Figure 2-3: 3D potential energy surface (Source: [47]) 

Geometry optimization: 

To locate the geometry in PES minima, the equilibrium structure of a molecular system is found 

by geometry optimization. At the minima, or saddle point, the gradient (first derivative of energy) 

is zero and the force (negative of the gradient) is also zero. The point in the PES at which the forces 

are zero is called a stationary point. Geometry optimization always seeks to locate a stationary 
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point. Optimization begins with a specified molecular structure. Energy and gradient are calculated 

at each step along the PES to determine the direction of the next step (in the direction of energy 

decrease, or higher gradient (steepest slope)), and the distance from the convergence criteria. The 

second derivative of the energy (known as the force constants or Hessian) is also calculated with 

respect to the molecular coordinates that specify the PES curvature. The optimization process 

provides optimized bond length, bond angles and dihedral angles of the optimum structure after 

sustaining a convergence criteria [41]. 

Gaussian software convergence criteria determines that the forces must be zero or below a 

threshold value of 0.00045; the root mean square of the forces must be zero or below the tolerance 

value of 0.0003; the calculated displacement for the next step must be smaller than the threshold 

value of 0.0018; and the root mean square of the displacement must be below 0.0012 [41]. 

Frequency calculations: 

Geometry optimization and energy calculations disregard the molecular vibrations, and since the 

nuclei is constantly in motion, vibrations should be considered. Molecular frequencies are a 

function of the force constant, or the second derivative of the energy along the internal coordinates. 

Frequency calculations can only be applied on stationary points, therefore, frequency calculations 

are always performed in conjunction with the optimization process, using the same theoretical 

model and basis set. In frequency calculations, force constants are calculated to estimate the 

vibrational frequency, which are used to compute the energy correction to the total energy, like 

zero point energy (ZPE), along with other thermodynamic quantities (e.g. enthalpy and entropy). 

Frequency calculations also identify the nature of the stationary point (minima, maxima or saddle 
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point). In the minima, all the second derivatives are greater than zero, whereas in saddle point, all 

second derivatives except one are greater than zero.  

A common practice in theoretical models - especially when energy calculation is the target - is to 

perform the geometry optimization at a lower level of theory, and then a more expensive, higher 

level of theory for single point energy calculation. For example, the G3 method optimizes the 

geometry at the MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory, followed by QCI/G3large (G3large is a large basis 

set), for single point energy calculation. Frequencies are also estimated using HF/6-31G(d) and 

scaled to predict the contribution of zero-point energy in energy [48]. 

2.3.4 Theories for thermochemistry calculations 

Thermodynamic properties of entropy, enthalpy and heat capacity are calculated from electronic, 

translational, rotational and vibrational motion. The total partition function, Q, is calculated using 

the contribution of each form of motion’s partition function, as in Equation 2.17 [49]: 

𝑄(𝑉, 𝑇) = 𝑄𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐(𝑇)𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠(𝑇)𝑄𝑟𝑜𝑡(𝑇)𝑄𝑣𝑖𝑏(𝑇)  (2.17) 

The partition function can then be used to determine the entropy S, using the relation: 

𝑆 = 𝑁𝑘𝐵 +𝑁𝑘𝐵𝑙𝑛 (
𝑄(𝑉,𝑇)

𝑁
) + 𝑁𝑘𝐵 (

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑄

𝜕𝑇
)
𝑉

   (2.18) 

The expression can be divided by n=N/NA, and by substituting NAkB = R, the term will be:  

𝑆 = 𝑅 + 𝑅𝑙𝑛(𝑄(𝑉, 𝑇)) + 𝑅𝑇 (
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑄

𝜕𝑇
)
𝑉
= 𝑅 (ln(𝑄𝑡𝑄𝑒𝑄𝑟𝑄𝑣𝑒) + 𝑇 (

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑄

𝜕𝑇
)
𝑉
)  (2.19) 

Internal thermal energy E can be obtained from the partition function, where E can be used to find 

the heat capacity:  
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𝐸 = 𝑁𝑘𝐵𝑇
2 (

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑄

𝜕𝑇
)
𝑉

  (2.20) 

𝐶𝑣 = (
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑇
)
𝑁,𝑉

   (2.21) 

These expressions for S, E and Cv are used to obtain thermodynamic properties. The individual 

partition function depends on different parameters; for example the rotational and vibrational 

partition functions depend on the moment of inertia and the characteristic vibrational temperature, 

along with the energy, respectively. For more details, refer to [46]. 

2.3.5 Theories for rate estimation 

The rate rules estimation provides the modified Arrhenius parameters A, n and Ea. The modified 

Arrhenius formula illustrated in Equation 2.22 describes temperature dependence of the rate 

constants. Activation energy Ea can be explained as the amount of energy the reactants should 

possess to form the products. The pre-exponential factor A (the frequency term), is an indication 

of the entropy effect on the rate constants. For reactions that follow the Arrhenius equation, the 

Arrhenius plot of log k versus 1/T should be a straight line with a slope of Ea/R and an intercept 

of log(A). The rate constant can be multiplied by a factor of κ(T) - the transmission coefficient - 

to account for tunneling. Different theories can be used to solve the PES for the Arrhenius 

parameters, such as transition state theories (TST) and variational transition state theories (VTST).  

𝑘 = 𝐴𝑇𝑛𝑒(
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇⁄ )  (2.22) 

Transition State Theory (TST): 

The goal of developing transition state theories (TST) was to provide a computational tool to utilize 

PES knowledge to calculate rate constants. However, inaccurate PES calculations challenged this 

goal [50]. The transition state theory divides the PES into reactant and product regions with a 
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dividing surface. TST calculates the rate constants by assuming a valid Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation and a local equilibrium approximation (local because the reactant and product are 

not in equilibrium). It also defines a dynamic bottleneck, so that when the reacting (or product) 

trajectories cross, they proceed to the products (or reactants) without the possibility of returning to 

the bottleneck. This bottleneck is defined as the saddle point in TST which separates the reactants 

and products’ regions [51]. TST treats the activated complex population equally, and in 

equilibrium with the reactant, where the activated complex population proceeds to irreversible 

forward production of the product (k‡ rate constant) and deactivation of the reactant (kdeact rate 

constant). The activation rate constant of the reactant is kact  [46]. An example is the unimolecular 

reaction system illustrated in Equation 2.23 

𝐴
𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡/𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡
↔       𝐴‡

   𝑘‡   

→  𝐵   (2.23) 

The first order kinetic equation for the production of B can be written as 𝑘1[𝐴] = 𝑘
‡[𝐴‡] which 

can be rearranged to: 𝑘1 =
𝑘‡[𝐴‡]

[𝐴]
= 𝑘‡𝐾‡. 

Formulating the equation above into thermodynamic terms (or quasi-thermodynamic, referring to 

the fact that saddle point is not a thermodynamic species) as:  

𝐾‡ = 𝑒−(𝐺
‡−𝐺𝐴)/𝑘𝐵𝑇   where    𝐺 = 𝑈𝑜 + 𝑃𝑉 + 𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑄  (2.24) 

Assuming PV changes are negligible, k1 can be written as: 

𝑘1 = 𝑘
‡ 𝑄

‡

𝑄𝐴
𝑒−(𝑈𝑜

‡−𝑈𝐴,𝑜)/𝑘𝐵𝑇      (2.25) 

The partition function of the activated complex Q‡ is assessed like the species, with 3N-7 degrees 

of freedom, where the missing degree of freedom refers to the reaction coordinate. The electronic, 
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translational and rotational partition functions of the activated complex will be defined normally, 

while the vibrational partition function of the reaction coordinates will be separated as: 

𝑄𝑣𝑖𝑏 = (
1

1−𝑒−ℎ𝜔/𝑘𝐵𝑇
)      (2.26) 

and k1 will be: 

𝑘1 =
𝑘‡

1−𝑒−ℎ𝜔/𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑄‡

𝑄𝐴
𝑒−(𝑈𝑜

‡−𝑈𝐴,𝑜)/𝑘𝐵𝑇    (2.27) 

Truncating the power series expansion to the second term results in k1: 

𝑘1 =
𝑘‡

1−(1−
ℎ𝜔‡

𝑘𝐵𝑇
)

𝑄‡

𝑄𝐴
𝑒−(𝑈𝑜

‡−𝑈𝐴,𝑜)/𝑘𝐵𝑇    (2.28) 

The vibrational motion ω‡ is the reason for converting the activated complex into product via the 

k‡ rate constant, therefore, ω‡ = k‡ and k1 will be written as: 

𝑘1 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ

𝑄‡

𝑄𝐴
𝑒−(𝑈𝑜

‡−𝑈𝐴,𝑜)/𝑘𝐵𝑇     (2.29) 

Returning the partition function into the exponential, produces: 

𝑘1 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ
𝑒−(Δ𝐺

‡,𝑜)/𝑅𝑇 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ
𝑒(Δ𝑆

‡,𝑜/𝑅). 𝑒(−Δ𝐻
‡,𝑜/𝑅𝑇)  (2.30) 

TST requires knowledge of the potential energy and partition functions of saddle point and 

reactant. For high and narrow reaction barriers, especially at low temperatures, reactants might not 

have enough energy to cross the barrier through the saddle point; therefore reactants can penetrate 

through the barrier. This is referred to as tunneling. One–dimensional tunneling is quantified by 

the transmission coefficient κ(T), which indicates the probability of a particle penetrating the 

barrier. This coefficient is a function of the barrier height and the reaction coordinate frequency, 
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which depends on the width of the barrier and the mass of the particle. Examples of one-

dimensional tunneling are Eckart [52] and Wigner [53] tunneling. 

TST assumes that all reactive trajectories crossing the dividing surfaces at the saddle point will 

form products. Therefore, the TST estimated rate constants are always equal, or greater than the 

exact equilibrium rate constant. VTST defines the dividing surface at the maximum of the free 

energy surface to minimize the rate constant. This is a better dividing surface because the entropy 

effect is included. In VTST, the dividing surface is defined at the maximum free energy of the 

minimum energy path (MEP), which is a function of the reaction coordinate s, where s=0 is located 

at the saddle point and s>0 and s<0 are steps along the MEP, corresponding to the reactant and 

product regions, respectively. VTST minimizes TST rate constants by defining a better dividing 

surface, located at point s*. VTST calculation accounts for different structures around the saddle 

point, which enables calculation of more accurate, multidimensional  tunneling effects such as, 

small curvature tunneling (SCT) [50].  

2.4 Methods 

In this thesis, electronic structure calculations are implemented in Gaussian09 software [43] to 

calculate different properties utilized in ChemRate software [54], using the transition state theory. 

Gaussian09 software was originally developed by John Pople and his group in 1970, as Gaussian70 

version, refined over years to the current Gaussian09 version. Gaussian09 software predicts 

various molecular and reaction properties such as energies and structures for stable molecules and 

transition states, bond energies, vibrational frequencies, thermochemical properties and reaction 

pathways. Gaussian09 software can handle a gas or liquid phase. On the other hand, ChemRate 

software package calculates the thermochemistry and rate coefficients at different temperatures 

and pressures using Gaussian09 output files. Different types of reactions, such as isomerization 
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and bimolecular reactions, can be considered. It calculates the high-pressure limit rate constants 

using the TST and it provides pressure-dependent rate constants by solving the Master equation. 

In this thesis, for a single reaction rate constant calculation, the following steps (Figure 2-4) were 

followed as implemented in Gaussian09 and ChemRate software packages: 

1- Conformational scan: To identify the minimum energy conformer of the reactant, product 

and transition states. Different conformers were generated by simultaneously rotating all 

dihedrals of the molecule by 120o, leading to 3n conformers, where n was the number of 

rotors. For transition states, where few rotors were available, smaller increments were used 

(example 60o) to capture more conformers. Conformers were optimized at B3YLP/6-

31+G(d,p) level of theory.  

2- Geometry optimization and frequency calculations: Structures from step one, that were 

within 0.5 kcal/mol of the minimum conformer, were further optimized using B3YLP/6-

311++G(2df,2pd) level of theory to eliminate the uncertainty associated with the lower 

basis set used in step one. Frequency calculations were carried out at the same level of 

theory, where the saddle point was confirmed by the presence of a single imaginary 

frequency corresponding to the reaction path. Frequencies were scaled by a factor of 0.9679 

[55]. 
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Figure 2-4: Schematic of the adopted computational steps  

3- Energy calculations: Energy of the lowest energy conformer was calculated using CBS-

QB3, G3 and G4 composite methods, proven to have better energy estimation than the DFT 

(B3LYP) method. The species and transition states enthalpies of formation are the average 

of six values calculated at the CBS-QB3, G3 and G4 levels of theory, using two sets of 

isodesmic reactions to cancel the systematic error associated with selected levels of 

theories. An example is shown in Figure 2-5. The auxiliary thermochemistry was adopted 

from ATcT [33] tables and NIST [30] WebBook. Two times root mean squared deviation 

(an approximate 95% confidence interval) of 1.2 kcal/mol was reported for the average of 

CBS-QB3, G3 and G4 atomization values for radicals compared to ATcT values [56].  

 

Figure 2-5: Isodesmic reactions for CCOCOOH species 
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4- Hindered rotor treatment: A 1D hindered rotor treatment was applied by a relaxed scan in 

10o increments of all hindered rotors calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory, 

to estimate the rotational barrier of each rotor for a better entropy estimation. 

5- Intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRC) calculation: Implemented at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 

level of theory to confirm the saddle point and estimate the Eckart tunneling correction. 

The barrier width at half height of the barrier was calculated from the IRC profile.  

6- Rate calculations in ChemRate: Rate parameters were determined using transition state 

theory (TST). The optimized geometries, averaged energies, frequencies and the rotational 

energy barriers for every hindered rotor were used as input for ChemRate. Frequencies 

corresponding to the rotational partition functions were removed. Barrier widths were 

provided to include the 1D Eckart tunneling. The resulting rate constants were fit to a three-

parameter modified Arrhenius equation over the temperature range of 300-1500 K. 

A Gaussian input file for the calculations above must contain the following (examples in Appendix 

A2):  

1- The route section: Specifies the kind of job and specific theoretical method and basis set (route 

section for different calculations are detailed in Appendix A3). 

2- Title section: A user defined description of the calculations. 

The molecular specification section: Charge and multiplicity in the first line, followed by the 

molecular structure. 

a. Molecular charge: A positive or negative integer specifying the total molecular charge, 

b. Spin multiplicity: Calculated as 2S+1, where S is the total spin number. The system 

with no unpaired electron (singlet) had a spin multiplicity of one; the system with one 

unpaired electron (doublet) had a spin of two.  
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c. Molecular structure: The structure can either be in Cartesian coordinates or internal 

coordinates (z-matrix). Structures can be obtained by constructing a z-matrix from a 

drawing program, experimental literature or previous results.  
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Chapter 3 

3 Updating 2-Methylhexane Chemical Kinetic Model  
 

Improving the fidelity of existing kinetic models is a necessity, as new experiments and advanced 

theories show inaccuracies in certain portions of the models. In this chapter, the thermodynamic 

data and the kinetic reaction mechanism for a branched component of gasoline surrogate, 2-

methylhexane, are updated based on recently published thermodynamic group values and rate rules 

derived from quantum calculations and experiments. The effect of new pathways on model 

performance were also investigated (alternative isomerization and subsequent pathways) for 

hydroperoxyalkylperoxy (OOQOOH) radicals. The effects of these updates are compared against 

new high-pressure shock tube and rapid compression machine ignition delay measurements.  

3.1 Introduction 

Accurate kinetic models of fuel oxidation at high and low temperatures offer better predictions of 

combustion properties, enabling improvements in engine combustion efficiency and lower 

emissions.  However, developing these models is challenging for complex fuels such as gasoline; 

to make kinetic model development more tractable, surrogate fuels are formulated.  

The rate coefficients of elementary reactions in chemical kinetic models are usually taken from 

experimental measurements or theoretical calculations. Such data is often unavailable in the 

literature however, necessitating the use of estimation and analogy, and ultimately increasing the 

level of uncertainty in kinetic models. Thermodynamic data, on the other hand, is mainly estimated 

based on group additivity (GA) methods [26-28]. The accuracy of the thermodynamic data 

depends on that of the group values used. 
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Over the past few years, considerable effort has been focused on the investigation of combustion 

reaction kinetics and thermodynamics, resulting in more accurate rate coefficients and group 

values and reaction pathways. To improve their predictive capabilities, kinetic models in the 

literature must be updated with newly obtained data. Moreover, the revised models must be 

compared against experimental data from the literature. The kinetic models for C5, C6 and C7 

alkanes have been updated recently [57-59]. Silke et al.[59] revised the n-heptane model originally 

developed by Curran et al.[4]. In addition to updating the rate coefficients of existing reactions, 

they added new pathways for RO2 + OH = RO + HO2, RO2 + HO2 = ROOH + O2 cyclic ether 

formation, and OOQOOH alternative isomerization reactions. Bugler et al.[57] revisited the 

chemical kinetic models of the pentane isomers originally developed by Healy et al.[60]. In their 

work, they investigated the effect of implementing thermodynamic and reaction rate updates [61-

66], and the addition of alternative OOQOOH isomerization pathways, on the combustion 

properties of pentane isomers. Finally, n-hexane sub-mechanism in the heptane model of Curran 

et al. [4] was updated by Zhang et al.[58]. Reaction rate coefficients were revised and missing 

pathways were included. The updated mechanism was manually tuned (i.e., modified), within 

uncertainty limits, to provide better agreement with experimental data.  

In this study, a kinetic model for 2-methylhexane (a molecule proposed as a surrogate component 

for iso-alkanes in the middle boiling range of gasoline fuels) [7], is updated and re-evaluated. The 

high-temperature mechanism for 2-methylhexane oxidation was initially proposed by Westbrook 

et al. [67] as part of an experimental and modeling study on the heptane isomers. Later, Sarathy et 

al. [68] updated this mechanism and added low temperature oxidation pathways based on models 

for n-heptane and iso-octane by Curran et al.’s models [4, 69]. In addition to updating the reaction 

rate parameters and base chemistry, Sarathy et al. [68] added concerted elimination pathways to 
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the model. The updated mechanism was compared against rapid compression machine 

measurements performed by Silke et al. [70], and it was shown that the implemented updates 

improved agreement with the experimental data. Since publication of the work by Sarathy et al.’s 

[68], important advancements have been made in the field of combustion kinetics and 

thermodynamics, making it necessary to revisit the 2-methylhexane oxidation mechanism. 

This work investigates the effects of updating thermochemistry, reaction pathways, and rate rules 

on the simulated ignition kinetics of 2-methylhexane/air mixtures. The updated model is based on 

that of Sarathy et al. [68], and compared against new shock tube and rapid compression machine 

ignition delay data. To ameliorate agreement between model and experiments, the rate coefficients 

of reactions with high sensitivity coefficients were modified. Modifications were accomplished by 

manual tuning of the rate constants by modifying the A-factor within the uncertainty limit as 

provided in the literature.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Experimental methods 

The original 2-methylhexane model proposed by Sarathy et al. [68] was previously compared 

against rapid compression machine (RCM) ignition delay data from Silke et al. [70] at 

stoichiometric conditions and at end of compression pressures and temperatures of 13.5–15 bar 

and 640–960 K, respectively. The model updated here is compared against the same experimental 

data. However, to further ensure the validity of this model, more experiments were conducted over 

a wider range of conditions. RCM experiments were carried out at NUI Galway at pressures of 10, 

15, 20, and 40 bar and equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 1.0. Moreover, experimental ignition delay 

data at high temperatures were obtained using the high-pressure shock tube at KAUST for 

pressures of 20 and 40 bar, and equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 1.0.  
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Ignition delay times were simulated in a closed homogenous batch reactor model in CHEMKIN-

PRO [18] software. Constant volume simulations were used for comparison against shock tube 

ignition delay times, while comparisons between the 2-methylhexane oxidation mechanism and 

RCM experiments were achieved by simulating the fuel/air mixture where it was volumetrically 

compressed or expanded at an empirically derived rate to account for the effects of piston 

compression and heat loss from the test gas to the reaction chamber surfaces, respectively.  

3.2.2 Chemical kinetic model development 

The low and high temperature 2-methylhexane oxidation mechanism proposed by Sarathy et al. 

[68] was updated. The C0–C4 base chemistry was replaced with the AramcoMech 1.4 [71] base 

chemistry. Thermodynamic properties of the chemical species in 2-methylhexane sub-mechanism 

were recalculated using updated group values. Furthermore, the rate coefficients of important low 

temperature reaction classes were revised based on recent experimental and theoretical kinetic 

studies. Finally, alternative isomerization pathways of OOQOOH intermediates were added to the 

mechanism. These updates are discussed in detail in subsequent sections.  

3.2.2.1 Updates of thermochemical data 

The accuracy of thermochemical data is important in combustion modeling. Thermodynamic 

properties (heat of formation ΔHf, entropy ΔS, and specific heat Cp) are used to estimate heat of 

reaction, equilibrium constants, and rates of reverse reactions. The thermodynamic data was 

estimated using THERM software [32], based on the group additivity method (GA) proposed by 

Benson and co-workers [72]. Typically, properties can be obtain within 0.96 kcal/mol chemical 

accuracy [73]. A second order estimation method was also used, in which corrections for 1,4 and 

1,5 interactions, optical isomers, cyclization, etc. were accounted for [32]. 
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In this work, updated ALPEROX (OO. radical) and OO/C/H group values from Burke et al.[66] 

were used to recalculate the thermodynamic data of all species in the 2-methylhexane kinetic 

mechanism. Optical isomers and the effect of the non-next-nearest neighbor interactions (NNI) - 

especially gauche interactions - [73, 74] were taken into account. 

Optical isomers: An optical isomer (OI) group value was added for every chiral center in a 

chemical species. For example, a primary radical at C1 in 2-methylhexane (Figure 3-1) renders C2 

a chiral center as it is connected to four different groups, requiring the addition of the OI group 

value. It was also added for every OO and OOH group in peroxy and alkyl hydroperoxide species 

since they are considered to be pseudo-chiral centers [62]. The OI group value adds a correction 

of Rln(2) to the entropy.  

 

Figure 3-1: 2-methylhexane structure with labels to denote specific sites 

Gauche interactions: three different types of gauche interactions were accounted for: 

• Alkane gauche interaction (AG) is the classical gauche interaction[27] which occurs whenever 

a 60o dihedral angle is formed between two carbons, as shown in Figure 3-2,a. This destabilizes 

the energy by 0.8 kcal/mol [73]. Table 3-1 presents the counting scheme for gauche interactions 

based on the type of bond between the two central carbons. This scheme was revised by Cohen 

and Benson [75] in 1992 to more accurately match the experimental enthalpies of highly 

substituted molecules (Table 3-1). In 2-methylhexane a tertiary and a secondary sites are adjacent 

(C2 and C3 in Figure 3-2), so one AG interaction was added.  
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• Radical gauche 1 interaction (RG1), of the same magnitude as AG, is considered when a radical 

site exists at one of the central carbons, as shown in Figure 3-2,b. In this case, the radical was 

neglected and the revised counting scheme in Table 3-1 was used. For 2-methylhexane, C2 and C3 

radicals were considered to have one gauche interaction [73, 74]. 

• Radical gauche 2 interaction (RG2) is considered when a radical exists on sites neighboring 

the central carbons. In such cases, the molecule should be rearranged to minimize the number of 

AG interactions in favor of RG2 interactions (Figure 3-2,c), since the destabilizing magnitude of 

the latter (0.4 kcal/mol) is less important. Because only one gauche interaction group value 

(corresponding to AG), exists in THERM databases, the RG2 interaction was neglected in this 

study. Therefore, RG2 interactions were not taken into consideration when calculating the 

thermodynamic properties of radical species. For example, no gauche effect was assumed for the 

radical species in Figure 3-2,c which has zero AG, zero RG1 and one RG2 interaction.  

 

Figure 3-2: Newman projection of 2-methylbutane or C2-C3 bond in 2-methylhexane, (a) gauche 

interaction, (b) radical gauche 1, (c) radical gauche 2 

Table 3-1: Number of gauche interaction corrections in classical and revised counting scheme [73] 

Bond Classical [72] Revised [75] 

P-P, S, T or Q 0 0 

S-S 0 0 

S-T 1 1 

S-Q 2 2 

T-T 2 3 

T-Q 4 5 

Q-Q 6 8 
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Table 3-2 shows a comparison between the original and updated thermodynamic properties of two 

low temperature species. These updates alter the thermochemical properties of low temperature 

species, altering the equilibrium constants and reverse rates of some elementary reactions and 

ultimately influencing reactivity. In the case of 2-methylhexane, (Table 3-2), the thermodynamic 

updates increased the Gibbs energy of the reaction, which increased the reverse rate and shifted 

the equilibria towards the reactants. This resulted in reduced reactivity in the negative temperature 

coefficient (NTC) region, as shown in Figure 3-3.     

Table 3-2: Comparison of the thermodynamic properties using original and updated group values 

   H (kcal/mol) S (cal/(mol.K)) ΔG (kcal/(mol.K)) k_rev (sec-1) 

c7h15oo-3-2  Original –38.46 115.5   

 

 Updated –35.86 116.8   

 Δ +2.6 +1.3   

c7ooh3-2d  Original –25.51 121.1   

 

 Updated –22.68 120.4   

 Δ +2.83 –0.7   

RO2→QOOH (298 K) Original Δ 12.95 5.6 11.28 1.53 
 

 Updated Δ 13.18 3.6 12.12 6.30 

 (800 K) Original Δ 13.29 6.21 8.32 2.233E+06 

  Updated Δ 13.14 3.50 10.34 7.936E+06 
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Figure 3-3: Constant volume simulated ignition delay profiles for 2-methylhexane/air mixtures at 

40 bar, φ =1 using the original and updated thermodynamic data. 
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3.2.2.2 Updates to existing pathways 

The detailed chemical kinetic mechanism describes the low and high temperature reactions that 

occurred during fuel oxidation is detailed in chapter 2 (section 2.2).  

Several important reaction classes, as detailed below, have been revised and modified based on 

recent experimental and theoretical studies. High-pressure limit rate constants were revised based 

on recent quantum calculations using the same approach as Bugler et al. [57] and Zhang et al. [58] 

for the pentane isomers and n-hexane, respectively. Bugler et al. [57] also compared rate constants 

from different studies and provided a recommended set of rate coefficients with uncertainty 

bounds. High-pressure limit rate constants were used since Villano et al. [62], Goldsmith et al. 

[76], and Bugler et al. [57] concluded that high-pressure limit rates were suitable for a typical 

combustion conditions (10 atm). They observed a small difference in concentrations and ignition 

when pressure dependent rates were used and this effect decreased as the molecule size increased.   

After updating the base C0–C4 chemistry [71] and the thermodynamic data of all chemical species, 

as described earlier, revisions were made to the rate coefficients of the following reaction classes. 

The updates were incorporated sequentially, and simulations were performed after each update to 

monitor its effect on the reactivity of the kinetic model. For example, the seventh update included 

the update of QOOH + O2 rate coefficients, in addition to updates one through six, as well as 

updates of the base chemistry and thermodynamic data.  

1. (R + OH ↔ R. + HO2)  

2. (1+(R.+ O2 ↔ RO2)) 

3. (2+(RO2↔ QOOH)) 

4. (3+( RO2 ↔ olefin + HO2 ))  

5. (4+(QOOH ↔ cyclic ether + OH )) 
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6. (5+(QOOH ↔ olefin + HO2 ))  

7. (6+(QOOH + O2 ↔ OOQOOH)) 

8. (7+(OOQOOH ↔ ketohydroperoxide +OH)) 

9. (8+(ketohydroperoxide  decomposition)) 

Update one: H-atom abstraction from the fuel by OH  

Fuel abstraction by OH is important in fuel consumption at all temperatures. This class of reactions 

recently received attention from Sivaramakrishnan et al. [77] and Badra et al. [78], where 

experimental measurements of the rate of OH abstraction were made using the reflected shock 

tube technique. Both studies extended their measurements to quantify the effect of the next-

nearest-neighbor (NNN) proposed by Cohen [79]. 

The NNN method differentiated between various primary, secondary and tertiary C-H sites by 

considering the number of carbon atoms bonded to the carbon adjacent to the C–H site of interest. 

P0, P1, P2 and P3 were primary sites in which the carbon next to the C–H carbon was bonded to 

zero, one, two or three other carbon atoms. Similarly, it was possible to differentiate between ten 

secondary sites, Sij, where i and j were the number of other carbon atoms bonded to the two carbons 

adjacent to the secondary site. For the tertiary site, twenty different types of Tijk could be 

distinguished [77].  

Based on the NNN method, Cohen [79] proposed a unique set of rate coefficients for each type of 

C–H site. The subscripts in Figure 3-1 show the NNN notation for each site. In this study, the rate 

coefficients of P1, P2, S01, and S11 were taken from Sivaramakrishnan et al. [77] while those of 

S21 and T001 were from Badra et al. [78] since they were not measured by Sivaramakrishnan et 

al. [77]. Figure 3-4 compares the rate constants of H-abstraction by OH for different secondary 

sites with those used in the original mechanism [80]. At intermediate temperatures, where 
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abstraction by OH was more dominant, the rates differed by around ±15% from the original rate. 

The updates to the H-abstraction reaction class resulted in a very minor - almost negligible - effect 

on the ignition delay time, as shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-4: Site-specific rate comparisons of H-atom abstraction by OH radical. 

Updates two and seven: Addition of O2 to alkyl radicals (R. + O2 = RO2) and Addition of O2 to 

QOOH (QOOH + O2 = OOQOOH) 

The R. + O2 reaction initiates the low temperature oxidation mechanism. The second O2 addition 

to QOOH intermediates initiates low temperature chain branching. Miyoshi [63] calculated high-

pressure limit rate coefficients for the R. + O2 reaction using a variational transition-state theory at 

the CBS-QB3//B3LYP/CBSB7 level of theory. Goldsmith et al. [76] computed the rate 

coefficients of propyl/isopropyl + O2 and the corresponding QOOH + O2 reactions using a variable 

reaction coordinate-transition state theory (VRC-TST). Their results showed that the rate of R. + 

O2 was twice as fast as that of QOOH + O2. Bugler et al. [57] compared ignition delay times 

obtained Miyoshi [63] and Goldsmith et al. [76] rate rules for both first and second O2 additions. 

Better agreement with experimental data was found when Miyoshi’s rate coefficients were used, 

with the A coefficient reduced by a factor of two for the second O2 addition, as per Goldsmith’s 
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findings. In this study, we utilized Miyoshi’s [63] rate rule for R. + O2 reactions and their rate 

constants were divided by two for QOOH + O2 reactions. 

Updates three and four: Alkyl peroxy radical isomerization (RO2 = QOOH) and Concerted 

eliminations (RO2 = olefin + HO2)  

Villano et al. [62], Miyoshi [63], and Sharma et al. [61] calculated the rate constants of RO2 

isomerization. Bugler et al. [57] compared the values from these studies and showed discrepancies 

within a factor of 2 to 3. However, these differences had no effect on ignition delay times. In this 

work, the rate coefficients of Villano et al. [62] were used. These coefficients were calculated at 

the CCSD(T)/6-31+G(d’)//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) and the MP4(SDQ)/6-31G+(d,p)//B3LYP/6-

311G(d,p) levels of theory. Transition state theory was used to determine high-pressure limit rate 

coefficients for reactions involving C1-C5 and a few selected C6 and C7 alkyl peroxy radicals. 

In this study, alkyl peroxy to alkyl hydroperoxy isomerization reactions proceeding via 5-, 6-, 7- 

and 8-member ring transition states (TS) were considered. The rates of these reactions depend on 

the TS ring size and the type of hydrogen being abstracted, where abstraction from primary C-H 

is more difficult than abstraction from secondary, which in turn is more difficult than abstraction 

from tertiary. They also depend on the position of the abstracted hydrogen relative to the peroxy 

group (α, β, γ, δ, or ε). Villano et al. [62] took these parameters into account when calculating the 

rate coefficients of isomerization reactions; thus, their values were used in this mechanism.  

The concerted elimination reaction of RO2 is an endothermic reaction that forms HO2 radicals 

which are not highly reactive [57, 81]. Villano et al. [62] found that the activation energy of this 

elimination reaction was hardly affected by the thermochemistry or the bond dissociation energies 

of C–OO and C–H bonds. The reactivity of this pathway was influenced only by the chemical 
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nature of the produced olefin. The rates are two to three times faster if highly substituted olefins 

are formed  [62]. In this work, the rate coefficients for the less substituted olefins were used. 

Update five: Cyclic ether formation (QOOH = cyclic ether + OH) 

This reaction class was updated based on the computational study of Villano et al. [64], which 

related the activation energy of cyclic ether formation reactions to the degree of reaction 

exothermicity. These relations depend on ring size and the level of substitution. Based on their 

findings, Villano et al. [64] proposed an equation that described the relationship between activation 

energy and reaction enthalpy at 298 oC. The proposed equation was used in this study, along with 

updated thermochemistry data, to estimate the activation energy and rate coefficients of cyclic 

ether formation reactions.  

Update six: QOOH = olefin + HO2 (radical site β to OOH group) 

This reaction is basically a β-scission of the C–OOH bond in alkyl hydroperoxy species, where the 

radical site is located at β-position relative to the OOH group. Villano et al. [65] calculated the 

high-pressure limit rate coefficients of these reactions in the reverse, exothermic direction, for C2–

C5, and selected C6 and C7, olefins at the same level of theory used in their previous work [62, 64]. 

They showed that the entropy of the HO2 addition depends on the level of substitution, and the 

activation energy depends on the nature of the β-carbon (primary, secondary or tertiary).   

Update eight: Isomerization of OOQOOH (OOQOOH ↔ ketohydroperoxide  + OH) 

Hydroperoxyalkylperoxy (OOQOOH) radicals isomerize by migration of the weakest bound 

hydrogen at the α-site to the hydroperoxide group. This migration is quickly followed by β-scission 

reactions to form an OH radical and a ketohydroperoxide. The weak O–OH bond in the 

ketohydroperoxide then breaks to form OH and an alkoxy radical. This sequence of chain 

branching reactions is responsible for low temperature reactivity [61]. 
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In the original mechanism which was developed based on the work of Curran et al. [69], the rate 

coefficients used for ketohydroperoxide formation were assumed to be the same as those of RO2 

isomerization, with an activation energy correction of 3 kcal/mol to account for the weaker C-H 

bond α to the OOH moiety. However, Sharma et al. [61] found that the difference between the 

activation energies of RO2 isomerization and OOQOOH isomerization varied with the transition 

state ring size. They estimated corrections of 8.6, 2.2 and 0 kcal/mol for 5-, 6- and 7-member ring 

migrations, respectively. Miyoshi [63] and Sharma et al. [61] both calculated the rate coefficients 

for this reaction class. Bugler et al. [57] compared the rate constants of the two studies and 

investigated in detail the effect of implementing each set on the ignition delay time of pentane 

isomers. They showed that using Sharma’s rate coefficients gave very good agreement with 

experimental ignition delay data, better than Miyoshi’s rate coefficients. Therefore, values from 

Sharma et al. [61] were used in this work. These values are determined computationally at the 

CBS-QB3//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory using coupled internal rotor treatment.  

Update nine: Ketohydroperoxide decomposition 

Ketohydroperoxide decomposition is the last step in the low temperature chain branching reaction 

sequence. A ketohydroperoxide species undergoes scission of the weak O–OH bond, rapidly 

forming an alkoxy that decomposes to smaller molecules through a series of β-scissions. Different 

rate rules and barriers have been suggested for this reaction class [4, 69, 82].  The original model 

by Sarathy et al. [68] utilized an activation energy of 39 kcal/mol for ketohydroperoxide 

decomposition. Bugler et al.[57] and Zhang et al. [58] modified the activation energy to values 

closer to the one calculated by Jalan et al. [83] and measured by Sahetchian at al. [82] of 43 

kcal/mol . In this study, the updated activation energy value of 42.3 kcal/mol from Zhang et al. 
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[58] was adopted for this reaction class, as well as other O–OH scission (e.g. hydroperoxide cyclic 

ethers, olefinic-hydroperoxide, etc.).  

Updating the rate constants of all those discussed updates from one to nine, resulted in an 85% 

reduction of ignition delay time as shown in Figure 3-5. The major effect on reactivity resulted 

from updates (e.g. update three and eight) where the updated rates were significantly higher than 

the rates in the original mechanism. A comparison between the original and updated rate constants 

is shown in the Appendix B.    
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Figure 3-5: Ignition delay time of 2-methylhexane/air mixtures at 40 bar, φ =1, using the original 

mechanism and updated reaction rate coefficients. Symbols represent the HPST experimental 

ignition delay times. 

3.2.2.3 Addition of alternative isomerization pathways 

In the original mechanism, only migration of the weakest hydrogen at the α-site to the peroxy 

group in OOQOOH was considered. This pathway led to ketohydroperoxide and OH radical as 

discussed above. Alternatively, the peroxy group could abstract a hydrogen from other sites, 

leading to di-hyrdoperoxyalkyl radical P(OOH)2. This species can further decompose to form 

hydroperoxide cyclic ether + OH and olefinic-hydroperoxide + HO2. Sharma et al. [61] mentioned 
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the importance of these pathways and recommended further efforts to explore them. Silke et al. 

[59] included these pathways in the n-heptane mechanism developed originally by Curran et al. 

[4]; they found that including them led to longer ignition delay due to the high concentration of 

the HO2 radicals produced. However, the rate coefficients of these reactions were assigned based 

on analogy with QOOH reactions, which caused a relatively high level of uncertainty. Bugler et 

al. [57] also considered these alternative pathways and their subsequent reactions and found that 

they had little effect on reactivity. Figure 3-6 shows an example for the conventional and 

alternative OOQOOH isomerization pathways considered in this study.  

 

Figure 3-6: Schematic of conventional and alternative pathways of OOQOOH isomerization 

OOQOOH ↔ P(OOH)2  

Figure 3-7,a shows an example from the 2-methylhexane mechanism of the conventional 

isomerization pathway forming ketohydroperoxide and the alternative pathway of abstracting from 

a secondary carbon site. A rate comparison in Figure 3-7,b shows that - for this particular case - 

the alternative pathway is faster by over one order of magnitude and is dominant over the pathway 

to ketohydroperoxide formation.  The alternative pathway is favored for this specific radical 
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because hydrogens bonded to the secondary site have a lower bond dissociation energy than 

hydrogens bonded to the primary site adjacent to the hyroperoxyl group.  However, other 

OOQOOH radicals with different molecular structure still favor the ketohydroperoxide formation 

because alternative isomerization are not competitive. Only 6-member ring transition states for 

alternative isomerizations and subsequent reactions, are included in this work; this is due to the 

relatively low steric cost of forming 6-member rings, which gives them a greater advantage. Since 

no rate rules are estimated specifically for these reactions, functional group analogy was used to 

assign rate constants. The rate coefficients for RO2 isomerization by Villano et al.’s [62] were used 

for this class. 
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Figure 3-7: (a) scheme of conventional and alternative pathways of OOQOOH. (b) graph of rate 

constant comparison of conventional and alternative pathways from Sharma et al. [61] and Villano 

et al. [62], respectively. 

P(OOH)2  ↔ olefinic-hydroperoxide+HO2 

This pathway is added in analogy to olefin production from QOOH, using rates for P(OOH)2 

species by Villano et al.’s [65] with a radical in the beta position relative to the OOH group. Silke 

et al. [59] argued that this chain termination pathway reduces reactivity when alternative pathways 

are added. However, further decomposition of olefinic-hydroperoxide by O–O scission of the 
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OOH group produced OH radicals. Therefore, an HO2 and an OH radical were produced from 

P(OOH)2, compared to two OH radicals from the conventional isomerization pathway. 

Considering that OH has a higher fuel abstraction potential than HO2, the conventional 

isomerization pathway yielded higher reactivity than the alternative isomerization at low 

temperatures. However, at intermediate temperatures, HO2 radicals were converted into two OH 

by the dissociation of H2O2 intermediates, thus, their production increased reactivity. This is 

consistent with the study of Bugler et al. [57] which showed that -in the case of n-pentane - the 

production of HO2 and OH (instead of two OH radicals) reduced reactivity at low temperature and 

increased reactivity at intermediate temperatures. However, this reactivity trend was not observed 

in the present study because hydroperoxy cyclic ether formation is more dominant, as explained 

in the following section.  

P(OOH)2 ↔ hydroperoxide cyclic ether + OH 

The rate coefficients for this reaction class are analogous to those taken from Villano et al. [64] 

for cyclic ether formation from QOOH. Hydroperoxide cyclic ether further decomposes via O–O 

scission of the hydroperoxide entity. Therefore, this pathway leads to the formation of two OH 

radicals. In this work, where only 6-member ring alternative isomerizations are accounted for, the 

rate of producing hydroperoxide cyclic ether + OH from P(OOH)2 was considerably higher than 

the production of olefinic-hydroperoxide + HO2. This was due to the relatively low concentrations 

of P(OOH)2 species with a β-positioned OOH that may undergo HO2 elimination. Consequently, 

the effect of HO2 in reducing reactivity was suppressed, and an overall increase in reactivity was 

observed upon the addition of alternative isomerization pathways, over a wide temperature range, 

as shown in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8: Effect of adding alternative isomerization pathways on ignition delay time of 2-

methylhexane/air mixtures at 40 bar, φ =1. 

3.3 Results and discussion 

The updated model was compared against new experimentally measured ignition delay profiles at 

20 and 40 bar, stoichiometric and fuel lean conditions, as shown in Figure 3-9. A comparison 

between ignition delay times simulated using the original and updated models is shown in the 

Appendix B. The thermodynamic and kinetic updates implemented, particularly the addition of 

alternative OOQOOH isomerization pathways, significantly affected the reactivity of the model. 

The experimental data at 20 and 40 bar indicated a transition to high temperature reactivity around 

900 K for both fuel lean and stoichiometric conditions. This transition out of the NTC and into the 

high temperature regime indicated a transition from fuel radical R. + O2 chemistry to radical -

scission reactions. The kinetic model predicts the transition to high temperature reactivity at 

around 950 K, notably different than the experiments. Once in the high temperature regime, (above 

950 K), the kinetic model accurately captured the experimental data at all conditions (Figure 3-9). 

The NTC regime in the experiments was generally in the 800–900 K range and was more 

pronounced at stoichiometric conditions compared to fuel lean conditions. The kinetic model 

qualitatively captured the equivalence ratio dependence of the NTC regime; however, ignition 
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delay times were consistently under predicted in this regime (the model was too reactive). Below 

800 K, the experiments displayed typical Arrhenius-type low temperature reactivity, which was 

qualitatively captured by the model. First stage ignition delay times measured in the ST are also 

presented in Figure 3-9, together with simulation results. The measured first stage ignition delay 

times indicated Arrhenius-type behavior and little pressure dependence at both lean and 

stoichiometric conditions, and the simulations qualitatively captured these features.  However, 

both first stage and overall ignition delay times were quantitatively under predicted by the model 

in the low temperature regime. 

In summary, the kinetic model under predicted ignition delay times in the low temperature and 

NTC regimes, indicating deficiencies in the branching ratios of competing low temperature chain 

branching, propagation and termination reactions. Considering that this discrepancy was probably 

due to uncertainties in kinetic rate coefficient measurements or computations, these parameters 

were modified for some reaction classes to improve agreement between model and experiments. 

Modification was implemented by manual tuning that relied on manual manipulation of the rate 

coefficients of sensitive reactions.  
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Figure 3-9: Updated model compared to ST (solid line and square symbols) and RCM (dashed line 

and circle symbols) data. Insets illustrate first stage ignition measured in the ST. 
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3.3.1 Sensitivity analysis and rate constant modification  

A brute force sensitivity analysis, implemented at φ =1 and 0.5, 40 bar and 800 K, is shown in 

Figure 3-10 (species dictionary can be found in [84] supplemental material). A temperature 

sensitivity analysis at the time of ignition was first conducted under the same conditions to 

determine the most sensitive reactions to be considered in the brute force sensitivity. Brute force 

sensitivity coefficients were calculated using the equation below, where and are the ignition 

delay times, estimated after multiplying the rate of the reaction by 2 and 0.5, respectively:  

 

Positive sensitivity indicates that increasing the rate of the reaction decreases reactivity and vice 

versa. Figure 3-10 shows that QOOH + O2 = OOQOOH and RO2 isomerization pathways increased 

reactivity, since these pathways led to the formation of ketohydroperoxides and subsequent low 

temperature chain branching. Fuel abstraction by OH (except c7h15-2b (Figure 3-1)) and the chain 

branching reaction H2O2 (+M) ↔ OH + OH (+M) pathways also promoted reactivity under the 

conditions investigated. Fuel abstraction formed a tertiary site (c7h15-2b) showed positive 

sensitivity, since this radical will not form the reactive ketohydroperoxide and only terminates 

through alternative pathways. This radical will react with O2, isomerize and then form OOQOOH 

with a hydroperoxide group in the tertiary site. As ketohydroperoxides are formed through the 

migration of the hydrogen at the α-site to the hydroperoxide group, this hydrogen was not available 

in the corresponding OOQOOH to c7h15-2b radical, which terminated its contribution to the low 

temperature chemistry and decreased reactivity. A schematic shows the low temperature pathways 

of c7h15-2b (positive sensitivity); and c7h15-2d (negative sensitivity) is shown in Figure 3-11.  

Chain propagation reactions of cyclic ether formation (especially 5-member rings) and RO2 

concerted elimination had positive sensitivity coefficients, meaning that they reduced reactivity. 

2 5.0

)5.0/2log(

)/log( 5.02 
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Base chemistry reactions that consume OH radical, and reactions that form stable molecules 

decreased reactivity and thus have positive sensitivity coefficients. 

The rate coefficients of selected low temperature reaction classes with high sensitivity coefficients 

were modified within the uncertainty limits defined by Bugler et al. [57], as illustrated in Table 3-

4. These modifications were consistently applied to all reactions within the same reaction class. 

The rates of 5-member ring cyclic ether formation and O2 addition to QOOH were multiplied and 

divided by 2, respectively. The ignition delay profiles simulated using the tuned model are shown 

in Figure 3-12. A comparison between ignition delay times simulated using the original and tuned 

models is shown in the Appendix B. 

 

Figure 3-10: Brute force sensitivity analysis for ignition delay time at φ =1 and 0.5, 40 bar and 

800K 
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Figure 3-11: Low temperature pathways of c7h15-2b (positive sensitivity) and c7h15-2d (negative 

sensitivity) 

The tuned model showed good agreement with the ST data under different conditions, and a better 

agreement with the first stage ignition delay time especially at φ =1, as illustrated in Figures 3-

12,a and 3-12,b. The transition temperatures between various reactivity regimes (low temperature, 

NTC, and high temperature) were accurately captured by the tuned model. The quantitative 

agreement in the NTC regime was also significantly better in the tuned model. These 

improvements were attributed to the applied modifications constraining the branching ratios of 

competing low temperature chain branching, propagation and termination reactions. This was 

achieved by reducing the rates of OOQOOH formation and increasing the rates of the competing 

cyclic ether formation pathway. Figure 3-13 presents a flux analysis for 2-methylhexane oxidation 

at 20 bar, intermediate temperature of 800 K, and a time corresponding to 20% fuel consumption. 

The branching ratio of QOOH in the tuned mechanism (Bold %) changed in the direction of 

favoring the cyclic ether formation over the second O2 addition compared to the updated (untuned) 

mechanism (italic %). The flux diagram also illustrates isomerization of the primary RO2 radical 

and the subsequent major pathways leading to various chain branching, propagation and 

termination pathways (e.g., cyclic ethers, ketohydroperoxides, and di-hydroperoxyalkyl radical 
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(P(OOH)2), etc.). Although the rate constant of the 6-memberd rings is higher than the 7-memberd 

rings, the flux of forming QOOH-d via 7-member rings is faster (52%) than the QOOH-c via 6- 

member rings (18%). This is because the fluxes in Figure 3-13 are calculated based on the net 

reaction rate of each pathway (forward minus reverse rate) which is higher for the formation 

QOOH-d (1.35e-3 and 3.70e-3 mol/(cm3·s) for QOOH-c and QOOH-d respectively). Comparing 

the formation of cyclic ethers from QOOH-c and QOOH-d indicates that the rates are faster for 

QOOH-d (5-member ring) compared to QOOH-c (4-member ring). Thus, QOOH-d is primarily 

forms the cyclic ether, which is an irreversible reaction pathways, while QOOH-c is consumed via 

the reversible O2 addition reaction. Thus, the overall flux through QOOH-c is less favored from a 

thermodynamic perspective since it is limited by reversibility of the second O2 addition process, 

while that of QOOH-d is not. The diagram shows that two of the three formed OOQOOH species 

favored the alternative isomerization pathway (P(OOH)2), by 96% and 66% compared to 2% and 

15% for the conventional pathway (ketohydroperoxide), respectively.  

Table 3-3: Modification of the rate rules 

Reaction class Rate rule Modification Comment 
5-member ring, cyclic ether formation  

(QOOH = cyclic ether + OH)  
Villano[64] A*2 Also, 5m rings HPCE formation, 

(P(OOH)2 = HPCE + OH) 
Addition of O2 to QOOH  

(QOOH + O2 = OOQOOH) 
Miyoshi[63]/2 (A/2)/2 Original rates divided by 2 based on 

Goldsmith et al. [76] recommendation 

 

Longer ignition delay times at temperatures below 715 K were observed compared to the RCM 

experimental data at all pressures. This might refer to the less reactive kinetics at these low 

temperatures therefore the rates for ketohydroperoxide decomposition (as well as hydroperoxide 

cyclic ether, olefinic-hydroperoxide and ROOH decomposition) should be revisited. Good 

agreement was found at temperatures higher than 730K at 10 bar (Figure 3-12,c); whereas at higher 

pressures (20 bar, φ = 0.5) expected ignition delay times became very short. Finding ignition delay 

measurements in an RCM difficult since reactions could begin to occur before the end of 
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compression. When both shock tube and RCM data were available under the same conditions (as 

shown in Figure 3-12,b), the model was a better match to ST experiments than to RCM 

experiments. 
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Figure 3-12: Final model after tuning compared to ST (solid line and square symbols) and RCM 

(dashed line and circle symbols) data. Insets illustrate first stage ignition measured in the ST. 
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Figure 3-13: Flux analysis of major pathways at 20 bar, 800K and 20% consumption of 2-

methylhexane, italic% updated mechanism, Bold% tuned mechanism 

3.3.2 Analysis of reactivity at low temperatures 

These modifications to the kinetic model successfully improved agreement with experimental data 

under shock tube conditions. However, agreement with ignition delay times measured in the RCM 

at relatively lower temperatures (below 715 K) did not improve when the model was tuned. Manual 

tuning only modified pre-exponential rate coefficients, which applied a uniform change in the rate 
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constant at all temperatures. Figure 3-14 demonstrates that RCM ignition delay times at low 

temperatures were sensitive primarily to activation energy for the decomposition of 

ketohydroperoxides, hydroperoxy cyclic ethers, and olefinic-hydroperoxides. As mentioned 

previously, the activation energy (Ea) used in the model was 42.3 kcal/mol, which was close to 

the 43 kcal/mol value calculated by Jalan et al. [83].  It was found that modifying the activation 

energy to 41.6 kcal/mol provided better agreement with the experimental data. 

While modifying the activation energy seemed to resolve the discrepancy between model and 

experiment, the revised value was further from the theoretical calculations by Jalan et al. [83].  

Recently Wang and coworkers [14, 39, 85] discovered a previously unconsidered third O2 addition 

reaction scheme in the low temperature oxidation of alkanes. Wang and Sarathy [86] showed that 

including these additional chain branching reactions accelerated simulated ignition delay times for 

n-alkanes at low temperatures and high-pressures. In a recent work on jet stirred reactor oxidation 

of 2-methylhexane, we [87] added the third O2 addition pathways to the present kinetic model. 

Wang et al. [87] discussed the kinetic modeling of third O2 addition pathways in detail. Figure 3-

14 shows that including the third O2 addition pathways improved agreement with the RCM 

experimental data without the need to modify the activation energy for decomposition of 

ketohydroperoxides, hydroperoxy cyclic ethers, and olefinic-hydroperoxides. Thus, these 

additional reaction pathways improved the predictive capabilities of the model without the need 

for additional tuning/re-tuning of rate constants.   
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Figure 3-14: Simulated ignition delay time compared to RCM data at 20 and 40 bar, φ =0.5 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this work, thermodynamic data and the kinetic mechanism of 2-methylhexane were revised 

using updated group values and accurately measured and calculated rate rules.  Thermodynamic 

updates - especially of low temperature species – shifted the equilibria of low temperature reactions 

towards inhibition of reactivity. The updated rate rules also caused a significant effect on model 

behavior, particularly at low temperatures. 

Alternative pathways were also added to the mechanism, resulting in increased reactivity and faster 

ignition due to the importance of hydroperoxy cyclic ether + OH formation from P(OOH)2 radicals. 

However, the precise effect of these added pathways is not yet well clarified due to the analogies 

used to assign their rate coefficients. To evaluate the importance of these pathways and their 

contribution to fuel reactivity, it is essential to measure, or calculate, their rate coefficients 

accurately.  

The updated model was compared against new ignition delay data measured in a high-pressure 

shock tube and a rapid compression machine at pressures of 10, 15, 20 and 40 bar, at lean and 

stoichiometric conditions. The results showed that after incorporating the thermodynamic and 

kinetic updates, the updated model was more reactive at low and intermediate temperatures. To 
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minimize discrepancies between the model and experiments, manual tuning was implemented. 

Model predictions against ST and RCM experimental data were improved by constraining the 

branching ratios between various low temperature radical chain branching, propagation and 

termination pathways.  Finally, additional chain branching pathways, in the form of the third O2 

addition reaction scheme, were shown to improve predictions at low temperatures; the kinetics of 

these reactions should be the focus of future experimental and theoretical research. 
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Chapter 4 

4 Improving Iso-Butanol Chemical Kinetic Models 
 

Because they guarantee energy security and mitigate environmental problems, alternative and 

oxygenated biofuels can be utilized either as potential fuels or additives. Therefore, a fundamental 

understanding of alcohol combustion chemistry and the effect of the OH functional group and its 

proximity to radical sites on combustion properties is important.  

In this chapter, a detailed analysis of current iso-butanol combustion models is reported to clarify 

alcohol combustion behavior and the principal reactions that should receive more theoretical or 

experimental attention. Two detailed low and high temperature iso-butanol models were used to 

analyze alcohol combustion chemistry. Thermodynamic data and kinetics were investigated to 

identify sources of discrepancy between the two models. Revisions were made to the models for 

better agreement with the experimental ignition delay time data. 

4.1 Introduction 

Recent environmental and energy challenges have motivated the use of alternative fuels; these 

fuels should be sustainable and should offer the same benefits as conventional fuels - low cost and 

high energy density - while securing a continuous supply with less environmental impact [34]. 

Biofuels, as pure fuel or blends, are promising alternatives for use in combustion engines. Biofuel 

blends with gasoline - especially ethanol/gasoline blends - are already widely used; however, the 

physical and thermodynamic properties of higher alcohols (C4-C6) promise a better substitute than 

traditional alcohol-based biofuels (e.g., ethanol). Higher alcohols have higher energy density and 

are more compatible with engines because of their lower volatility, which results in fewer volatile 

organic compounds (VOC) [88]. Alcohols’ higher octane number -compared to their analogous 
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alkanes - also improves the performance of SI engines, either in a pure fuel or as a blend [34, 89]. 

Extensive experimental studies showed that higher alcohol blends with diesel [90-95] improve 

engine performance and result in fewer emissions. However, thorough understanding of alcohol 

combustion chemistry is required to understand biofuel behavior (neat or blended) inside an 

engine, and to aid in designing suitable fuels for current engines or the suitable engines for specific 

biofuels.  

Alcohols have a slightly different combustion chemistry than hydrocarbons due to their different 

molecular structure. The presence of the OH functional group affects bond dissociation energies 

(BDE) of neighbor carbons and introduces intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions with 

reacting radicals (such as OH and HO2) [34]. This affects both the thermodynamic and kinetic 

properties of alcohols. Alcohol combustion chemistry is detailed in [34]; here only the major 

differences between alcohol and hydrocarbon kinetics are highlighted, the latter is detailed in 

chapter 2 (section 2.2). In alcohol chemistry it is more convenient to refer to the carbons by α, β, 

γ, δ, etc., relative to the OH moiety, to account for the different C-H BDE of neighbor carbons. 

The C-H BDE changes with the stability of the formed radical [96]. α-radical is a stable alcohol 

radical due to its proximity to the electronegative oxygen atom with lone pairs of electron which 

results in a relatively low BDE. Therefore, C-H bond of α-radical is (relatively) the weakest, and 

thus the most important alcohol radical. At low temperatures, α-alkyl radicals react with O2 to 

undergo conventional hydrocarbon low temperature chemistry, or to form aldehyde/ketone+HO2. 

The relatively lower barrier [97, 98] of the latter results in a very competitive pathway to low 

temperature chain branching reactions, and thus inhibits reactivity. β-radical is another formed 

radical in which the radical site is two carbons away from the OH moiety. At low temperatures, β-

RO2 radical (β-alkylperoxy) is formed, and in addition to the low temperature chemistry, it 
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undergoes a Waddington reaction. In Waddington reactions, intramolecular 1,5 H-migration 

occurs in which the peroxy group abstracts hydrogen from the OH moiety, followed by β-scissions 

[99]. This chain propagation reaction, along with the concerted elimination pathways forming 

enol+HO2, decrease the reactivity as they compete with the low temperature chain branching 

pathways. As radical sites are further away from the OH moiety (γ, δ, etc.), they behave like normal 

hydrocarbons [100] and undergo low temperature chemistry. However, a recent study by Welz et 

al. [101] showed that the α-radical of γ-hydroxylalkyl radicals (γ-QOOH) can undergo a water 

elimination pathway, competing with the chain branching reactions and affecting reactivity.  

Various unique and important reactions are experimentally and computationally identified for 

alcohol chemistry; however there are no rate constants available in the literature for these pathways 

under combustion conditions. This results in major discrepancies between model predictions and 

experiments due to the estimated rate rules. For example, Weber et al. [102] investigated the 

autoignition characteristics of butanol isomers at 15 and 30 bar in low and intermediate 

temperatures in RCM; they showed that two comprehensive iso-butanol kinetic models [89, 103] 

did not successfully predict the measured ignition delay data. 

Because of the alcohol’s unique properties mentioned above (i.e. high energy density and octane 

rating and low volatility), iso-butanol is a very promising biofuel [34]. Different experimental 

studies, detailed in [34] and quantum calculation studies [98, 101, 104, 105] were conducted to 

investigate iso-butanol behavior. Chemical kinetic models [106-108] were also proposed to 

describe iso-butanol oxidation; however, these models were limited to higher temperatures and 

lacked detailed low temperature chemistry. Comprehensive and accurate models have recently 

been developed in [89, 103]. Sarathy et al. [89] developed and validated a hierarchical rate-rule 

based chemical kinetic model for all four butanol isomers using analogies to alkane models and 
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with corrections to account for OH moiety. They included a butylperoxy sub-mechanism in the 

model, as NTC behavior for n-butanol was observed at high-pressures (80 bar) in a shock tube 

experiment [109]. Merchant et al. [103] developed an automatically generated model using the 

Reaction Mechanism Generator (RMG) software package utilizing a rate-based algorithm 

developed by [35], where only the significant species and reactions were identified and considered. 

The rates of most sensitive reactions in the RMG iso-butanol model were calculated using quantum 

chemistry at the CBS-QB3 level of theory.      

Although, both mechanisms were well validated against flame speeds, speciation and autoignition, 

discrepancy was observed between the two models and when compared to Weber et al. [102] RCM 

ignition delay data. Both kinetic models showed notable deviations at 30 bar, while the model by 

Sarathy et al. [89] agreed well with RCM data at 15 bar, as shown in Figure 4-1. Weber et al. [102] 

attributed this disagreement to the strong peroxy chemistry (especially α-butylperoxy) involved in 

[89] model in contrast to [103] model. They also showed that this peroxy chemistry produced OH 

radicals that controlled iso-butanol ignition in [89]; however HO2 produced from the dominant and 

sensitive pathway of α-radical + O2 = aldehyde + HO2, controlled ignition chemistry in [103]. 

This chapter reports on the two low and high temperature detailed iso-butanol models by [89] and 

[103] which were used to analyze alcohol combustion chemistry. The study presents a detailed 

investigation of iso-buatnol thermodynamic and kinetic properties to identify the sources of 

discrepancy between the two models. Further analysis of reaction paths and sensitivities are also 

presented to determine the most important reactions requiring further attention. 
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Figure 4-1: Ignition delay time simulations including heat loss using the Sarathy et al. [89] (solid 

lines) and the Merchant et al. [103] (dotted lines) kinetic models with experimental ignition delay 

results (dashed lines) for stoichiometric mixtures of iso-butanol in air at P=15 bar (squares) and 

30 bar (circles). (Printed from [102]). 

4.2 Methods 

The thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the model by Sarathy et al. [89] and Merchant et al. 

[103] were assessed to clarify the kinetic behavior of alcohols. Both models will be revised by 

applying similar rate parameters whenever applicable to eliminate sources of discrepancy. Ignition 

delay times, species profiles, flux and sensitivity analysis will be conducted. The models will be 

compared to ignition delay time data measured in RCM at ϕ=0.5 and 1, 15 and 30 bar from [102]. 

Ignition delay times measured in excess of O2, will also be used for comparison against model 

prediction. These data are not yet published and were obtained through personal communications 

with Bryan Weber. Experimental conditions for RCM measurements are summarized in Table 4-

1.  
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Table 4-1: Experimental conditions for RCM measurements 

Fuel O2 N2 Equivalence ratio ϕ O2:N2 Compressed pressure (bar) 

0.0172 0.2065 0.7763 0.5 1:3.76 15, 30, 40 

0.0338 0.2030 0.7632 1 1:3.76 15, 30, 40 

0.0338 0.4060 0.5602 0.5 1:1.38 15, 30 

0.0338 0.1015 0.8647 2.0 1:8.52 15, 30 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Ignition delay time 

Ignition delay time was simulated in CHEMKIN PRO [18] using a homogeneous batch reactor 

model at different conditions, as detailed in Table 4-1. Constant volume simulations of ignition 

delay time were compared against RCM data as shown in Figure 4-2 at 15 and 30 bar, φ=1 in air 

and at 10% excess of O2. The model of Sarathy et al. [89] was more reactive, therefore a variable 

volume simulation, accounting for heat loss increases ignition delay time resulted in relatively 

better agreement with experimental data as shown in Figure 4-1 at 30 bar. O2 dependence was 

observed for [89], unlike the less reactive model [103]. In the following sections, reactivity, 

behavior, and their rationale in different models are identified to improve model predictions and 

for better agreement with the experimental data.  

     

Figure 4-2: Constant volume ignition delay time at 15 and 30 bar, (a) φ=1 (air) and (b) φ=2 

with excess of O2 compared against RCM data. 
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4.3.2 Thermodynamic data 

The thermodynamic data of both models is estimated based on Benson’s group additivity method 

[72]. However, thermodynamic properties of Sarathy et al. [89] were recalculated using recent 

group values revised and optimized by [66]. The effect of these updates is shown in Figure 4-3, 

where revised thermodynamic data decreased the reactivity of the model by as much as a factor of 

two at low temperatures (~700K), showing the importance of implementing accurate 

thermodynamic data as discussed in chapter 3. A comparison between the two models at 298K 

showed 4.0 kcal/mol, 8.0 and 5.0 cal/mol deviations in the enthalpy of formation (Hf), entropy 

(So), and specific heat (Cp), respectively for some low temperature species, as shown in Table 4-

2. This is because most of the revised groups were low temperature groups such as OO/C/H and 

ALPEROX [66]. This discrepancy should be considered carefully in further model comparisons, 

as most of the rates in [103] were written in the reverse direction and thermodynamic data were 

used to estimate forward reaction rate.  

 

Figure 4-3: Effect of updating thermodynamic data in ignition delay time at at φ=1 and and 

30 bar using Sarathy et al. [89] model.  
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Table 4-2: Comparison of thermodynamic data of selected low temperature species 

  Species Ho (kcal/mol) Cp (cal/mol.K) So (cal/mol.K) 

RO2 

 

iC4H8OH-1O2 -33.57 60.96 146.4 

Spc(3) -37.54 64.05 141.4 

Δ -3.97 -3.09 5.00 

 

iC4H8OH-2O2 -37.13 63.12 143.7 

Spc(4) -40.42 62.00 142.5 

Δ -3.29 1.12 1.2 

QOOH 

 

iC4H7OH-2OOH-1 -23.43 61.29 148.1 

Spc(16) -27.26 62.93 139.3 

Δ -3.83 -1.64 8.80 

 

iC4H7OH-3OOH-1 -18.74 59.90 150.2 

Spc(19) -20.95 65.22 146.2 

Δ -2.21 -5.32 4.00 

KHP 

 

iC4ketii -47.52 57.36 142.6 

Spc(755) -47.13 57.99 142.0 

Δ 0.39 -0.63 0.60 

 

4.3.3 Species profile 

Figure 4-4 shows species profiles of both iso-butanol models at 800 K and 30 bar. A single-stage 

ignition was observed, with a sharp increase in temperature at the time of ignition in contrast to 

alkanes which typically show two stage ignition characteristics. In alkanes, a small rise in 

temperature determines the end of the first stage, whereas the end of the second stage is marked 

by a large temperature rise resulting in ignition [110]. However, the single stage ignition of iso-

butanol can be decomposed to two distinct sub-stages (1A and 1B) where the transition between 

the stages is indicated by the change in the slope of the profiles. Additionally, at very early stages 

of ignition (nanoseconds), stage 0 can be define. The chemistry of each stage and sub-stage is 

discussed in detail as follows.  

Stage 0: This occurred very early when only endothermic reactions were dominant to establish the 

initial conditions for later, free radical reactions. This stage was indicated by the y-intercept of the 

species profile in Figure 4-4,a. Predictions by the two models differed by about three orders of 

magnitude for OH, HO2 and H2O2. Since initiation was mainly due to fuel+O2 reaction, using 

similar rates in both models ([89] rates in [103] model) significantly resolved discrepancies at early 
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times, as shown in Figure 4-4,b. This modification also changed the predicted ignition delay time 

by about 15% in [103]; result was that the models completed stage 1A simultaneously.  

First sub-stage 1A: In this stage, radical concentrations - especially OH and HO2 - increased 

exponentially (very steep slope (dln(OH)/dt) in a very short time (milliseconds); however model 

[89] had a relatively higher exponential rise. A rate of production (ROP) analysis showed that, at 

this stage, fuel abstraction occurred mainly by HO2 radicals that were produced in stage 0, forming 

fuel radicals and H2O2. Low concentrations of OH radicals were produced by the Waddington 

pathways and the decomposition of H2O2. The concentration of HO2 radicals was six orders of 

magnitude higher than OH radicals, making HO2 the dominant radical at this stage. However, 

higher OH concentrations were predicted by [89] compared to the [103] model, because the former 

produced more ketohydroperoxide. The end of the exponential rise can occur when a high 

concentration species undergoes a self-recombination reaction, because of low fuel or O2 

concentration, or due to changes in temperature as an effect of the net heat release [110]. For iso-

butanol, HO2 has high concentrations that continue to rise until the combination reaction of 

HO2+HO2=H2O2+O2 becomes more dominant than fuel+HO2. This was observed at around four 

millisec (knee) in Figure 4-4,b, marking the end of the first sub-stage 1A. This stage is difficult to 

detect experimentally, as there is no change in temperature and OH concentration is very low for 

experimental detection [110].  
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Figure 4-4: Species profile at 800K, 30 bar and φ=1. (a) Original models and (b) original Sarathy 

et al. [89] and updated Merchant et al. [103] model. Line in (b) indicates transition between the 

first and second sub-stages. 

 

Second sub-stage 1B: At this stage radical concentrations increased at a slower rate, up to the 

point of ignition. The H2O2 radical decomposed via a chain branching reaction to two OH radicals, 

and the latter became the dominant radical at this sub-stage. This sub-stage extended for a longer 

period, allowing the dominant reactions in this stage to control ignition. A steeper slope in sub-

stage 1B was observed for [89] as it included different pathways leading to ketohydroperoxides, 

thus OH radical. This resulted in different reactivity in the models (ignition delay times) and led 

to different cessations of sub-stage 1B. The total ignition delay time can be defined as the total 

time of the two sub-stages, or the time at the end of the second sub-stage. In [103], 

ketohydroperoxide production pathways were considered unimportant and were not included, as 

their production fluxes were below the chosen threshold for model development in RMG. This 

motivated forcing RMG to include ketohydroperoxide pathways by altering the cut-off value, to 
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eliminate some uncertainty in further comparison between the models. No effect was observed 

however. 

4.3.4 Flux analysis 

A detailed flux analysis shows the important reaction pathways of α, β, and γ radicals of iso-

butanol (Figure 4-5), where α, β, and γ refer to a radical in the first, second and third carbon away 

from the OH moiety. The fluxes were calculated based on the species rate of production (ROP) at 

φ=1, 30 bar, 800K and 20% consumption of the fuel. Over 60% of iso-butanol decomposed to α-

radical.  

α-radical, This pathways was favored since the α C-H bond was the weakest with BDE 1.7 and 

4.2 kcal/mol lower than β and γ C-H BDE, respectively [89]. The two models showed very 

different fluxes in subsequent α-radical reactions. As previously noted, this disagreement was 

attributed to the strong α-hydroxybutyl chemistry in [89] which further led to the low temperature 

chain branching reaction. Welz et al. [111] proved experimentally that the main dominant pathway 

is α-alkyl radical reacting with O2 in the chain propagation pathway forming methyl-

propanal+HO2 and inhibiting reactivity. The barrier for this reaction was about 20 kcal/mol lower 

than for conventional alkanes, making it a very important pathway in alcohol combustion [101]. 

Model [89] showed a 98% flux for the methyl-propanal+HO2 formation while the remaining 2% 

underwent the conventional alkane low temperature pathways. On the other hand, ~100% of the 

α-hydroxybutyl radical in [103] underwent a chain propagation reaction to form methyl-

propanal+HO2. A major discrepancy between the two models in the α-radical pathways was the 

branching ratio of the propagation step versus the first isomerization to hydroxyalkyl radical 

(QOOH) and its subsequent reactions.  
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β- and γ-radical, A good agreement was found for β and γ-radicals. In the β-radicals pathways, 

the Waddington chain propagation channel forming OH was the major pathway of β-butylperoxy 

radical, which was also proved experimentally by [111]. The β-RO2 radical also followed the low 

temperature pathways forming ketohydroperoxide and OH in [89], where it  formed cyclic ethers 

and enols in [103]. In γ-radicals, γ-butylperoxy radicals mainly isomerized to form QOOH that 

would form enols, cyclic ether or ketohydropeoxide, however a water elimination pathway was 

included in [103]. This pathway was proposed and proved computationally and experimentally by 

Welz et al. [101] who found that water elimination occurs when a radical is α to the OH group in 

hydroxylalkyl (QOOH) radical. This proceeds (Figure 4-6), through the H2O concerted elimination 

transition state, formed by OH from the hydroperoxide and the H of the hydroxyl group. This 

pathway was only included in [103] where 50% of the major γ-QOOH (QOOH-1 which represents 

~88% of the overall formed γ-QOOH) underwent a water elimination pathway, forming 

alkoxyisobutanal radical, which competed with formation of the most important 

ketohydroperoxide in the low temperature chemistry of the γ-radical. 
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Figure 4-5: Flux analysis at 800K and 30 bar and 20% consumption of iso-butanol for Merchant 

et al. [103] Italic% and Sarathy et al. [89] Bold% 

 

Figure 4-6: Water elimination pathway of γ-hydroxylbutyl radical 

In summary, the flux analysis showed that [89] included extensive low temperature chemistry, 

producing ketohydroperoxide, which eventually produced the OH radicals that prompted ignition, 

whereas the reactivity in [103] was HO2 dependent, which was produced by the chain propagation 
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of the α-butylperoxy radical. A water elimination pathway was also included in [103], a competing 

pathway to the low temperature chain branching pathways. 

4.3.5 Sensitivity analysis and model modification 

A temperature sensitivity analysis was implemented at 800K, 30 bar and φ=1 at the time of 

ignition. This was performed to identify the most important reactions controlling alcohol 

combustion at low temperature. As in Figure 4-7, both mechanisms were very sensitive to fuel 

abstraction by HO2 and OH, this was in addition to HO2 cycle reactions which included HO2 

combination reaction to form H2O2 and the chain branching of H2O2 to produce two OH radicals. 

Furthermore, [89] showed high sensitivity to the propagation channel of α-butyl radical, while 

[103] was very sensitive to the water elimination pathway, where both reactions showed negative 

sensitivity in the direction of decreasing reactivity.  

   

Figure 4-7: Temperature sensitivity analysis at 800K, φ=1, (a) Sarathy et al. [89] and (b) 

Merchant et al. [103] model 

The flux analysis and the relatively high sensitivity of these two reactions suggested that they could 

be the reason for the different models’ predictions. Therefore, the model of Sarathy et al. [89] was 

updated by adding the missing water elimination pathway and using the same rate and pathways 

for the α-butylperoxy propagation reaction as [103].  Applying modifications to [89] and [103], as 

summarized in Table 4-3, significantly improved agreement between the two models in terms of 
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speciation and ignition (Figure 4-8); however, [89] showed no O2 dependence. This might refer to 

the competition of these added pathways with the conventional low temperature pathways, and 

more investigation is required.     

Table 4-3: Applied modification in [89] and [103] to obtain similar models behavior 

Reaction Sarathy et al. [89] Merchant et al. [103] 

Fuel + (O2, OH and HO2) -- [89] rates in [103] 

α-hydroxybutylperoxy=aldehyde +HO2 [103] rates in [89] -- 

γ-QOOH water elimination pathway  [103] rates in [89] -- 

 

    

Figure 4-8: Effect of updates on (a) speciation profiles at 800K, 30 bar and φ=1 and (b) ignition 

delay time at φ=1, 15 and 30 bar.  

Although the updates resulted in similar model predictions, models did not agree well with the 

experimental data. Therefore, calculated rates from the literature were adopted for the highly 

sensitive reactions of iso-butanol abstraction by OH and HO2. Zheng et al. [104] calculated rate 

constants for abstraction by OH from iso-butanol; and Xu et al. [105] calculated rate constants for 

abstraction by HO2 from β-site only. These rates are implemented in [89] along with analogous 

rates from [112, 113], where rates for H-abstraction by HO2 from 1- and 2-butanol were calculated. 

Analogues rates were assigned based on the closest values of BDE. The effect of implementing 
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these updates is shown in Figure 4-9 where the variable volume simulations of ignition delay time 

(including heat loss) are compared to ignition measurements at 30 bar and φ=2 with ~10% O2 

excess. The original Sarathy et al. [89] model (original) was compared to the updated model after 

adding the water elimination step and updating the α-butylperoxy propagation reaction (updated 

1), and the updated model, after implementing the new rates for H-abstraction by OH and HO2 

(updated 2). The model became much less reactive after update 1 because of the competition from 

the added pathways with low temperature chain branching reactions; however updates 2 resulted 

in a more reactive model. The update 2 model shows good agreement with the experimental RCM 

data, as shown in Figure 4-10; but for better predictions, rate constant and branching ratio 

calculations should be implemented for the sensitive reactions of α-butylperoxy propagation 

reaction and γ-QOOH water elimination pathway. 

 

Figure 4-9: Ignition delay time predictions of original (dotted) and updated (dashed and solid) 

Sarathy et al. [89] model including heat loss, compared to RCM data at 30 bar and φ=2.  
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Figure 4-10: Ignition delay time predictions of updated (update 2) Sarathy et al. [89] model 

including heat loss, compared to RCM data at different conditions. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The performance of two comprehensive iso-butanol chemical kinetic models was investigated for 

better understanding of alcohol combustion chemistry and to determine the reasons for the 

difference in models’ behavior.  

The thermochemistry of the model by Sarathy et al. [89] was revised, resulting in a less reactivate 

model by a factor of two at low temperatures (~700K), which significantly affected model 

predictions and showed a large discrepancy between the two models compared, confirming that a 

thermochemistry estimation should be considered carefully by using accurate group values. 

Kinetically, the two models displayed qualitative agreement in the species profile by showing a 

single stage ignition with two sub-stages where the first and second sub-stage were controlled by 

HO2 and OH radicals, respectively. Also, relatively higher OH concentration was observed in [89] 
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due to the well-developed low temperature chemistry leading to the ketohydroperoxide chain 

branching reaction in [89], while the model of Merchant et al. [103] mainly terminated to the chain 

propagation of α-butylperoxy, water elimination pathway or cyclic-ether formations. Flux and 

sensitivity analysis showed that [89] model was highly sensitive to the α-butylperoxy chemistry 

whereas [103] model was strongly dependent on the γ-QOOH water elimination pathway, missing 

in [89]. Adding the latter to [89], and using similar rates for α-butylperoxy chain propagation 

pathway, along with the sensitive iso-butanol abstraction by O2, OH and HO2 in both models, 

resulted in two models that agreed well with each other, but not with the experimental data. 

Applying calculated rates from the literature in [89] for H-abstraction by OH and HO2 resulted in 

model predictions that were in good agreement with the experimental ignition delay time data.  

However, true rates and branching ratios of sensitive and important alcohol pathways such as, α-

butylperoxy and γ-QOOH pathways are not yet known, necessitating more experimental and 

computational efforts on rate estimations. 
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Chapter 5 

5 High-Pressure Limit Rate Rules for α-H Isomerization of 

Hydroperoxyalkylperoxy Radicals and the Effect of Chirality 
 

As was concluded in chapter 3, hydroperoxyalkylperoxy (OOQOOH) radical isomerization is an 

important low temperature chain branching reaction within the mechanism of hydrocarbon 

oxidation. In this chapter, a combination of high level composite methods was used to determine 

high-pressure limit rate parameters for the α-H isomerization of OOQOOH reaction. Rate rules for 

5-, 6-, 7- and 8-member ring isomerization reaction were determined where the different carbon 

natures of the peroxy and hydroperoxide groups were considered. The effect of the peroxy group 

position and the H-migration ring size, along with the effect of chirality and hydrogen bonding 

interactions in the investigated energies and rate constants is examined.  

5.1 Introduction  

Hydrocarbon auto-oxidation chemistry is important in fuel combustion and atmospheric processes 

[114]. At low temperatures, the oxidation chemistry of hydrocarbon fuels (detailed in chapter 2), 

is initiated by H-abstraction from the fuel to form radicals, which undergo a series of O2 additions 

(first and second O2 additions) and isomerizations that eventually form hydroperoxyalkylperoxy 

radicals (OOQOOH). OOQOOH can isomerize via the intramolecular migration of a hydrogen 

atom from the α-carbon to the hydroperoxide group (i.e., α-H isomerization), ultimately leading to 

a ketohydroperoxide (KHP) and an OH radical. The weak O–OH bond in the ketohydroperoxide 

then breaks to form OH and a ketoalkoxy radical. This sequence of chain branching reactions is 

the reason for low temperature reactivity that leads to chemical and thermal runaway. This chapter 

focuses on the low temperature oxidation chemistry of n- [115, 116] and iso-alkanes [68, 84, 117, 
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118], important components in diesel [13] and gasoline [119] fuels, similar pathways are also 

important in cycloalkanes [120, 121]. 

OOQOOH radicals are important intermediates in low temperature oxidation chemistry for most 

conventional fuels [10, 114]. The α-H isomerization reactions of OOQOOH to KHP and hydroxyl 

radicals have been studied [61, 63, 76, 122, 123]; however, only Miyoshi [63] considered the rates 

where the peroxy was positioned at a tertiary site, and none of these studies investigated the effect 

of chirality on the calculated rates. Previous work has shown that the competition between standard 

α-H isomerization reactions and alternative isomerizations determines whether molecules can 

undergo extensive auto-oxidation, leading to highly oxygenated intermediates [14, 38, 39, 114, 

124]. 

Curran et al. [4, 69] assigned the rates for the OOQOOH isomerization by analogy to RO2 

isomerization. A correction factor of -3 kcal/mol was added to the activation energy to account for 

the weakness of the C-H bond at the α-site. Moreover, the pre-exponential factor was multiplied 

by a factor of 0.5 to account for the OOH steric hindrance. However, Sharma et al. [61] calculated 

the rates of RO2 and OOQOOH isomerization pathways and showed that the difference in the 

activation energy between the two channels ranged from 0 to 8.6 kcal/mol for different reactions; 

thus, the 3 kcal/mol reduction in activation energy was not a valid assumption. At the same time, 

Miyoshi [63] proposed rate rules, calculated at the CBS-QB3 level of theory, for the unimolecular 

reactions of RO2, QOOH, and OOQOOH radicals with different possible alkyl substitutions. He 

considered the OOQOOH site-specific isomerization rates based on the nature of both the 

abstracted hydrogen and the abstracting peroxy group [63]. A recent study by Yao et al. [122] 

suggested that calculated rate rules based on the minimum-sized representative OOQOOH radical 

(as previously considered [61, 63]), might be inaccurate, so they provided rate rules obtained by 
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averaging the rates of a few representative reactions and calculated using a non-standard CBS-

QB3 method modified with MP2 for geometry optimization. They calculated the high-pressure 

limit and pressure dependent rate rules for both standard and alternative OOQOOH isomerization, 

where the former abstracts the hydrogen at the α-site to the OOH group, leading to KHP+OH, and 

the latter abstracts any other hydrogen.   

OOQOOH isomerization was also considered by Goldsmith et al. [76] and Asatryan et al. [123], 

who studied the potential energy surface of R+O2 and QOOH+O2 for n,i-propyl and 2-pentyl 

radicals, respectively. They methodically examined the potential energy surface and showed that 

the OOQOOH isomerization to KHP+OH was the dominant chain branching reaction at low 

temperatures (below 1000 K) [76, 123].   

Bugler et al. [57] evaluated the effect of OOQOOH isomerization rate constants calculated by 

Miyoshi [63] and Sharma et al. [61] on the ignition delay times of pentane isomers. They proved 

that Sharma’s rate coefficients yielded better agreement with experimental ignition delay data. 

Bugler et al. [57] attributed this to the coupled hindered rotor treatment implemented by Sharma 

et al. [61] to account for hydrogen bonding (HB) conformers, which may be present in the 

OOQOOH radicals. However, Davis et al. [125] showed that the HB conformer in structurally 

similar hydroxyalkoxy radicals, is not always the most favorable structure, particularly when the 

destabilizing effect of the ring strain imposed by hydrogen bonding is greater than the stabilizing 

effect resulting from the hydrogen bond. Chirality further complicates the effect of hydrogen 

bonding on OOQOOH stability.  

For stable molecules with two chiral centers, four diastereomers can be formed, which can be 

separated into two groups: mixed chirality (RS, SR), and same chirality (RR, SS). For structures 

with two or more chiral centers, chirality affects the number and type of dihedral interactions, 
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which can in turn affect the rotational barrier, and therefore the calculated A-factor. Moreover, the 

gauche/anti interactions between the substituents of the chiral center can affect the barrier heights 

[126].  

In transition states, chirality exists when abstracting from α-site to a secondary OOH group of 

OOQOOH radicals. H-migration from a primary carbon (C-OOH) can create a pseudo-chiral 

center, since abstracting either of the two primary hydrogens yields different axial/equatorial 

arrangements in the transition state. Chirality in transition states can be described by the 

configuration of the substituent, or the remaining alkyl chain, which is not involved in the 

migration ring (alkyl group, hydroperoxide group or hydrogen). For non-planar ring structures, 

this substituent can either be in the axial or equatorial position, relative to the transition state ring, 

as illustrated in Figure 5-1.  

        

Figure 5-1: Chirality in transition states 

Davis and Francisco [127] showed that chirality can result in as much as a 1.8 kcal/mol difference 

in activation energies for 1,5 and 1,6 H-migration in alkyl radicals. They also studied in detail 

[126] the effect of the branched methyl group on the rate coefficients and enthalpies of H-migration 

reactions for a series of methylalkyl radicals from C3 to C7. They found that for 1,5 and 1,6 H-

migration transition states, the barrier for the equatorial configuration was lower than the axial 

configuration. This is because the axial position of the alkyl group results in gauche interaction 

with the transition state ring while the equatorial was anti. The axial configuration destabilized the 

transition state by 0.8 kcal/mol and resulted in a higher energy barrier.  
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In their study, Davis and Francisco [126] found that the rates of alkyl isomerization reactions 

proceeded via transition states where the alkyl groups in an equatorial position were 2-6 times (and 

sometimes an order of magnitude) faster than those in which the alkyl group was in an axial 

position. If such differences are not taken into consideration, rate rule estimates will be inaccurate.  

Chirality also affects OOQOOH isomerization, however, this effect has not been reported in the 

literature. In OOQOOH isomerization, the terminal substituent is a hydroperoxide (OOH) group. 

For isomerization transition states, the axial position of the OOH group may result in HB, which 

stabilizes the transition state and potentially lowers the barrier, this could lead to faster rates for 

the axial rather than the equatorial configuration. Therefore, it is important to study the effect of 

chirality on OOQOOH isomerization.  

In this chapter, the rate parameters for OOQOOH radical isomerization reactions are determined. 

Detailed conformational analysis was conducted, and the effects of chirality and hydrogen bonding 

on the calculated rates were assessed. Isomerization via 5-, 6-, 7- and 8-member ring transition 

states, with all possible positions of the peroxy and the H-abstraction sites (primary, secondary or 

tertiary), were considered, and tunneling corrections were applied. The results obtained are 

compared to the rates in the literature for similar reactions. 

5.2 Methods 

The calculation steps followed in this study are detailed in chapter 2 (section 2.4). Rate parameters 

were determined using transition state theory (TST), which overestimates rate constants compared 

to variational transition state theory (VTST) [128]. The latter is as much as three times more 

accurate at high temperatures (1000-1500K) [46, 129]. However, VTST is computationally 

expensive for the relatively large systems considered in this study, and the OOQOOH 

isomerization reaction is more prone to occur at low temperatures (below 900K). Therefore, TST 
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was used, as implemented in ChemRate [54]. The optimized geometries and scaled frequencies 

calculated at the B3YLP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) were used as input for ChemRate, along with the 

averaged energies (averages of values calculated at the CBS-QB3,G3, and G4 levels of theory 

reported in Appendix C). The rotational energy barriers for every hindered rotor were also used as 

input for ChemRate. These values, along with the Eckart tunneling factors, were obtained from 

calculations conducted at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. The resulting rates were fitted 

to a three-parameter modified Arrhenius equation over a temperature range of 300-1500 K. These 

calculations were performed for the species shown in Figure 5-2. Two diastereomers were 

considered for species with two chiral centers: one with mixed chirality (RS or SR), and another 

with the same chirality (RR or SS) at both centers. 

Hydrogen migration can be described as a,b H-migration, where a is the location of the migrated 

hydrogen and b is the location of the abstracting peroxy radical. Alternatively, the migration can 

be described as NCD, where N is the number of components, or atoms in the transition state ring, 

including the hydrogen. C and D represent the chemical nature (P=primary, S=secondary, and 

T=tertiary) of the carbon sites of the OOH and OO. group, respectively. R and S subscripts are 

added to the C and/or D to indicate the chiral nature of the carbon sites. Where applicable, 

transition state chirality is also indicated by the superscript A or E to signify axial or equatorial 

substitution, respectively. Both the a,b H-migration and NCD notations are used to highlight 

different aspects of the reactions. 
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Figure 5-2: Representative molecules investigated in this study for rate calculations 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Lowest energy conformers 

The most stable conformers of reactants, transition states and products for OOQOOH reactions 

must be selected carefully because the presence of oxygenated sites that could introduce HB 

interactions. Minimum energy conformers were explored by simultaneously rotating all dihedrals 

of the molecule by 120o, which led to 3n conformers, where n was the number of rotors. For 

transition states where fewer rotors were available, smaller increments were used for the C-OOH 

and O-OH bonds (eg. 60o) to capture different possibilities of HB or non-hydrogen bonding (NHB) 

conformers. The effect of chirality on the minimum energy conformer was also investigated. In 

this section, the energy values reported to compare HB and NHB structures were calculated at the 

B3YLP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level of theory, while the values of the heat of formation of axial and 

equatorial transition states were calculated using an average of isodesmic reactions for energies 

calculated at the CBS-QB3/G3/G4 composite methods. 

For the reactant of 5CD, where the oxygenated sites were in alpha positions to each other, and 

either C or D was on a primary carbon, the molecule formed HB where the hydrogen in the 
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hydroperoxide group interacted with an oxygen in the peroxy group and stabilized the molecule. 

Previous studies reported that decreases in energy resulting from HB can range from 1.5-4 kcal 

[125, 130]. The effect of this energy stabilization on the kinetics will be discussed in chapter 6.  

NSS reactants have two chiral centers, resulting in four different stereoisomers (RR, RS, SR and 

SS). Due to symmetry, the conformer and its mirror image (RR and SS) or (RS and SR) have the 

same kinetic and thermodynamic properties. Therefore, the most stable diastereomers were used: 

one with mixed chirality (RS or SR), and the other with the same chirality (RR or SS) at both 

centers. In the text to follow, the terms mixed and same chirality will refer to RS (or SR) and RR 

(or SS) conformers, respectively. In 5SS the mixed chirality diasteriomer, 5SSSR, formed HB, while 

the same chirality diastereomer, 5SRSR did not (Figures 5-3,a and 5-3.b). The HB conformer of 

5SRSR (Figure 5-3,b) was 0.1 kcal/mol less stable than the NHB conformer. For reactants with one 

chiral center, such as 5ST, each conformer was a mirror image of its stereoisomer. 5ST favored the 

NHB conformer, which was only 0.1 kcal/mol more stable than its HB counterpart. 

As the oxygenated sites C and D were further separated (e.g. beta, gamma or delta) from each 

other, there was a rising steric cost for forming HB ring structures, due to the increasing number 

of gauche interactions inside the ring. The energy cost of this steric effect may be greater than the 

stabilizing effect of the HB, resulting in lower energy for the NHB conformer, except in the case 

of 6SRSS and 6PT (Figures 5-3,c and 5-3,d).   

HB is the most stable conformer for the products when the carbonyl and hydroperoxide groups are 

α, β, γ and δ position relative to each other. Special cases are 5ST, 6PP, 6SP, and 6SS where the 

NHB is the most stable structure by 1.6, 2.4, 1.0 and 2.4 kcal/mol, respectively. The HB conformer 

of the 5ST comprises two alkyl gauche interactions, compared to one gauche interaction for the 

NHB, making the latter more favorable. For 6PP and 6SP, primary OOH prefers to be in anti 
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(rather than gauche position) in the HB conformer. In 6SS, the HB structure is less favorable due 

to the high steric effect resulting from the gauche interaction between C1 and C4, which makes the 

NHB structure (where C1 and C4 are in the anti position) the most stable conformer (Figures 5-3,e 

and 5-3,f).  

As mentioned previously, all transition states contain at least one chiral center. Both diastereomers 

(R and S/mixed and same chirality) are considered. Chirality in the transition states will be 

differentiated by whether the terminal chain, or substituents (which are not involved in the 

transition state), are axial NACD, or equatorial NECD, to the transition state ring structure. In 1,4 

H-migration, the cyclopentane transition state structure is close to planar and less puckered, which 

makes chirality less defined by axial and equatorial configuration. For 5ECD, the OOH is sterically 

unable to form HB. In 5ASP, 5ASS and 5AST, where the C-OOH is a secondary carbon, HB 

conformers are lower in energy than NHB conformers, while in primary C-OOH (5APP, 5APS, 

5APT), the OOH group is not sufficiently axial to form an HB conformer. This is because the co-

substituent (hydrogen) is not strong enough to push the OOH to a full axial position making the 

NHB conformer the more stable.  

For NACD and NECD, where N=6 and 7, NHB is the minimum energy conformer. In NACD, the 

high strain imposed by bringing the OOH and the OO groups close enough to form HB, as well as 

the great distance between the H and O (3-3.7 Ǻ), makes NHB the more stable conformer. On the 

other hand, 8ACD transition states tend to form HB conformers that comprise a flexible 

cycloheptane-like ring, in which the C-H..O angle is approximately 180O where H is the migrating 

hydrogen, as shown in Figure 5-3,g. The flexibility of the cycloheptane ring structure overcomes 

its high ring strain and favors the HB structure [125].  
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In terms of chirality, Table 5-1 shows that the difference in heat of formation between the 

diastereomers of 1,4 and 1,5 H-migration ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 kcal/mol. This difference increases 

up to 1.7 and 2.8 kcal/mol for 1,6 and 1,7 H-migration, respectively. Negative values indicate that 

the axial substituent (OOH group) is more stable than the equatorial conformer. In most cases, 

where the axial forms a HB, the axial is expected to be more stable. Exceptions are the 5PP, 5PS, 

5PT, 7PS and 8PS, where the axial primary OOH group is unable to form HB, making the 

equatorial a more stable conformer. In 8SS, the mixed and same chirality transition states are 8SRSS 

and 8SRSR, where the OOH group is in axial configuration (R) in both transition states. Therefore, 

the most stable conformer in this case will be determined based on the chiral nature of the peroxy 

site, or the configuration (axial or equatorial) of the CH3 substituent. In 8SRSS, the terminal CH3 is 

axial to the transition state, forming a gauche interaction with the remaining alkyl chain and 

destabilizing the transition state, while the terminal CH3 in 8SRSR is equatorial and in an anti-

position to the transition state backbone, making the equatorial 8SRSR more stable. In 5SS, the 5ESS 

is the more stable conformer because of its less strained transition state ring, in addition to the 

absence of the gauche interaction between the peroxy and the hydroperoxide groups compared to 

5ASS. The effect of this difference in the rate constant is discussed in a subsequent section (5.3.3.4). 
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a) 5SRSR, minimum NHB conformer   b) 5SRSS, HB conformer 

    

c) 6PT, minimum HB conformer   d) 6PT, NHB conformer 

    

e) 6SS, minimum NHB conformer   f) 6SS, HB conformer 

 

g) 8APP, HB conformer 

Figure 5-3: Minimum energy conformers and their hydrogen bonding counterparts. Values 

represent distances in Angstroms or angles in degrees. 
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Table 5-1: Energy difference (kcal/mol) between mixed and same chirality in transition states, or 

axial and equatorial configurations at 298 K. 

Ring size OOH OO. Reactant   ΔH=(HfA-HfE) 

5-member ring P P HOOCH2CH2OO 5PRP 1 A 0.1 
5PSP E 

P S HOOCH2CH(CH3)OO 5PRSR A 0.8 
5PSSR E 

P T HOOCH2C(CH3)(CH3)OO 5PRT A 0.9 
5PST E 

S P HOOCH(CH3)CH2OO 5SSP A -0.4 
5SRP E 

S S HOOCH(CH3)CH(CH3)OO 5SSSR A 0.7 
5SRSR E 

S T HOOCH(CH3)C(CH3)(CH3)OO 5SST A -0.4 
5SRT E 

6-member ring P P HOOCH2CH2CH2OO 6PRP A -0.7 
6PSP E 

P S HOOCH2CH2CH(C2H5)OO 6PRSS A -0.8 
6PSSS E 

P T HOOCH2CH2C(CH3)(CH3)OO 6PRT A -0.6 
6PST E 

S P HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH2OO 6SRP A -0.6 
6SSP E 

S S HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)OO 6SSSS A -0.8 
6SRSS E 

S T HOOCH(CH3)CH2C (CH3)(CH3)OO 6SST A -0.6 

6SRT E 

7-member ring P P HOO(CH2)4OO 7PSP A -1.0 
7PRP E 

P S HOO(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO 7PRSS A 1.1 
7PSSS E 

P T HOO(CH2)3C(CH3)(CH3)OO 7PST A -1.1 
7PRT E 

S P HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3OO 7SRP A -1.7 
7SSP E 

S S HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2CH(CH3)OO 7SRSS A -1.7 
7SSSS E 

S T HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2C(CH3)(CH3)OO 7SRT A -1.7 
7SST E 

8-member ring P P HOO(CH2)5OO 8PSP A -2.8 
8PRP E 

P S HOO(CH2)4CH(CH3)OO 8PSSR A 2 0.1 
8PSSS E 2 

P T HOO(CH2)4C(CH3)(CH3)OO 8PST A -2.8 
8PRT E 

S P HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)4OO 8SRP A -2.9 
8SSP E 

S S HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO 8SRSS A 0.1 
8SRSR E 

S T HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3C(CH3)(CH3)OO 8SRT A -3.3 

8SST E 
1 In NPD, primary C-OOH is not a chiral center. R and S reflect the chirality of the transition 

state where two migrated hydrogens are distinguishable, resulting in a pseudo chiral center at the 

primary site.  

2 A and E refer to a methyl group substituent of C-OO. 
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5.3.2 Energy calculation 

Reported energies are the averaged values calculated using CBS-QB3, G3 and G4 methods, 

recommended by Somers and Simmie [56]. Table 5-2 summarizes the energy barriers, ΔH‡, of the 

investigated reactions. The enthalpies of formation of all species and transition states were 

estimated using an average of two sets of isodesmic reactions. Somers and Simmie [56] showed 

that the CBS-QB3 and G3 methods tend to underestimate the enthalpy of formation compared to 

experimental values with a wider error distribution for the former; whereas G4 overestimates the 

predicted values compared to the experimental values. They showed that averaging the three 

methods results in better agreement with the experimental values. Table 5-2 shows that CBS-QB3 

underestimated the energy compared to the averaged value, where G3 and G4 methods 

overestimated the enthalpy and the barrier.  

Table 5-2 shows that the energy barriers of the reactions investigated decrease with increasing ring 

size. The 1,4 H-migration proceeds via a strained cyclopentane-like ring, which leads to a high 

energy barrier. The 7-member ring transition state of the 1,6 H-migration is expected to be higher 

in energy than the 1,5 H-migration, due to higher ring strain. However, the two values are similar, 

with the energy barrier of 1,6 H-migration being slightly lower than that of 1,5 H-migration; 

because the migrating hydrogen in the 1,6 H-migration is located between the abstracting oxygen 

and the abstraction carbon site (C-H..O~180o), which leads to a cyclohexane-like transition state. 

As previously noted, in 1,7 H-migration the flexibility of the cycloheptane-like transition state ring 

allows for rearrangement to lower energy conformers. This flexibility will result in a more stable 

transition state because of the induced HB interaction and therefore, a low barrier for the 1,7 H-

migration.  
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Table 5-2: Reaction barriers (ΔH‡) calculated at CBS-QB3, G3, G4 and the averaged value. 

Ring size OOH OO.  Reactant ΔH‡ (kcal/mol) 

 CBS-QB3 1 G3 1 G4 1 average 2 

5-member ring P  P HOOCH2CH2OO 30.9 33.2 32.4 32.1 

P S HOOCH2CH(CH3)OO 30.5 32.8 31.9 31.7 

P T HOOCH2C(CH3)(CH3)OO 28.5 30.9 30.3 29.9 

S P HOOCH(CH3)CH2OO 28.0 30.4 30.6 29.7 

S S HOOCH(CH3)CH(CH3)OO 26.4 29.0 28.7 28.0 

S T HOOCH(CH3)C(CH3)(CH3)OO 26.1 28.4 28.3 27.6 

6-member ring P  P HOOCH2CH2CH2OO 19.3 21.8 21.6 20.9 

P S HOOCH2CH2CH(C2H5)OO 19.8 22.3 21.8 21.3 

P T HOOCH2CH2C(CH3)(CH3)OO 20.8 23.0 22.7 22.2 

S P HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH2OO 18.1 20.1 20.6 19.6 

S S HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)OO 17.7 20.2 20.1 19.3 

S T HOOCH(CH3)CH2C (CH3)(CH3)OO 18.0 20.6 20.7 19.8 

7-member ring P  P HOO(CH2)4OO 17.9 20.0 20.1 19.3 

P S HOO(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO 18.4 20.4 20.5 19.8 

P T HOO(CH2)3C(CH3)(CH3)OO 19.4 21.4 21.4 20.7 

S P HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3OO 15.5 17.7 18.1 17.1 

S S HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2CH(CH3)OO 15.9 18.0 18.5 17.4 

S T HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2C(CH3)(CH3)OO 17.1 19.1 19.5 18.6 

8-member ring P  P HOO(CH2)5OO 17.1 19.1 19.5 18.6 

P S HOO(CH2)4CH(CH3)OO 15.9 17.7 18.6 17.4 

P T HOO(CH2)4C(CH3)(CH3)OO 17.1 19.0 19.4 18.5 

S P HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)4OO 14.5 16.4 17.3 16.1 

S S HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO 13.3 15.2 16.3 14.9 

S T HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3C(CH3)(CH3)OO 14.9 16.8 17.6 16.4 
1Average of two values 

2Average of six values 

5.3.3 High-pressure rate rules 

5.3.3.1 Rate constants of OOQOOH isomerization to KHP+OH 

High-pressure limit rate constants were fitted to the single modified Arrhenius equation, over a 

temperature range of 300–1500 K, using the transition state theory 

𝑘 = 𝐴𝑇𝑛𝑒(
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇⁄ ) 

where A is the frequency factor, n is the temperature fitting parameter, T is temperature and Ea is 

the activation energy. The frequency factor A, is an indication of the entropic difference between 

the transition state and the reactant ΔS‡. The rate constants were calculated for a minimum-sized 

representative reaction, and are detailed in Table 5-3 on a per-hydrogen basis.  
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Table 5-3: High-pressure limit rate parameters for OOQOOH ismoerization reaction fit between 

300 K and 1500 K, per-hydrogen basis. 

    Modified Arrhenius Parameters 

Ring size OOH OO. 

  

Reactant Log A n Ea1  

5-member ring P  P HOOCH2CH2OO -4.79 5.07 22.8 

P S HOOCH2CH(CH3)OO 2 -3.79 5.02 22.3 

P T HOOCH2C(CH3)(CH3)OO -4.06 4.90 20.4 

S P HOOCH(CH3)CH2OO -2.97 4.56 20.9 

S S HOOCH(CH3)CH(CH3)OO 2 -0.26 3.92 20.3 

S T HOOCH(CH3)C(CH3)(CH3)OO -0.28 3.73 20.5 

6-member ring P  P HOOCH2CH2CH2OO 0.21 3.30 15.0 

P S HOOCH2CH2CH(C2H5)OO 2 1.69 2.98 15.6 

P T HOOCH2CH2C(CH3)(CH3)OO -1.13 3.94 14.1 

S P HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH2OO 1.13 3.15 14.2 

S S HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)OO 2 2.67 2.80 14.1 

S T HOOCH(CH3)CH2C (CH3)(CH3)OO 3.82 2.44 14.9 

7-member ring P  P HOO(CH2)4OO -0.23 3.12 13.2 

P S HOO(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO 2 1.50 2.77 14.3 

P T HOO(CH2)3C(CH3)(CH3)OO 3.40 2.47 15.5 

S P HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3OO 0.80 3.06 11.2 

S S HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2CH(CH3)OO 2 0.55 3.24 11.4 

S T HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2C(CH3)(CH3)OO 2.77 2.60 13.0 

8-member ring P  P HOO(CH2)5OO -0.43 2.90 12.2 

P S HOO(CH2)4CH(CH3)OO 2 1.14 2.65 12.5 

P T HOO(CH2)4C(CH3)(CH3)OO 1.79 2.40 12.4 

S P HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)4OO 0.81 2.68 10.4 

S S HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO 2 2.62 2.39 11.0 

S T HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3C(CH3)(CH3)OO 1.70 2.60 10.4 
1 Ea is in kcal/mol 

2 Rates are an average of rates with same and mixed chirality of the transition states (N-PS/N-

SS) and reactant (N-SS).  

5.3.3.2 Effect of the transition state ring size:  

Temperature dependence of the calculated rate constants is shown in Figure 5-4. Although the 

barrier heights of 1,5 H-migration are greater than, or equal to, those of 1,6 H-migration, as shown 

in Table 5-1, the rate constants of these reactions do not always follow the same trend, indicating 

the importance of the A-factor, or the entropic term, which is a function of the number of rigid 

rotors in the transition state ring. The rate constants of 1,5 H-migration reactions are of nearly the 

same magnitude, or slightly lower, than their 1,6 H-migration counterparts. As mentioned earlier, 

both 6- and 7-member rings proceed via a cyclohexane-like transition state ring, so they have 

similar rate constants. However, at high temperatures, 6-member ring reactions are faster than their 
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7-member ring counterpart, since more rotors are locked to form the 7-member ring transition 

state, which reduces the entropy and therefore, the A-factor for the 7-member ring reaction. 1,4 H-

migration reactions proceeds by the slowest rates due to the relatively high ring strain in the 

corresponding 5-member ring transition states. Moreover, the rate constants of 1,4 H-migration 

exhibit stronger temperature dependence than either 1,5 or 1,6 H-migration. The rates for 1,7 H-

migration are slower than the 1,5 and 1,6 H-migration, although they have the lowest barrier, likely 

because the 1,7 H-migrations tying up more rotors in their 8-member ring transition states.  

 

Figure 5-4: Effect of transition states ring size on calculated rate constants. Legend in each plot 

follows NCD nomenclature: N is ring size, C and D are type of C-OOH and C-OO., respectively. 

5.3.3.3 Effect of the peroxy position 

The kinetics of H-migration in OOQOOH depend on the chemical nature of the abstraction site (H 

being abstracted from primary or secondary carbon), as well as that of the peroxy group. Moreover, 

the stability of the transition states depends on the substituents at both reacting carbon centers, 

which may introduce gauche interactions. Figure 5-5 shows the effect of different peroxy positions, 

where it can be P, S or T. When the peroxy group is in a primary site (Solid blue lines), the rates 
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are generally up to one order of magnitude slower due to the absence of gauche interactions in the 

reactant molecules, rendering them more stable. When the peroxy group is in a secondary, or 

tertiary position, rates depend on the chemical nature of the OOH site. For example, 6PT is faster 

than 6PS, although the reaction barrier of the latter is 0.9 kcal/mol lower; this is attributable to the 

HB nature of the 6PT reactant, which increases the rotational barrier and the entropy, yielding 

faster rates for 6PT relative to 6PS.  On the other hand, 5SS is faster than 5ST; this refers to the 

two gauche interactions present between the terminals for 5ST, compared to zero, or one gauche 

interaction in 5SS. These gauche interactions alter the rotational barrier which affects the A-factor. 

The directionality of the substituents in the transition state also affects the A-factor, where axial 

and equatorial result in different interactions and rotational hindrance. This will be discussed in 

more detail in the following section.    

5.3.3.4 Effect of chirality  

Chirality was observed for both reactants and transition states. In this study, only NSS reactants 

have two chiral centers. Meanwhile, transition states of the investigated reactions have only one 

chiral (or pseudo-chiral) center, except for those of NPS and NSS species, which have two chiral 

(or pseudo-chiral) centers. For transition states with one chiral center, the two conformers (R or S) 

are mirror images. 
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Figure 5-5: Effect of peroxy position on rate constants. Legend in each plot follows NCD 

nomenclature: N is ring size, C and D are type of C-OOH and C-OO. respectively. 

To study the effect of chirality on kinetics, only the reactants and transition states with two chiral 

centers (NPS and NSS) were investigated. As mentioned earlier, the two conformers of the same 

chirality (RR and SS) were mirror images, as are the two mixed (RS and RS) conformers; so only 

one conformer from each pair was considered and used to obtain the specific rate constants, as in 

Figure 5-6. For NPS, the differences in rates were merely a function of the energy difference 

between the mixed and same chirality conformers of transition states. The energy difference (Table 

5-1) was below 1 kcal/mol for 1,4, 1,5 and 1,7 H-migrations while it is slightly higher (1.1 

kcal/mol) for 1,6 H-migration. Therefore, in NPS the major difference in rates was observed for 

1,6 H-migration. On the other hand, in NSS, two chiral centers exist in the reactants and transition 

states; so the rates were calculated for the mixed (or same) chirality, using matching mixed (or 

same) chirality conformers in both the reactant and the transition states. This resulted in a more 

pronounced effect of chirality on rate constants, which can be as much as one order of magnitude 

under atmospheric conditions, particularly for 6SS.  
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Figure 5-6: Effect of chirality on rate constants. T Legend in each plot follows NCD nomenclature: 

N is ring size, C and D are type of C-OOH and C-OO. respectively. R and S subscripts indicate 

chiral nature of the carbon. 

5.3.4 Comparison with the literature 

For comparison to values in the literature, the rate constants calculated in this study for mixed and 

same chirality species and transition states were averaged. These values are compared to those 

calculated at the CBS-QB3 [61, 63] and modified CBS-QB3(MP2) [122] levels of theory.  
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General comparisons (Figure 5-7 through 5-10) show better agreement for smaller ring size 

transition states than for larger ring sizes; this is because larger systematic error is associated with 

bigger molecules, especially when atomization reactions are used instead of isodesmic reactions. 

For the 1,4 H-migration, as shown in Figure 5-7, the calculated rates were in very good agreement 

with those of Sharma et al. [61] and Miyoshi [63], with discrepancies up to one order of magnitude 

at high temperatures in the case of the 5PS reaction. Disagreement at high temperatures is mainly 

due to the entropic effects resulting from the different HR treatment performed by Sharma et al. 

[61]. Yao et al. [122] reported site-specific rates for certain NCD reactions and an average rate 

rule intended for use in kinetic models. The site-specific rates reported by Yao et al. [122] were 

much faster (one to three orders of magnitude) than those calculated in this study, as well as those 

reported by Sharma et al. [61] and Miyoshi [63]; this may be attributed to the differences in 

activation energy resulting from the CBS-QB3(MP2) level of theory used for energy calculation. 

Yao et al. [122] suggested this method to optimize a di-hyrdoperoxyalkyl radical P(OOH)2, 

without considering the rapid decomposition to ketohydroperoxide and OH. Also, the enthalpy of 

formation was estimated using the atomization method. Discrepancies were also observed between 

A-factors calculated in this study and those reported by Yao et al. [122]. Such discrepancies may 

have occurred because Yao et al. [122] did not calculate the energy barriers for all hindered rotors 

in the investigated species and transitions states. Instead, they calculated these barriers for 

representative rotors, and then used the same values for other rotors.   

For the 1,5 H-migration, the calculated rates agree well with those of Miyoshi [63], but not with 

those reported by Sharma et al. [61] as shown in Figure 5-8. The discrepancy is seen at low 

temperatures, suggesting that tunneling may be the cause. Sharma et al. [61] used the Wigner 
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method, which underestimates tunneling corrections and leads to lower rates than those calculated 

by Miyoshi [63] and in this study, the Eckart tunneling method was adopted.  

For the 1,6 H-migration (Figure 5-9), good agreement with Miyoshi [63] was observed, except for 

7PT, 7SS and 7ST. Similar slopes suggested that the major source of discrepancy was not the 

activation energy, but the entropic term. Miyoshi [63] did not calculate the hindered rotor barriers 

for all rotors, instead, they used a representative rotational barrier for some rotors. Yao et al. [122] 

followed the same procedure which (along with the invalidated CBS-QB3(MP2) method used for 

the energy calculations), resulted in the notable discrepancy. Also for 1,6 H-migration, the rates 

reported by Sharma et al. [61] are close to one order of magnitude slower than the calculated rates, 

especially at high temperatures, which might be attributed to the entropic effects and the coupled 

hindered rotor treatment adopted by Sharma et al. [61]. Furthermore, the transition states 

considered by Sharma for the 1,6 H-migration reactions (7PS, 7SP and 7SS) are different than the 

most stable cyclohexane-like conformers, which determined this study. The greater ring strain of 

the transition states considered by Sharma resulted in higher barriers, and ultimately slower rates, 

compared to those obtained in this work.     

The greatest discrepancy between the calculated rates and those available in the literature was 

observed for 1,7 H-migration site-specific rates, except for 8SP and 8PP, where the calculated rate 

for the former is in very good agreement with those of Sharma et al. [61] and Miyoshi [63]. In the 

case of 8PP, the rates were in a good agreement with Miyoshi [63], while the disagreement with 

the rates from Sharma et al. [61] was due mainly to the entropic term (A factor), as evidenced by 

the identical slopes observed in Figure 5-10 for this reaction. Meanwhile, the y-axis intercept 

obtained in this study was ten times greater than that obtained by Sharma et al. [61]. Compared to 

Yao et al. [122], rates of 8PP in this study were orders of magnitude slower. Again, discrepancies 
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are due to the fact that Yao et al. [122] did not consider HR treatment for each rotor; and Sharma 

et al. [61] used the coupled HR treatment. Also, Sharma’s minimum energy conformer for the 8PP 

reactant is an HB structure, while the most stable conformer optimized in this work is an NHB 

structure. Optimizing Sharma’s conformer with the same level of theory adopted in this study 

resulted in higher energy than the NHB conformer. For 8PS and 8SP, the same difference was 

detected compared to Yao et al. [122], whereas the major difference compared to Miyoshi [63] 

was noticeable at low temperatures (below 715K). Although Miyoshi used the same Eckart 

tunneling as in this study, he fitted the rates to a two parameter Arrhenius model, which does not 

show the strong temperature dependence at low temperatures found in this study. 

 

Figure 5-7: Calculated rates in this study for 1,4 H-migration (solid blue lines) compared to 

literature values [61, 63, 122]. 
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Figure 5-8: Calculated rates in this study for 1,5 H-migration (solid blue lines) compared to 

literature values [61, 63, 122]. 

 

Figure 5-9: Calculated rates in this study for 1,6 H-migration (solid blue lines) compared to 

literature values [61, 63, 122]. 
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Figure 5-10: Calculated rates in this study for 1,7 H-migration (solid blue lines) compared to 

literature values [61, 63, 122]. 

5.3.5 Implications for chemical kinetic modeling 

To assess the implications of using the calculated rate constants in kinetic models, the site-specific 

rate rules were implemented in models for 2-methylhexane [84] and iso-octane (2,2,4-

trimethylpentane) [118], which originally used rates from Sharma et al. [61] as estimates. Because 

Sharma et al. [61] did not provide all site-specific rate rules, analogies were adopted for some rate 

rules in the original 2-methylhexane [84] model. Ignition delay times and jet stirred rector (JSR) 

speciation were simulated using the updated model in CHEMKIN-PRO [18] software in a closed 

homogenous batch reactor and perfectly stirred reactor, respectively. Ignition delay times were 

compared to original model behavior at equivalence ratio of 1 and 0.5, 20 and 40 atm and JSR for 

0.1% fuel/oxidizer mixtures at ϕ = 1.0, 10 atm and a residence time of 1s. Under the conditions 

investigated, the effect of the calculated rate constants for OOQOOH isomerization reactions on 

ignition delay times of 2-methylhexane were found to be minor (Figure 5-11).  The updated model 

predicted shorter ignition delay times at low temperatures below 800 K, which could be attributed 

to the rates calculated here being faster than those from Sharma et al. [61]. In the case of iso-
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octane, the new rates notably increased the reactivity for iso-octane, as shown in Figure 5-12. 

Ignition delay times at 40 atm were shorter below 900 K. The rates calculated here had a notable 

effect on iso-octane ignition delay times because 6-member ring OOQOOH isomerizations are the 

primary chain branching pathway. The faster rates calculated here had a significant effect on 

increasing low temperature reactivity. Additional detailed theoretical calculations are needed for 

alternative isomerization pathways to improve the kinetic modeling predictions of experimental 

data. On the other hand, calculated rate constants of OOQOOH isomerization had no effect on the 

simulated JSR data as shown in Figure 5-13.  

 

Figure 5-11: Ignition delay time of 2-methylhexane (2MHX) at =1 and 0.5, 20 and 40 atm against 

experimental data from Mohamed et al. [84]. Solid lines are simulations using rate rules for 

OOQOOH isomerization calculated in this work, compared to dashed lines using Sharma et al.[61] 

rates. 
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Figure 5-12: Ignition delay time of iso-octane (iC8) at =1 and 0.5, 40 atm against experimental 

data from Fieweger et al. [131] (squares) and Hartmann et al. [132] (circles). Solid lines are 

simulations using rate rules for OOQOOH isomerization calculated in this work, compared to 

dashed lines using Sharma et al.[61] rates. 

 

Figure 5-13: JSR species concentration profiles for 0.1 % iso-octane at ϕ= 1.0 simulated against 

experimental data from Dagaut et al. [133] (symbols). Dashed lines are simulations using rate rules 

for OOQOOH isomerization calculated in this work, compared to solid lines using Sharma et al 

[61] rates.  
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5.4 Conclusion  

In this chapter, the kinetics of OOQOOH radical isomerization is investigated and the rate 

parameters calculated. 5-, 6-, 7- and 8-member ring transition states, with different combinations 

of carbon site types for the hydroperoxide and peroxy groups are considered. Rate constants were 

calculated using classic transition state theory and fitted to a modified three-parameter Arrhenius 

equation over the temperature range of 300-1500K. Energy calculations were performed using 

CBS-QB3, G3 and G4 composite methods for minimum energy conformers. Minimum energy 

conformers were determined by considering all possible configurations of the reactants, products 

and transition states. 1D Hindered rotor treatment and Eckart tunneling were also considered.   

A detailed conformational analysis was conducted to investigate the effect of chirality and HB on 

minimum energy conformers. It was found that (depending on the steric cost imposed by the HB 

ring), HB conformers were not always lower in energy (more stable). Chirality was considered for 

all chiral centers in the molecules and transition states investigated. For reactants with two chiral 

centers, conformers with mixed or the same chirality at both centers were considered. Transition 

state conformers in which substituents were in the axial or equatorial position were also 

considered. Transition states with an axial configuration were found to be lower in energy when 

HB existed, but in some cases equatorial was preferred, especially when the axial configuration 

exhibited additional unfavorable gauche interactions. The effect of chirality on the kinetics was 

also discussed. Although two chiral conformers can be up to 3 kcal/mol different in energy, a very 

minor effect was observed on rate constants, especially under atmospheric conditions. 

In terms of ring size, 1,5 H-migration was found to proceed via the same, or slightly higher, barrier 

than the 1,6 H-migration, as both transition state rings were cyclohexane-like. Since previous 

studies have given little attention to rates where the peroxy group is in the tertiary site, the effect 
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of the peroxy position was also discussed, and differences of up to an order of magnitude were 

observed. The calculated rates showed good agreement with the literature rates from Miyoshi [63]; 

however, some discrepancy was observed when compared to Sharma et al. [61] and Yao et al. 

[122], demonstrating the importance of the selected levels of theory for calculations, and the 

methods used to account for tunneling and entropic corrections. Finally, the calculated rates were 

shown to alter chemical kinetic modeling predictions of ignition delay time, especially in highly 

branched molecules where ignition was very sensitive to the KHP formation rate.   
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Chapter 6 

6 Isomerization of Hydroperoxybutylperoxy Radicals: Branching Ratios 

and the Effect of Hydrogen Bonding on Rate Rules 

The different pathways of OOQOOH radicals are important at the low temperature chemistry of 

hydrocarbons as shown in chapter 3. The competition between conventional and alternative 

isomerization has a significant effect on fuel reactivity especially branched components. In this 

work, the kinetics of concerted elimination, conventional and alternative isomerization pathways 

of different β-, γ- and Δ- OOQOOH butane isomers is investigated. Intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding (HB) exists in these OOQOOH radicals, an important factor that significantly affects the 

energies of reacting species and transition states, ultimately influencing chemical kinetics. 

Conceptually, HB has dual consequences on the stability of chemical species, the first being the 

stabilizing effect of the actual intramolecular HB force; the second is the destabilizing impact of 

ring strain imposed by the HB conformer. In this work, the stabilization effect of HB on the 

implicated species and transition states is assessed and the effect on the calculated rate constants 

is considered.   

6.1 Introduction 

Chemical kinetic models are important to understanding oxidation processes and predicting 

properties under both atmospheric and combustion conditions. Most of the low temperature 

intermediates generated during combustion [10, 37, 114] and atmospheric oxidation [114, 134, 

135] are oxygenated molecules. The presence of oxygen atoms in these intermediates can 

introduce both inter and intramolecular hydrogen bonding (HB), complicating the kinetic 

mechanisms and rate constant calculations [125]. HB forces the geometry of the molecule to form 
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a hypothetical bond between hydrogen and a oxygen atom as in O-H…O. The average hydrogen 

bond distance is estimated to range from 1.4 to 2.6 Å [125]. For some molecules, HB has a 

stabilizing effect because it reduces the energy of the HB conformer relative to the NHB.  The 

difference in energy between the two conformers is a result of two counteracting factors: first is 

the stabilizing dipole interaction of the O….H bond, and the second is the destabilizing effect 

imposed by ring strain in the HB conformer. When the steric cost becomes greater than the strength 

of the dipole interaction, the NHB conformer is lower in energy than the HB structure.  

Davis et al. [125] thoroughly examined the effect of intramolecular HB in high temperature 

isomerization reactions and found that the HB can stabilize the molecule by 2.0 kcal/mol. HB 

strength for stable molecules (reactant and products) depends on many factors, including the 

position of the two oxygenated sites, and the presence of a radical site between them. HB effects 

in transition states are also important since they may alter the energy of the transition state, which 

in turn influences the energy barrier of the reaction [125]. Oxygenated compounds - especially 

alkoxy radicals - are important intermediates for the degradation of volatile organic compounds in 

the atmosphere. The effect of HB on the decomposition and isomerization reactions of these 

compounds has been studied previously. In a series of studies, Vereecken et al. [130, 136-138] 

investigated the decomposition and H-migration reactions of different substituted alkoxy radicals. 

They found that HB stabilized the radicals by up to 2.5 kcal/mol, and HB distance ranged from 

2.07 to 2.25 Å. In some cases (C-C scission reaction of hydroxyethoxy radical), HB was strongly 

maintained in the reaction transition state, resulting in a relatively lower barrier that was in good 

agreement with the experimental barrier [130]. Similar behavior has been observed in other studies 

[139-142]. Most of these studies were limited to the hydroxyl and alkoxy groups at atmospheric 

conditions where the HB sites are in β-position to each other. HB also affects the rigidity of the 
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molecule and rotational barrier due to the high strain of the HB ring, which increases the rotational 

frequencies [130]. Therefore, HB was expected to affect the kinetics of the reaction by altering the 

frequency, the entropic term, and thus, the pre-exponential factor. Sharma et al. [61] considered 

the effect of this phenomenon while calculating the rate rules for hydrogen migration in 

hydroperoxyalkylperoxy radicals under combustion conditions with a special hindered rotor 

treatment. However, their study was limited to the main isomerization pathway of 

hydroperoxyalkylperoxy radicals (OOQOOH) to form a ketohydroperoxide and OH radical.  

OOQOOH radicals are important intermediates in the low temperature oxidation chemistry of 

fuels. The conventional isomerization of OOQOOH radicals to form Ketohydroperoxide (KHP) 

and OH is believed to be an important low temperature branching reaction [10, 37, 114]. But recent 

kinetic studies [57-59, 84, 118, 143] showed that alternative isomerization, where the peroxy group 

abstracts any other H, not α to the OOH group (i.e., non α-H isomerization) to form di-

hyrdoperoxyalkyl radical P(OOH)2, can be a competing pathway, especially for long chain 

alkanes. Alternative isomerization reactions proceeding via 6- or 7-member ring transition states, 

may be even be more important than some conventional isomerization pathways, particularly those 

proceeding via 5-member ring transition states. Other reaction pathways of OOQOOH, which have 

thus far been neglected in chemical kinetic models, include 5-member ring concerted elimination 

[84] and H exchange between the OOH and OO. group [118].  

Miyoshi [63] thoroughly examined possible pathways of different OOQOOH radicals where the 

carbons bonded to the OO. and OOH groups were β, γ, Δ and ε to each other. Goldsmith et al. [76] 

researched the potential energy surface of propyl OOQOOH species. Both studies noted the 

importance of the alternative isomerization pathways, especially those proceeding via 6-member 

ring, compared to a more strained transition state of conventional isomerization or when the latter 
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was geometrically prohibited (for example when the OOH group is connected to a tertiary carbon). 

Miyoshi [63] suggested assigning the alternative isomerization rate parameters in analogy to RO2 

isomerization, while Goldsmith et al. [76] provided computational rate parameters only for 5- and 

6-member ring H-migration from a primary site, due to the short chain length of the OOQOOH 

species of propyl radicals. Yao et al. [122] recently calculated site-specific rate constants for 

alternative isomerization reactions of different species; they showed that the rates of these 

reactions may be underestimated if they are considered analogous to RO2 isomerization. Miyoshi 

[63] and Goldsmith et al. [76] also showed that, for OOQOOH radicals with a tertiary C-OOH 

site, H exchange between the OOH and OO. group is an important pathway, as it allows for further 

isomerization and accelerates oxidation. They proposed that the concerted elimination pathway is 

more important at slightly higher temperatures (~1000K at 1 atm), especially for short alkane 

chains where other isomerization reactions cannot occur. Miyoshi [63] provided rate constants for 

concerted elimination, but they were limited to 1,4 H-migration from β-COOH. The rate constants 

provided by Goldsmith et al. [76] were limited to OOQOOH species of the  propyl radical.  

These studies showed that fuel reactivity at low temperature depends on the competition between, 

and relative importance of different OOQOOH reaction pathways. Due to the presence of the 

oxygenated sites, HB will complicate the rate calculations of these pathways, so detailed study of 

the effect of the HB on OOQOOH branching ratio is needed. The goal of this work is to examine 

the effect of intramolecular hydrogen bonding on calculated rates of different pathways of 

OOQOOH radical. All possible pathways of different butane OOQOOH radicals, including 

conventional and alternative isomerization, concerted elimination, and H-exchange between the 

OOH and OO. group, are calculated.  
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6.2 Methods 

The calculation followed in this study are detailed in chapter 2 (section 2.4). Calculations were 

performed for both the minimum energy conformers (HB or NHB) and its counterpart (NHB or 

HB). Calculations were performed for selected butane OOQOOH isomers shown in Figure 6-1. 

The nomenclature shows the location of the C-OOH and C-OO. sites (the letter j indicates the 

radical), where the C-OOH is chosen as the main numbering site. Isomers are chosen so that the 

oxygenated sites (C-OOH and C-OO.) are in β, γ and Δ position from each other and with different 

chemical natures (P, S and T). The pathways considered for each species (Figure 6-1) are: 1) 

Intramolecular H-migration from the C-OOH carbon to form a ketohydroperoxide (KHP) and OH 

radical (i.e. conventional isomerization (CI)); 2) intramolecular H-migration of any hydrogen other 

than the one α to the OOH group to form a di-hydroperoxyalkyl radical P(OOH)2 (i.e. alternative 

isomerization (AI)); 3) concerted elimination (CE) of an HO2 radical to form a hydroperoxyalkene; 

and 4) H-exchange between the OOH and OO. group. Intramolecular H-migration pathways 

proceed primarily via 5-, 6-, and 7-member transition state rings (8-member ring cannot occur in 

OOQOOH species of butane due to their short chain length). The reactions will be described as 

“a,b H-migration” where a and b are the locations of the initial radical and the abstracted H, 

respectively. To highlight certain aspects of the reactions, “NnCD”  (Figure 6-1) will be used, 

where N is the size of the transition state ring including the migrating hydrogen, C and D are the 

chemical nature (P=primary, S=secondary, and T=tertiary) of the abstraction site and the C-OO. 

carbon, respectively. The subscript n will indicate the type of reaction, CI or AI, for conventional 

and alternative isomerization, respectively. Concerted elimination reactions do not proceed via H-

migration and therefore will be described with CE_CD, where C and D have the same previous 

meanings. 
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Figure 6-1: Reaction pathways of OOQOOH species of butane investigated in this study. Reactions 

were split into three groups, β, γ, and Δ based on relative positions of oxygenated sites. Reactions 

were named using NnCD and CE_CD formats, as detailed in Methods. 

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Effect of intramolecular hydrogen bonding on structure 

The most stable HB and NHB conformers of each species and transition state were determined by 

a conformational scan at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory and then optimized at the 

B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level of theory. Averaged enthalpies of formation (averages of CBS-

QB3, G3 and G4 computations) of the two optimized conformers (one with HB and one without 

HB) were compared to evaluate the effect of HB on the stability of every chemical species and 

transition state. Minimum energy conformer energies are reported in Appendix D. The 

stabilization energy of HB is reported in Table 6-1, where negative values indicate that the HB 

conformer was more stable than the corresponding NHB counterpart and vice versa. Because the 

enantiomers were mirror images, expected to have identical energies, only one enantiomer (R or 

S) was considered for species and transition states possessing a single chiral center. Two 

conformers were considered for chemical species and transition states possessing two chiral 

centers: one with mixed chirality (RS or SR) and another with same chirality (SS or RR); this is 

because two different conformers of a chemical species or transition state, varying only in chirality, 

can result in rate constants as much as an order of magnitude different, as found in chapter 5 [144].  
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For OOQOOH radicals where the oxygenated sites (C-OOH and C-OO. groups) are in β position 

to each other, the HB conformer is the most stable conformer, with stabilization energies ranging 

between 1.3 and 2.0 kcal/mol, and HB distance varying from 2.16 Å to 2.24 Å. Exceptions are 

(2Me_1OOH_2OOj and 2OOH_3OOj/S) where the NHB is 0.2 and 0.5 kcal/mol more stable than 

the HB counterpart, respectively. In the case of 2Me_1OOH_2OOj, the primary OOH group favors 

an anti-position relative to the alkyl chain, which leads to a NHB structure. While in 

2OOH_3OOj/S (same chirality conformer), the high steric cost imposed by the HB makes the 

NHB conformer more stable. As the oxygenated sites are further separated (γ and Δ) in OOQOOH 

radicals, the steric cost of forming the HB becomes higher, which favors the NHB structure (by 

only 0.1-0.2 kcal/mol). 

In general, the stability of products is also important in kinetic modeling as it affects the reverse 

rate of the reaction. Therefore, the effect of HB on the stability of product species were also 

assessed. The considered reaction pathways resulted in different products; KHP which have a 

carbonyl and OOH functional groups, P(OOH)2 with two OOH groups, the hydroperoxyalkenes 

with just one OOH group (and therefore cannot have intramolecular HB), and the products of the 

H-exchange reaction which are identical to the hydroperoxyalkylperoy species above. For this 

reason, HB will be examined only in the first two groups of products (KHP and P(OOH)2). For 

KHP, the HB conformer is the most stable conformer by 0.9-2.3 kcal/mol. An exception to this is 

the KHP product from 1OOH_3OOj, which due to the presence of a gauche interaction between 

the OOH group and the alkyl chain in the HB conformer, is more stable in the absence of HB. The 

HB conformers of P(OOH)2 species are significantly more stable than their NHB counterparts (by 

3.2 and 3.5 kcal/mol), when the radical site is located between the two oxygenated sites. This is 

due to the lower ring strain in HB rings comprised of one sp2 hybridized carbon center, compared 
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to those with only sp3 hybridized carbon centers. For P(OOH)2 species where the radical site is 

beyond the HB ring, the HB conformers are still more stable than their NHB counterparts; 

however, the stabilizing effect of HB is less (0.8-2.3 kcal/mol). 

Transition states conformers can also be categorized based on the criteria described previously. 

The cycloalkane-like structure of the transition state makes the substituent on the ring (alkyl or 

OOH group) in either an axial or an equatorial position. For conventional isomerization (CI) 

transition states, the NHB conformer is the most stable conformer when the OOH group is in a 

primary site. When the primary OOH is in equatorial position (as in 1OOH_2OOj and 

2OOH_3OOj/S), the oxygenated sites are sterically unable to form a HB; and a primary OOH 

group in axial position is not sufficiently axial to form a HB, making the NHB conformer more 

stable. One exception is the transition state of the CI of 2Me_1OOH_2OOj where the HB 

conformer is 1.0 kcal/mol more stable. Conventional isomerization (CI) reactions of OOQOOH 

radicals, where the hydroperoxy group is at a secondary carbon proceed via planer 5-member ring 

transition states in which axial and equatorial conformers, and thus HB, are less defined. For 6- 

member ring abstractions from secondary sites, the great distance (3.32 Å) and the high ring strain 

required to form HB favors the NHB conformer by 0.5 kcal/mol.   

For alternative isomerization (AI) transition states, the C-OOH site is not involved in the reaction 

and can either be endocyclic or exocyclic relative to the transition state ring. For endocyclic 

transition states, the HB conformer is the minimum energy conformer, except for those of 

2OOH_1OOj and 2OOH_4OOj. The high steric cost needed to bring the oxygenated sites close 

enough to form HB in the endocyclic transition state of 2OOH_1OOj alternative isomerization 

renders the NHB conformer more stable than the HB counterpart. The endocyclic transition state 

of alternative isomerization of 2OOH_4OOj, 7AIPP has the OOH group in equatorial position, and 
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thus, is sterically incapable of forming a HB. For exocyclic transition states, the HB conformer is 

usually the most stable conformer (0.6-2.4 kcal/mol). Finally, for concerted elimination (CE) 

reactions, all transition states are the less puckered 5-member ring transition states that favor the 

NHB conformer. In concerted elimination of 2Me_1OOH_2OOj, a HB conformer could not be 

optimized, as the OOH group interfered with the branched methyl group when forming a HB. A 

weak HB is the most stable conformer for CI transition states of 2OOH_1OOj, CE_SP with a HB 

distance of 3.33 Å. 
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Table 6-1: Difference in enthalpy of formation values (in kcal/mol) between the HB and NHB 

conformers at 298K. Negative values represent a stabilization caused by HB.  

 Reactant OOH OO Reaction 

type 

Product Reactant Transition 

states 

Product 

β 1OOH_2OOj 
HOOCC(CC)OO. 

 

p s 5CIPS O=CC(CC)OOH+OH -1.3 N/A 1 -0.9 

5AISS HOOCC(C.C)OOH -1.3 -1.2 -2.3 

6AIPS HOOCC(CC.)OOH -1.3 -0.6 -1.4 

CE_PS HOOC=CCC+HO2 -1.3 0.4 - 
CE_SS HOOCC=CC+HO2 -1.3 0.1  - 

2OOH_1OOj 
HOOC(CC)COO. 

 

 

s p 5CISP O=C(CC)COOH+OH -1.3 N/A  -1.0 

6AISP HOOC(C.C)COOH -1.3 0.3 -2.3 

7AIPP HOOC(CC.)COOH -1.3 2.0 -1.4 

CE_SP HOOC(CC)=C+HO2 -1.3 -0.4 - 

2Me_1OOH_2OOj 
HOOCC(C)(C)OO. 

 

p t 5CIPT O=CC(C)(C)OOH+OH 0.2 -1.0  -0.4 

5AIPT HOOCC(C)(C.)OOH 0.2 -1.7 -2.4 

CE_PT HOOC=C(C)C+HO2 0.2 N/A - 

2Me_2OOH_3OOj 
HOOC(C)(C)COO. 

 

t p 6AIPP HOOC(C)(C.)COO -2.0 -0.3  -2.5 

2OOH_3OOj 

HOOC(C)C(C)OO. 

 

s s 5CISS O=C(C)C(C)OOH+OH 0.5/-1.7 2 N/A 1/-1.3 -0.3 

6AIPS HOOC(C.)C(C)OOH 0.5/-1.7 -1.3/-0.1 -0.8/-1.7 

5AIPS HOOC(C)C(C.)OOH 0.5/-1.7 -0.9/0.1 -0.8/-1.7 

CE_PS HOOC(C)C=C+HO2 0.5/-1.7 0.2/2.0 - 

CE_SS HOOC(C)=CC+HO2 0.5/-1.7 0.3/0.3 - 

γ 1OOH_3OOj 

HOOCCC(C)OO. 

 

p s 6CIPS O=CCC(C)OOH+OH 0.2 0.6 0.5 

5AISS HOOCC.C(C)OOH 0.2 -1.8 -3.2 

5AIPS HOOCCC(C.)OOH 0.2 -0.7 -0.9 

CE_PS HOOCCC=C+HO2 0.2 1.1 - 

CE_SS HOOCC=CC+HO2 0.2 1.0 - 

2OOH_4OOj 

HOOC(C)CCOO. 

 

s p 6CISP O=C(C)CCOOH+OH 0.2 0.5 0.1 

5AISP HOOC(C)C.COOH 0.2 -2.5 -3.2 

7AIPP HOOC(C.)CCOOH 0.2 N/A 1 -0.9 

CE_SP HOOC(C)C=C+HO2 0.2 2.7 - 

Δ 1OOH_4OOj 
HOOCCCCOO. 

 

P p 7CIPP O=CCCCOOH+OH 0.1 2.6 -2.3 

6AISP HOOCC.CCOOH 0.1 -2.2 -3.5 

5AISP HOOCCC.COOH 0.1 -2.4 -3.5 

CE_SP HOOCCC=C+HO2 0.1 -0.8  - 

1 The HB counterpart was not found for these transition states as the OOH was equatorial to the 

transition state. 

2 Two values are provided for 2OOH-3OOj to account for reactant and transition states chirality. 

The values represent (2OOH_3OOj/S)/(2OOH_3OOj/M) and their corresponding transition states. 

6.3.2 High-pressure rate rules 

High-pressure limit rate constants for all investigated reactions were calculated using 

conventional transition state theory, and then fitted to the modified Arrhenius equation 𝑘(𝑇) =
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𝐴𝑇𝑛𝑒(
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇⁄ ) over the temperature range of 300-1500 K, in order to determine A, the pre-

exponential factor, n, the temperature coefficient, and Ea, the activation energy. 

The rate parameters of the investigated reactions are listed in Table 6-2 on a per-hydrogen basis. 

The reaction energy barriers (ΔH‡) summarized in Table 6-2 are calculated from the averaged 

enthalpy of formation values of reactants and transition states.  

Figure 6-2 depicts the temperature dependence of the calculated rate constants, and shows that 

alternative isomerization pathways of β-OOQOOH (Figures 6-2.a-6.2e) proceeding via 6- and 7-

member ring transition states, are faster than the 5-member ring CI transition state leading to KHP 

and OH radicals. A comparison of the energy barriers listed in Table 6-2 shows that the barriers 

of the former are 4 to 6 kcal/mol lower than the latter. An exception is observed in the case of 

2OOH_3OOj, for which CI is faster than AI at temperatures greater than 750 K (Figure 6-2.c), 

despite the energy barrier of the latter being ~2.0 kcal/mol lower than that of the former. This is 

because, at high temperatures, entropy effects that favor CI (locking five rotors (CI) is more 

entropically favored than locking six rotors (AI)) overcome the energy effect that favors AI. The 

5-member CE reactions of β-OOQOOH are generally faster than 5-member ring AI, but slower 

than 6-member ring AI, as shown in Figures 6-2.a-6-2.d. The rates of CE depend greatly on the 

degree of substitution at the reaction site, where more substitutions in 2Me_1OOH_2OOj, for 

example, resulting in CE_PT energy barriers up to 3.0 kcal/mol lower than other β-OOQOOH CE 

barriers (Table 6-2). Consequently, the rate constants of CE_PT are orders of magnitude greater 

than those of 5CIPT of 2Me_1OOH_2OOj (Figure 6-2.d). The 1,6 H-exchange in β-OOQOOH is 

always a competing pathway due to the relatively low energy barrier of this reaction.  

For γ- and Δ-OOQOOH (Figures 6-2.f, 6-2.g and 6-2.h) the 1,5 and 1,6 H-migration CI reactions 

are the fastest reactions, with barriers that are 2-15 kcal/mol lower than those of other reactions, 
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followed by 6- and 7-member ring AI, CE, and finally 5-member ring AI. The same trend was 

observed by Miyoshi [63], except for Δ-OOQOOH where he showed that the 6-member ring AI 

was faster than 7-member ring CI, contrary to the results in this study, shown in Figure 6-2.h. This 

shows that the RO2 analogies used by Miyoshi to estimate the rate constants of AI reactions of 

OOQOOH radicals were not always appropriate.  

 

 

 

Figure 6-2: Temperature dependence of the calculated rate constants of OOQOOH reactions. a-e) 

β-OOQOOH, f-g) γ-OOQOOH and h) Δ-OOQOOH. 
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Table 6-2: High-pressure limit rate parameters for OOQOOH reactions fit between 300 K and 

1500 K, reported on a per-hydrogen atom basis and reaction barriers (ΔH‡), calculated at 298K 

using CBS-QB3, G3, G4 averaged energies (kcal/mol) 

      Modified Arrhenius 

Parameters 
 

 Reactant OOH OO Reaction 

type 

Product Log A n Ea ΔH‡ 

β 1OOH_2OOj 

HOOCC(CC)OO. 

 

p s 5CIPS O=CC(CC)OOH+OH -1.12 4.15 23.9 31.4 

5AISS HOOCC(C.C)OOH -4.82 5.14 23.5 32.9 

6AIPS HOOCC(CC.)OOH 1.78 3.03 20.0 25.2 

CE_PS HOOC=CCC+HO2 10.84 0.94 32.9 33.2 

CE_SS HOOCC=CC+HO2 12.63 0.39 32.5 32.3 

H-exchange .OOCC(CC)OOH 2.02 2.77 13.5 19.1 

2OOH_1OOj 

HOOC(CC)COO. 

 

s p 5CISP O=C(CC)COOH+OH 2.03 3.21 23.6 29.1 

6AISP HOOC(C.C)COOH 2.50 2.97 18.5 23.7 

7AIPP HOOC(CC.)COOH -0.77 3.70 18.2 24.9 

CE_SP HOOC(CC)=C+HO2 10.19 1.04 33.4 33.6 

2Me_1OOH_2OOj 

HOOCC(C)(C)OO. 

 

p t 5CIPT O=CC(C)(C)OOH+OH -3.32 4.63 21.1 29.5 

5AIPT HOOCC(C)(C.)OOH -10.56 6.68 22.8 34.4 

CE_PT HOOC=C(C)C+HO2 9.77 1.11 29.4 30.0 

2Me_2OOH_3OOj 
HOOC(C)(C)COO. 

t p 6AIPP HOOC(C)(C.)COOH 0.24 3.47 20.9 26.5 

H-exchange .OOC(C)(C)COOH -0.52 3.47 12.8 19.4 

2OOH_3OOj 

HOOC(C)C(C)OO. 

 

s s 5CISS O=C(C)C(C)OOH+OH -0.05 3.83 20.4 27.8/28.8 

6AIPS HOOC(C.)C(C)OOH -1.16 3.81 18.3 25.6/27.1 

5AIPS HOOC(C)C(C.)OOH -6.10 5.49 27.4 36.9/37.0 

CE_PS HOOC(C)C=C+HO2 10.13 1.00 32.0 32.6/32.4 

CE_SS HOOC(C)=CC+HO2 10.25 1.02 32.6 33.0/33.3 

γ 1OOH_3OOj 

HOOCCC(C)OO. 

 

p s 6CIPS O=CCC(C)OOH+OH 2.32 2.76 16.0 20.8 

5AISS HOOCC.C(C)OOH -3.12 4.42 25.5 33.0 

5AIPS HOOCCC(C.)OOH -6.41 5.43 26.4 35.8 

CE_PS HOOCCC=C+HO2 8.01 1.31 29.3 30.0 

CE_SS HOOCC=CC+HO2 10.69 0.71 30.5 30.7 

2OOH_4OOj 

HOOC(C)CCOO. 

 

s p 6CISP O=C(C)CCOOH+OH 1.84 2.94 14.6 19.3 

5AISP HOOC(C)C.COOH -4.07 4.80 25.1 32.8 

7AIPP HOOC(C.)CCOOH -4.82 4.82 15.3 25.2 

CE_SP HOOC(C)C=C+HO2 7.63 1.61 29.6 30.4 

H-exchange .OOC(C)CCOOH 2.63 2.37 12.4 16.7 

Δ 1OOH_4OOj 

HOOCCCCOO. 

 

p p 7CIPP O=CCCCOOH+OH 0.35 2.95 13.6 18.8 

6AISP HOOCC.CCOOH 1.51 2.59 17.1 20.7 

5AISP HOOCCC.COOH -3.17 4.12 24.1 30.6 

CE_SP HOOCCC=C+HO2 6.31 1.58 28.6 29.4 

 

6.3.3 Effect of HB on rate constants 

To assess the effect of the HB on the kinetics of OOQOOH reactions, different calculated rate 

constants were compared for each reaction. Three values of rate constants were calculated for each 

reaction, the first using the minimum energy conformers, either HB or NHB (original rate 

constants) of reactant, transition state and product species, the second using the HB conformers 
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(HB rate constants), the third using NHB conformers (NHB rate constants). When both the 

reactant and transition state are HB (or NHB) conformers, the barrier will be referred to as HB (or 

NHB) barrier, while the barrier calculated using the minimum energy conformers of the reactant 

and transition state will be referred to as the original barrier, through which the reaction will 

proceed. The energy values discussed in this section are taken from, or calculated using values 

from Table 6-2. The calculated rate constants which are compared in this section are split into two 

main groups (Figure 6-3): 

Group one (Figure 6-3.a), where the minimum energy conformers of both the reactant and 

transition state of a reaction are similar; HB (or NHB) conformers. In this group, the HB barriers 

and rate constants were compared to their NHB counterparts and vice versa. In group 1_a, the 

minimum energy conformers of reactant and transition state species were HB structures, and the 

HB barrier corresponded to the original barrier. Within this subgroup, the NHB barrier was 

calculated using: 

NHB barrier = original barrier – R + TS  (6-1) 

where R and TS are the absolute energy difference between the HB and NHB conformers of the 

reactant and transition states, respectively (Figure 6-3.a). In group 1_b the minimum energy 

conformers of reactants and transition states were NHB structures; within this subgroup, the HB 

barrier was calculated using: 

HB barrier = original barrier – R + TS  (6-2) 

Group two (Figure 6-3.b), where the minimum energy conformers of the reactant and transition 

state were either HB and NHB, respectively, or NHB and HB, respectively and the energy barriers 

of these reactions corresponded to the original barrier. In group 2_a, the minimum energy 
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conformer of the reactant was the HB structure and that of the transition state was the NHB 

structure. The barriers were calculated as: 

HB barrier = original barrier + TS  (6-3) 

NHB barrier = original barrier – R  (6-4) 

In group 2_b, the minimum energy conformer of the reactant was NHB, while that of the transition 

state was HB. Within this subgroup, the HB and NHB barriers were calculated according to 

Equations (6-6) and (6-7), respectively. 

HB barrier = original barrier – R  (6-6) 

NHB barrier = original barrier + TS (6-7) 

 

 

Figure 6-3: Arbitrary schematics illustrating group one and two reaction barriers, where x 

represents original barrier. (a) shows group 1_a (left) and group 1_b (right) barriers. (b) shows 

group 2_a (left) and group 2_b (right) barriers. 
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Figures 6-4 to 6-7 compare the original, HB and NHB rate constants at low temperatures (300-

830K) for some of the β-, γ-, and Δ-OOQOOH reactions. These figures show that the differences 

in rate constants ranged from negligible to orders of magnitude. The remaining results are shown 

in Appendix D. 

6.3.3.1 HB effect on group one reactions:  

For β-OOQOOH, the AI pathways of 1OOH_2OOj and 2Me_2OOH_3OOj, the CE of 

2OOH_1OOj and the 5CISS and 6AIPS of 2OOH_3OOj/M favor the kinetics of group 1_a as both 

the reactants and transition states of these pathways favor HB conformers. The original rate 

constants for these cases were HB rate constants, and will only be compared to NHB rate constants, 

as in Figures 6-4.a-6-4.d. For 1OOH_2OOj, the HB reactant was 1.3 kcal/mol more stable, and the 

HB transition states of 5AISS and 6AISS were 1.2 and 0.6 kcal/mol more stable, respectively, than 

their NHB counterparts. Using Equation 6-1, this results in NHB barriers that were 0.1 and 0.7 

kcal/mol lower than the original barrier for 5AISS and 6AISS, respectively, which did not 

significantly affect the NHB rate constant of the former, while slightly increasing the NHB rate 

constants of the latter, as shown in Figures 6-4.a and 6-4.b. However, 6AISS reaction always 

proceeds with the slower original rate constants because the higher population of reactants has HB 

conformation, compared to the NHB. For 2Me_2OOH_3OOj, 6AIPP the NHB barrier was 1.7 

kcal/mol less than the original (HB) barrier, resulting in NHB rate constants an order of magnitude 

greater than the original rate constants (Figure 6-4.c). The NHB barrier of 6AIPS of 

2OOH_3OOj/M was 1.6 kcal/mol lower than the original barrier. However, this did not result in 

faster rate constants for the NHB reaction, as shown in Figure 6-4.d, due to the entropic term. The 

NHB barriers for 2OOH_1OOj, CE_SP and 2OOH_3OOj/M, 5CISS were less than 1.0 kcal/mol 

different than the corresponding HB barriers. Such a difference in energy barriers had no 
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significant effect on the rate constants of the 2OOH_1OOj, CE_SP reaction. However, the original 

(HB) rate constants of the 5CISS reaction of 2OOH_3OOj/M were appreciably higher than the 

NHB counterparts, due to the effects of as shown in Appendix D (Figure D1).  

On the other hand, NHB was the minimum energy conformer of 2OOH_3OOj/S reactants, which 

caused CE_SS and CE_PS pathways to follow group 1_b kinetics with the original rate constants 

being equivalent to NHB rate constants. With HB barriers that were 0.2 and 0.3 kcal/mol less than 

the original barriers, no major effect was observed on the rate constants of these reactions, as 

shown in Figure 6-4.e-6-4.f. 

For all considered γ- and Δ-OOQOOH, NHB was the minimum energy conformer. Having NHB 

minimum energy conformer transition states, CI and CE reactions of these species followed group 

1_b kinetics, where the original rate constant was the NHB rate constant. The HB barriers of both 

2OOH_4OOj, CE_SP and 1OOH-4OOj, 7CIPP reactions were 2.5 kcal/mol greater than their 

original (NHB) counterparts, causing HB rate constants an order of magnitude lower than the 

originals ones in the temperature range of 300-400K, as shown in Figures 6-5.b and 6-5.c. 

However, faster HB rate constants were observed at higher temperatures, as in the case of 

2OOH_4OOj, 6CISP (Figure 6-5.a), due to the effect of entropy. A comparison of rate constants of 

other γ-OOQOOH reactions that followed group 1_b kinetics is shown in the Appendix D (Figure 

D2). 
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Figure 6-4: Effect of HB on group one β-OOQOOH calculated rate constants. Black solid, red 

dashed and blue dotted lines represent the original, HB and NHB rate constants, respectively. 

 

Figure 6-5: Effect of HB on group one γ- and Δ-OOQOOH calculated rate constants. Black solid 

and red dashed lines represent the original, HB and NHB rate constants, respectively. 

6.3.3.2 HB effect on group two reactions:  

Reactions in which reactant and transition state favor mixed conformers (HB and NHB) followed 

group two kinetics. For β-OOQOOH species’ reactions, the CE of 1OOH_2OOj and AI of 

2OOH_1OOj along with the 5AIPS and CE of 2OOH_3OOj/M reactions, followed group 2_a 

kinetics, where the minimum energy conformers of reactant and transition state were HB and 
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NHB, respectively. The HB barriers of 1OOH_2OOj CE_PS and CE_SS reactions were 0.4 and 

0.1 kcal/mol higher than the original barriers, respectively (Equation 6-3), while the NHB barriers 

of these reactions were 1.3 kcal/mol less than the original barrier (Equation 6-4). Consequently, 

(and as expected) the NHB rate constants were greater than the original rate constants, which were 

in turn greater than the HB rate constants (Figures 6-6.a and 6-6.b). For CE_PS reaction the three 

sets of rate constants were not significantly different. However, in the case of the CE_SS reaction, 

differences of up to half an order of magnitude were observed between HB and original rate 

constants, due to entropy effects. The same trend was observed for the AI of 2OOH_1OOj and 

5AIPS and CE of 2OOH_3OOj/M pathways, as shown in Appendix D (Figure D3).  

Finally, β-OOQOOH reactions belonging to group 2_b, in which the reactant and transition state 

had NHB and HB minimum energy conformers, respectively, followed the opposite trend of group 

2_a reactions: HB rate constants>original rate constants>NHB rate constants. Among these 

reactions were 2Me_1OOH_2OOj, 5CIPT and 5AIPT, shown in Figures 6-6.c and 6-6.d, as well as 

reactions of 2OOH_3OOj/S, shown in Appendix D (Figure D3). 

For group two γ- and Δ-OOQOOH, the minimum energy conformers of reactant and transition 

state were NHB and HB, respectively; therefore the reactions of these species followed group 2_b 

kinetics. With energy differences between the two conformers of the reactant species being only 

0.1-0.2 kcal/mol, differences between HB or NHB barriers, and original barriers, were dictated by 

energy differences between the two conformers of the transition states. For reactions of γ- and Δ-

OOQOOH species, HB barriers were 0.1 to 0.2 kcal/mol lower than the original barriers. Such 

small differences in energy barriers hardly affected the rate constant of the reactions shown in 

Figure 6-7. Therefore, the differences observed between the HB and original rate constants were 

mostly attributed to the effects entropy. As for the NHB rate constants, for some reactions, they 
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were approximately an order of magnitude lower than the original rate constants, due to NHB 

energy barriers that were 1.8, 2.5 and 2.2 kcal/mol higher the original energy barriers for 1OOH-

3OOj, 5AISS; 2OOH_4OOj, 5AISP; and 1OOH-4OOj, 6AISP pathways, respectively (Figures 6-

7.a, 6-7.c and 6-7.d). In 1OOH-3OOj, 5AIPS and 1OOH-4OOj, 5AISP reactions, NHB rate 

constants were similar to the original rate constants (Figures 6-7.b and 6-7.e), despite higher energy 

barriers (0.7 and 2.4 kcal/mol higher than original energy barriers). The reason for such a 

discrepancy is that the NHB entropic term was four to six times higher than the original entropic 

term.  

 

 

Figure 6-6: Effect of HB on group two β-OOQOOH calculated rate constants. Black solid, red 

dashed and blue dotted lines represent original, HB and NHB rate constants, respectively. 
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Figure 6-7: Effect of HB on group two γ- and Δ-OOQOOH calculated rate constants. Black solid, 

red dashed and blue dotted lines represent original, HB and NHB rate constants, respectively.  

Based on the discussion in section 6.3.1 on structure stability, a general trend was observed. γ- and 

Δ-OOQOOH reactants are NHB conformers and thus, they followed group 1_b or 2_b kinetics, 

depending on the minimum energy conformer of the transition state  (HB or NHB). For example, 

5AICD and 6AICD transition states of γ- and Δ-OOQOOH tended to be HB structures; therefore, 

they followed group 2_b kinetics, while the CI and CE transition states of these species favored 

the NHB structure and followed group 1_b kinetics. An exception was the Δ-OOQOOH, CE 

reaction (group 2_b) where the minimum energy conformer of the transition state was HB 

structure, due to the increased flexibility in the distant OOH group from the transition state ring. 

On the other hand, β-OOQOOH reactants tended to favor HB conformers, except for same chirality 

reactants (2OOH_3OOj/S) and reactants where the peroxy group was in a tertiary site 

(2Me_1OOH_2OOj). Reactions of HB β-reactants followed group 1_a or 2_a kinetics, depending 

on the minimum energy conformer of the transition state (HB or NHB). It should be noted that all 
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the trends were observed for the small butane OOQOOH isomers investigated in this study. Larger 

molecules should be investigated in future studies for more general trends.  

In general, for reactions that follow group one kinetics, the major effect of HB on rate constants 

was observed when reactant stabilization energy (R) was small (<1 kcal/mol) and transition state 

stabilization energy (TS) was large (>2 kcal/mol), or vice versa. This is because the counterpart 

rate constants depended on both stabilization values R and TS (Figure 6-3). For reactions that 

followed group two kinetics, the major effect was observed when at least one stabilization value 

(R or TS) was large (>2 kcal/mol). Entropy also had a significant effect on the rate constants of 

the reactions investigated. In general, entropic effects were found to be more important for group 

two reactions, due to a greater difference between the rotational energy barriers of reactants and 

transition states that had mixed conformations. The rotational energy barriers of HB conformers 

were generally higher than their NHB counterparts. Higher rotational barriers of a reactant 

increased the entropic term (pre-exponential factor), while higher rotational barrier of transition 

states decreased the entropic term. In summary, the presence of HB affected the obtained rate 

constants when the stabilizing HB energy was high enough to balance the entropic effect resulting 

from rotational hindrance. 

6.3.4 Comparison with the literature 

The rate constants of AI and CE calculated in this study were compared to those available in the 

literature. Comparison of CI rate constants was detailed in chapter 5 [144]. The CE rate constants 

were compared to values reported by Miyoshi [63] and Goldsmith et al. [76]. Miyoshi [63] 

provided rate constants for abstracting from primary or secondary C-OOH carbon, but he also 

considered the position of the abstracting peroxy group (P, S or T) (following CE_DC format, 

where D and C meanings are detailed in the methods section). Goldsmith et al. [76] provided rate 
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rules for abstracting from C-OOH and non-C-OOH carbon where the peroxy group was either 

primary or secondary. The rate constants calculated in this study were categorized based on the 

nature of C-OO. carbon and the abstracted H (both abstraction from C-OOH and non-C-OOH were 

considered). As shown in Figure 6-8, the rates obtained in this study were in good agreement with 

the rates of both Miyoshi [63] and Goldsmith et al. [76]; neither were the rate constants greatly 

dependent on the OOH position.  

The AI rate constants were compared to Goldsmith et al. [76] and the averaged rate rules provided 

by Yao et al. [122] as shown in Figure 6-9. The calculated rate constants in this study were always 

slower than those obtained by Yao et al. [122]; this is likely the result of the CBS-QB3(MP2) level 

of theory used for energy calculations by Yao et al. [122] in addition to their use of the atomization 

method, which will increase the systematic error. Also, in terms of entropy, Yao et al. [122] 

calculated the rotational barrier for representative molecules and used the values obtained for the 

rest of the rotors, which could be an inaccurate assumption. However, the calculated rates in this 

study are faster than the rates from Goldsmith et al. [76]. Since their temperature dependence rate 

constants agreed well with those in this study, it is possible that difference was mainly due to the 

entropic term. Goldsmith et al. [76] calculated the rotational barrier values of HOOCCCOO radical 

and used them for the rest of the species. They followed the recommendation by Sharma et al. [61] 

that the quasi-cyclic conformer with HB is the lowest in energy. Therefore, they used a rotational 

barrier for the hypothetical HB ring rotors (O-O, O-C, C-O) from the HB structure, while the rest 

of the rotors were assigned rotational barriers from a straight chain conformer. They estimated the 

uncertainty of such an assumption to be less than a factor of 2, but this study suggests that the HB 

configuration might not be the lowest energy.  
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Figure 6-8: Calculated rates of concerted elimination (CE) compared to [63] and [76]. Reactions 

indicated by CE_CD format, Miyoshi [63] followed DC format.  

 

 

Figure 6-9: Calculated rates of alternative isomerization (AI) compared to [122] and [76]. 

Reactions indicated by NnCD format, Yao et al. [122] followed NC format. 
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Comparison with analogous RO2 isomerization rates: 

Miyoshi [63] suggested assigning the AI rates in analogy to the RO2 isomerization rate rules, where 

the rates are a function of the transition state ring size and the position of both the abstracting 

peroxy group and the abstracted site. However, AI reaction occurred in OOQOOH molecules 

where the presence of two oxygenated sites can introduce HB. To validate Miyoshi’s [63] 

assumption, the AI rates calculated in this study were compared with analogous RO2 isomerization 

rates from Sharma et al. [61], Miyoshi [63] and Villano et al. [62] where good agreement was 

generally observed. For 5-member ring AI, the rates for β-OOQOOH (Figures 6-10.a-6-10.e) were 

in good agreement with the analogous rates, especially those of Miyoshi [63] and Villano et al. 

[62]. For γ- and Δ-OOQOOH as shown in Figures 6-10.f-6-10.h, the 5-member ring rates (5AISS 

and 5AISP) became slightly slower than the rates of Miyoshi [63] and Villano et al. [62], but they 

agree well with the relatively slower rates of Sharma et al. [61]. This is because the AI reaction of 

γ- and Δ-OOQOOH followed group 2-b kinetics (Figure 6-3) where the strong HB stabilization 

energy of the transition state resulted in a relatively lower pre-exponential factor of the original 

rate constant than the NHB rate constant (analogous to the RO2 isomerization rate constant). The 

differences in barrier heights observed in group 2-b did not have a major effect in these 

comparisons as both OOQOOH and RO2 isomerization displayed similar temperature dependence. 

6-member ring AI reactions were also in very good agreement with the analogous RO2 

isomerization rates for γ-OOQOOH. However, slower rate constants were observed for 

1OOH_4OOj, 6AIPS because, once again it followed group 2-b kinetics, which resulted in a lower 

pre-exponential factor for the original rate constant (OOQOOH isomerization) relative to the NHB 

rate constant (RO2 isomerization). In contrast, 7-member rings in both 2OOH_1OOj and 

2OOH_4OOj were faster than the rates in the literature for RO2 isomerization as shown in Figures 
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6-11.b and 6-11.g, respectively. For the former, the 7AIPP reaction followed group 2-a kinetics 

where the HB reactant caused the original rate constants to have a higher pre-exponential factor 

compared to the NHB rate constants. Also, the steeper slope of the 7AIPP rates than the analogues 

RO2 isomerization rates indicates the effect of the higher original barrier (OOQOOH 

isomerization) compared to the NHB barrier (similar to RO2 isomerization) as observed for group 

2-a (Figure 6-3).  

 

 

 

Figure 6-10: Calculated rates in this study (solid lines) for alternative isomerization (AI) compared 

to [61], [63] and [62]. Reactions are indicated by NnCD format. Sharma et al. [61] and Miyoshi 

[63] followed NDC format Villano et al. [62] followed NC format.  
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6.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the effect of HB on the calculated rate constants of the concerted elimination, 

conventional and alternative H-migration of β-, γ- and Δ-hydrobutylperoxy radical was 

investigated. Rate parameters were provided, and rate constants were compared to available rates 

in the literature. In the OOQOOH branching ratio, 6 and 7-member ring conventional 

isomerization were the dominant pathway compared to alternative isomerization and concerted 

elimination. Alternative isomerization pathways became more important when it proceeds via 6 

and 7-member rings, compared to 5-member ring conventional isomerization; and the concerted 

elimination was found to be more important than 5-member ring alternative isomerization. HB 

was evaluated by comparing the most stable HB and NHB conformers of the species and transition 

states. Stabilization energy was the energy difference between the two HB and NHB conformers 

and the steric cost to form the HB ring. β-OOQOOH reactants favored HB conformers, except for 

tertiary C-OO. and same chirality reactant when two chiral centers were present, and while NHB 

was the minimum energy conformer for γ- and Δ-OOQOOH reactants. For products with two 

oxygenated sites (KHP and P(OOH)2), HB was the most stable conformer with few exceptions. 

Conventional isomerization and concerted elimination transition states generally favored the NHB 

conformers, while most of the endocyclic and exocyclic alternative isomerization transition states 

were HB structures.  

The effect of these preferences on the rate constants was evaluated by comparing the original rate 

constant (using minimum energy conformers of the reactant and transition state), to the HB and 

NHB rate constants, in which both the reactant and transition state were HB and NHB structures, 

respectively. Two groups were identified, group one (1_a or 1_b), when both reactant and 

transition state favored the same structures (HB or NHB), and group two (2_a or 2_b), when the 
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minimum energy conformer of the reactant and transition state were different conformers 

(HB/NHB or NHB/HB for reactant/transition state). Based on the stabilization or destabilization 

energies of the species and transition states it was found that β-OOQOOH mainly followed group 

1_a or 2_a, while γ- and Δ-OOQOOH followed group 1_b or 2_b. The HB alternative 

isomerization transition state of γ- and Δ-OOQOOH resulted in group 2_b reaction, whereas the 

NHB transition states of the conventional isomerization and concerted elimination were group 1_b 

reactions. This trend was observed for the selected butane OOQOOH radicals; further studies with 

larger OOQOOH isomers are recommended for the more general trend. The major effect was 

found for group one when the magnitude of the stabilization energy of the reactant and transition 

state were relatively different. This affected the reaction barrier and resulted in different HB and 

NHB rate constants. A high magnitude in the reactant or transition state resulted in significant 

differences between the original, HB and NHB rate constants for group two reactions. The entropic 

term was also important in evaluating differences in rate constants, especially for group two. This 

was due to the different magnitudes of reactant and transition state rotational barriers (HB vs. NHB 

barriers) for the original rates, which were compared to same magnitudes of rotational barrier for 

the HB or NHB rate constants.  

This classification of the groups was also used to clarify differences between the OOQOOH 

alternative isomerization and their analogous RO2 isomerization rate constants, when the latter is 

usually used in kinetic models. Good agreement was generally observed, and analogous RO2 

isomerization rates can still be used for a few cases of OOQOOH alternative isomerization 

reactions. However, care must be taken when assigning analogous rates for few alternative 

isomerization reactions such as 5AISS, 5AISP and 7AIPP, where any discrepancy is observed. This 

can be justified by the fact that the 5-member ring reactions follow group 2_b, where the strong 
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HB of the transition state result in lower pre-exponential factor, while the 7AIPP follows group 2_a 

where the original rate constant (OOQOOH isomerization) is faster than the NHB rate constant 

(similar to RO2 isomerization). 
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Chapter 7 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

This study investigated the thermochemistry and the low temperature chemistry of branched 

hydrocarbon fuel and biofuel combustion. Branched alkanes are important component in real fuels 

surrogate in which some reaction pathways are structurally prohibited resulting in new competing 

pathways. This dissertation studied chemical kinetic models of branched alkanes, identified 

sensitive reactions and assessed the importance of new reactions pathways. Additionally, rate rules 

for the important identified reactions are calculated.  

Two developed mechanisms were updated using new group values to estimate the thermodynamic 

data and new calculated rate rules in the mechanism. The effects of these updates on the behavior 

of the models were studied in comparison with ignition delay time data measured in shock tube 

and a rapid compression machine.  

In a 2-methylhexane model, thermochemistry and different low temperature pathways were 

updated and new pathways were added. Sensitive reactions in the updated model were modified 

to obtain good agreement with the experimental data and provide a well validated model for further 

simulations. The new added pathways in the model were found to be competitive with the low 

temperature and most important chain branching reactions in the combustion kinetics, thus 

affecting its reactivity; for this reason the rate rules and branching ratios used for these reactions 

should be carefully calculated. 

A detailed analysis of an iso-butanol kinetic model was also implemented in this study by 

comparing two comprehensive models that behaved differently. The models showed one stage 

ignition with HO2 radical to be the most important radical controlling reactivity. Reactivity was 
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also sensitive to α-butylperoxy radical chain propagation reaction to form aldehyde + HO2 and the 

water elimination pathway of γ-QOOH. These two pathways were the major sources of 

discrepancy between the two models; accurate rate constants are required for these pathways. 

Updating the fuel abstraction by OH and HO2 using rate rules from the literature resulted in models 

that agreed well with the experimental data. 

In low temperature oxidation schemes, hydroperoxyalkylperoxy (OOQOOH) radicals isomerize 

to form OH radical and ketohydroperoxides that undergo scission reaction to produce another OH 

radical and smaller species. This sequence of reactions (conventional isomerization) is the most 

important chain branching reaction in the low temperature chemistry. Although this reaction has 

been considered previously in the literature, site-specific rate rules were calculated in this study to 

provide accurate rate rules using higher levels of theory and to account for chirality which was not 

considered in the previous studies. Results showed that chirality is only important when two chiral 

centers exist in a molecule where rates can be an order of magnitude different, especially at low 

temperatures (atmospheric conditions).  

The alternative isomerization of the hydroperoxyalkylperoxy (OOQOOH) radical to form di-

hydroperoxyalkyl radicals P(OOH)2 was also shown to be a competing pathway to the low 

temperature chain branching reaction. However, this conclusion was found by comparing 

conventional and alternative isomerization pathways in which the latter rate constants were 

adopted from the analogous alkylperoxy (RO2) isomerization reaction. Analogues rate constants 

may not be suitable in this case due to the presence of hydrogen bonding (HB) in the OOQOOH 

radicals, which is absent in the RO2 radicals. HB can affect both the energy and entropy terms in 

the calculated rate constants; therefore, site-specific rate constants for the alternative isomerization 

pathways were required to accurately determine their importance and validate the use of analogues 
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RO2 isomerization rate constants when necessary. In this study, various pathways of OOQOOH 

radicals were considered and the effects of HB on the calculated rate constants were thoroughly 

investigated. The results showed that alternative isomerization is only important when it proceeds 

via a less strained transition state (6- or 7-member rings), compared to the conventional 

isomerization transition state ring. Also, analogues RO2 isomerization rate constants agreed well 

with the calculated alternative isomerization rates, except in a few cases.  

The work presented in this thesis can be extended in the following: 

 Since combustion properties in particular ignition delay time showed sensitivity to 

thermodynamic data, accurate group values can be used to estimate accurate thermodynamics 

properties. The calculated energy values for the selected OOQOOH in this research can be 

very useful to optimize the group values especially the low temperature ones. 

 Apply the calculated rate rules of hydroperoxybutylperoxy (OOQOOH) radicals in butane 

isomers kinetic model to study the effect of using consistent and accurately calculated rate 

constants on reactivity. 

 Comparing the rate constants calculated at different levels of theory showed discrepancy that 

is up to orders of magnitude. It would be beneficial to test the effect of high level calculations 

including multistructural method with torsional anharmonicity in calculated rate constants.  

 Calculate the rate constants for the remaining alternative isomerization site-specific rate rules 

as analogies to RO2 isomerization were not always suitable to assign rate rules for OOQOOH 

alternative isomerization. 

 Hydrogen bonding affects the species energy and thus rate constants. It is beneficial for kinetic 

modelling to predict the species structure (with or without hydrogen bonding) if analogies will 

be used, therefore a more general trend for the species preferences and the effect of hydrogen 

bonding on structure stabilization and rate constants can be found by studying larger 

OOQOOH radicals, 

 Address the implication of the OOQOOH alternative isomerization calculated rates at 

atmospheric conditions.  
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix A 

 

A-1: Example of the THERM input parameters and output thermodynamic properties and 

NASA polynomials 
 

SPECIES                                                               

 C7H16-2                                                               

Thermo estimation for molecule                                         

 C7H16-2                                                       C7H16   

 UNITS:KCAL                                                            

 GROUPS   4                                                            

   Gr # -  GROUP ID  - Quantity                                        

      1 - C/C/H3         -  3                                          

      2 - C/C3/H         -  1                                          

      3 - C/C2/H2        -  3                                          

      4 - GAUCHE         -  1                                          

  Hf    S   Cp 300    400    500    600    800   1000   1500           

 -46.30 100.95  39.49  50.43  60.49  69.17  82.87  91.09 109.70        

           CPINF =  127.17                                             

  NROTORS: 6                                                           

 SYMMETRY          27                                                  

  CREATION DATE:  4/27/14                                              

  ENDSPECIES                                                                                                                                

 

SPECIES                                                               

 C7H15-2A                                                              

Thermo estimation for radical                                          

 C7H15-2A                                                      C7H15   

 RADICAL BASED UPON PARENT  C7H16-2                                    

 PARENT FORMULA                          C7H16                         

PARENT SYMMETRY              27                                        

 UNITS:KCAL                                                            

 GROUPS   5                                                            

   Gr # -  GROUP ID  - Quantity                                        

      1 - C/C/H3         -  3                                          

      2 - C/C3/H         -  1                                          

      3 - C/C2/H2        -  3                                          

      4 - OI             -  1                                          

      5 - P              -  1                                          

  Hf    S   Cp 300    400    500    600    800   1000   1500           

   1.98 105.67  38.96  49.31  58.74  66.75  79.50  87.00 104.66        

           CPINF =  121.21                                             

  NROTORS: 6                                                           

 SYMMETRY          18                                                  

R ln(2) has been added to S to account                                 

       for unpaired electron                                           

 BOND  101.18                                                          

  CREATION DATE:  6/ 7/14                                              

  ENDSPECIES                                                                                                               

 

 

NASA polynomials 
THERMO                                                                           

   300.000  1500.000  5000.000                                                   

C7H16-2    4/27/14 THERMC   7H  16    0    0G   300.000  5000.000 1380.000    61 

 2.31519465E+01 3.54273164E-02-1.23915149E-05 1.95271588E-09-1.14470474E-13    2 

-3.57874496E+04-9.95114759E+01-2.78008901E+00 9.12114606E-02-5.89143943E-05    3 

 2.02489098E-08-3.01952489E-12-2.60447239E+04 4.18959904E+01                   4 

C7H15-2A   6/ 7/14 THERMC   7H  15    0    0G   300.000  5000.000 1382.000    61 

 2.24163916E+01 3.33705214E-02-1.16508030E-05 1.83370999E-09-1.07399886E-13    2 

-1.08225989E+04-9.16250687E+01-1.85943896E+00 8.73203715E-02-5.90489689E-05    3 

 2.17668884E-08-3.49833738E-12-1.84991711E+03 4.01795830E+01                   4 
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A-2: Gaussian input example and the route section for different Gaussian calculations  

z-Matrix input: 

 
%chk=C2H5O4_1OOH_2OOj_S29_GS_B3LYP2.chk 

%mem=4GB 

%NProcShared=4 

# opt=calcfc freq B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) optcyc=100 scfcyc=300 nosymm 

 

Title Card Required 

 

0 2 

 C               

 C                  1            B1 

 O                  2            B2    1            A1 

 O                  3            B3    2            A2    1            D1    0 

 O                  1            B4    2            A3    3            D2    0 

 O                  5            B5    1            A4    2            D3    0 

 H                  2            B6    1            A5    5            D4    0 

 H                  2            B7    1            A6    5            D5    0 

 H                  1            B8    5            A7    6            D6    0 

 H                  1            B9    5            A8    6            D7    0 

 H                  6           B10    5            A9    1            D8    0 

 

   B1             1.52043940 

   B2             1.45957235 

   B3             1.32376096 

   B4             1.41866410 

   B5             1.46549354 

   B6             1.09156829 

   B7             1.09384002 

   B8             1.09521790 

   B9             1.09784744 

   B10            0.97072483 

   A1           111.93614098 

   A2           111.34943211 

   A3           113.56785862 

   A4           106.18257431 

   A5           111.67869123 

   A6           110.65323874 

   A7           103.91739239 

   A8           110.26645809 

   A9            99.46965051 

   D1           -68.40563760 

   D2           -67.87891461 

   D3           -67.68237979 

   D4            48.55091028 

   D5           172.22620817 

   D6           172.82545264 

   D7            55.59972073 

   D8          -136.94936069 
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Cartesian coordinate input:  

 
%chk=C2H5O4_1OOH_2OOj_S29_GS_B3LYP2.chk 

%mem=4GB 

%NProcShared=4 

# opt=calcfc freq B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) optcyc=100 scfcyc=300 nosymm 

 

Title Card Required 

 

0 2 

 C                  0.00000000    0.00000000    0.00000000 

 C                  0.00000000    0.00000000    1.52043940 

 O                  1.35390047    0.00000000    2.06569617 

 O                  1.97044229   -1.14638575    1.82482489 

 O                  0.48965878    1.20461222   -0.56723144 

 O                 -0.49506097    2.23967216   -0.24065947 

 H                 -0.45149378    0.90834079    1.92366601 

 H                 -0.51014347   -0.88735027    1.90624911 

 H                  0.68748443   -0.76597213   -0.37437161 

 H                 -1.01393223   -0.20803151   -0.36596903 

 H                 -0.53545448    2.69718908   -1.09585146 

 

A-3: Route section for different input:  

Optimization and frequency calculation 

# opt=calcfc freq B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) optcyc=100 scfcyc=300 nosymm 

Energy calculations 

# opt=calcfc CBS-QB3 geom=connectivity optcyc=200 scfcyc=300 nosymm ccsd=Maxcyc=150 

Hindered rotors calculations: 

# opt=z-matrix B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) scfcyc=300 optcyc=100 nosymm 

IRC calculation 

# IRC=(calcfc, maxpoints=20, stepsize=15, NoGradStop, Recorrect=Never) B3LYP/6-

31G(d,p) scfcyc=300 optcyc=100 nosymm 
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Appendix B 

Comparison between original and updated rate constants for updated classes (Updates 1-9) 
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Figure B 1: Original rates[68] (solid lines) and updated rates (dashed lines) of (a) H abstraction by OH [77, 78], (b) 

R.+O2 [63],  (c and d) RO2 isomerization [62], (e) RO2 concerted elimination [62], (f) cyclic ether formation from 

QOOH [64], (g) Olefin formation from QOOH [65], (h-i) Ketohydroperoxide formation from OOQOOH [61], (j) 

Ketohydroperoxide decomposition [58] 
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Figure B 2: Updated (solid lines) and original (dashed lines) models compared to HPST data. 
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Figure B 3: Tuned (solid lines) and original (dashed lines) models compared to HPST data. 
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Appendix C 

Table C 1: Calculated enthalpy of formation at 298K 

  
Calculated 
(kcal/mol) 

  
Calculated 
(kcal/mol) 

5pp 

HOOCH2CH2OO -22.9 

6pp 

HOOCH2CH2CH2OO -28.7 

Product -55.7 Product -63.3 

5PRP_A* 9.3 6PRP_A -8.2 

5PSP_E* 9.2 6PSP_E -7.5 

5ps 

HOOCH2CH(CH3)OO -33.2 

6ps 

HOOCH2CH2CH(C2H5)OO -45.0 

Product -65.1 Product -77.3 

5PRSR_A -1.1 6PRSS_A -24.0 

5PSSR_E -1.9 6PSSS_E -23.3 

5pt 

HOOCH2C(CH3)(CH3)OO -41.6 

6pt 

HOOCH2CH2C(CH3)(CH3)OO -49.9 

Product -74.9 Product -82.3 

5PRT_A -11.3 6PRT_A -28.0 

5PST_E -12.2 6PST_E -27.4 

5sp 

HOOCH(CH3)CH2OO -33.0 

6sp 

HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH2OO -39.1 

Product -67.6 Product -73.7 

5SSP_A -3.1 6SRP_A -19.2 

5SRP_E -3.5 6SSP_E -19.8 

5ss 

HOOCH(CH3)CH(CH3)OO_R -41.6 

6ss 

HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)OO_R -48.8 

HOOCH(CH3)CH(CH3)OO_S -42.5 HOOCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)OO_S -48.8 

Product -76.8 Product -83.5 

5SRSR_A -14.4 6SRSS_E -29.1 

5SSSR_E -13.7 6SSSS_A -29.9 

5st 

HOOCH(CH3)C(CH3)(CH3)OO -50.8 

6st 

HOOCH(CH3)CH2C (CH3)(CH3)OO -59.4 

Product -86.3 Product -95.5 

5SRT_E -22.9 6SRT_E -39.3 

5SST_A -23.3 6SST_A -39.9 

7pp 

HOO(CH2)4OO -34.8 

8pp 

HOO(CH2)5OO -39.8 

Product -71.5 Product -76.1 

7PRP_E -15.0 8PRP_E -19.9 

7PSP_A -16.0 8PSP_A -22.6 

7ps 

HOO(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO -44.7 

8ps 

HOO(CH2)4CH(CH3)OO -46.7 

Product -80.3 Product -85.3 

7PRSS_A -24.3 8PSSR_A -32.3 

7PSSS_E -25.5 8PSSS_E -32.2 

7pt 

HOO(CH2)3C(CH3)(CH3)OO -56.0 

8pt 

HOO(CH2)4C(CH3)(CH3)OO -59.8 

Product -90.4 Product -96.2 

7PRT_E -34.8 8PRT_E -39.9 

7PST_A -35.9 8PST_A -42.7 

7sp 

HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3OO -43.5 

8sp 

HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)4OO -48.8 

Product -84.5 Product -87.7 

7SRP_A -27.2 8SRP_A -34.1 

7SSP_E -25.6 8SSP_E -31.3 

7ss 

HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2CH(CH3)OO_R -53.5 

8ss 

HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO_R -58.3 

HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2CH(CH3)OO_S -54.0 HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3CH(CH3)OO_S -58.0 

Product -92.6 Product -97.1 

7SRSS_A -37.1 8SRSR_E -43.3 

7SSSS_E -35.3 8SRSS_A -43.1 

7st 

HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)2C(CH3)(CH3)OO -64.0 

8st 

HOOCH(CH3)(CH2)3C(CH3)(CH3)OO -69.7 

Product -102.4 Product -107.1 

7SRT_A -46.3 8SRT_A -54.9 

7SST_E -44.6 8SST_E -51.6 

*A and E refers to axial and equatorial configurations of transition states 
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Appendix D 

Table D 1: Calculated enthalpy of formation at 298K 

   Reaction  Species and TS 
Calculated 
 (kcal/mol) 

 Reaction  Species and TS 
Calculated  
(kcal/mol) 

α 

1OOH_2OOj HOOCC(CC)OO. -38.4 
2OOH_3OOj2 

HOOC(C)C(C)OO./S -42.1 

5CIPS 
TS -7.0 HOOC(C)C(C)OO./M -42.5 

O=CC(CC)OOH -70.2 

5CISS 

TS/S -14.3 

5AISS 
TS -5.5 TS/M -13.7 

HOOCC(C.C)OOH -24.8 O=C(C)C(C)OOH -76.8 

6AIPS 
TS -13.2 

6AIPS 

TS/S -16.5 

HOOCC(CC.)OOH -22.2 TS/M -15.4 

CE_PS 
TS -5.2 HOOC(C.)C(C)OOH/S -24.7 

HOOC=CCC -19.5 HOOC(C.)C(C)OOH/M -25.3 

CE_SS 
TS -6.1 

5AIPS 

TS/S -5.2 

HOOCC=CC -20.4 TS/M -5.1 

H-exchange 
TS -19.3 HOOC(C)C(C.)OOH/S -24.7 
.OOCC(CC)OOH -38.1 HOOC(C)C(C.)OOH/M -25.3 

2OOH_1OOj HOOC(CC)COO. -38.1 

CE_PS 

TS/S -9.5 

5CISP 
TS -9.0 TS/M -10.1 

O=C(CC)COOH -72.8 HOOC(C)C=C -22.2 

6AISP 
TS -14.4 

CE_SS 

TS/S -9.1 

HOOC(C.C)COOH -24.8 TS/M -9.1 

7AIPP 
TS -13.1 HOOC(C)=CC -24.2 

HOOC(CC.)COOH -22.2 2Me_1OOH_2OOj HOOCC(C)(C)OO. -41.8 

CE_SP 
TS -4.5 

5CIPT 
TS -12.2 

HOOC(CC)=C -24.2 O=CC(C)(C)OOH -75.0 

2Me_2OOH_3OOj HOOC(C)(C)COO. -43.5 
5AIPT 

TS -7.4 

6AIPP 
TS -17 HOOCC(C)(C.)OOH -27.2 

HOOC(C)(C.)COOH -27.2 
CE_PT 

TS -11.8 

H-exchange 
TS -24.1 HOOC=C(C)C -23.5 
.OOCC(C)(C)OOH -41.8    

β 

1OOH_3OOj HOOCCC(C)OO. -39.4 2OOH_4OOj  HOOC(C)CCOO. -39.1 

6CIPS 
TS -18.6 

6CISP 
TS -19.8 

O=CCC(C)OOH -71.9 O=C(C)CCOOH -73.8 

5AISS 
TS -6.4 

5AISP 
TS -6.2 

HOOCC.C(C)OOH -25.8 HOOC(C)C.COOH -25.8 

5AIPS 
TS -3.7 

7AIPP 
TS -13.8 

HOOCCC(C.)OOH -22.4 HOOC(C.)CCOOH -22.4 

CE_SS 
TS -8.8 

CE_SP 
TS -8.7 

HOOCC=CC -20.4 HOOC(C)C=C -22 

CE_PS 
TS -9.4 

H-exchange 
TS -22.4 

HOOCCC=C -17.8 .OOC(C)CCOOH -39.4 

γ 

1OOH_4OOj HOOCCCCOO. -34.8    

7CIPP 
TS -16    

O=CCCCOOH -71.4    

6AISP 
TS -14    

HOOCC.CCOOH -24.3    

5AISP 
TS -4.2    

HOOCCC.COOH -24.3    

CE_SP 
TS -5.4    

HOOCCC=C -17.8    
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The effect of hydrogen bonding in calculated rate constants  

 

Figure D 1: The effect of HB on group one, β-OOQOOH calculated rate constants. Black solid 

and, Blue dotted lines represent the original and NHB rate constants, respectively. 

 

 

Figure D 2: The effect of HB on group one, γ-OOQOOH calculated rate constants. Black solid 

and Red dotted lines represent the original and HB rate constants, respectively. 
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Figure D 3: The effect of HB on group two β-OOQOOH calculated rate constants. Black solid, 

Red dashed and Blue dotted lines represent the original, HB and NHB rate constants, 

respectively 

 

 

 

  


